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Las cuatro tendencias
Los perfiles básicos de personalidad que te  
enseñan a mejorar tu vida (y la de los demás)
A translation of The Four Tendencies: The Indispensable Person-
ality Profiles That Reveal How to Make Your Life Better (and 
Other People’s Lives Better, Too) (9781524760915)

Gretchen Rubin

“The Four Tendencies will immediately improve every area of 
your life... understanding your Tendency and how to make it 
work for you is the game-changer you’ve been looking for.” 
—Melissa Hartwig, author and co-creator of The Whole30,  
on the English-language edition

“The path to happiness starts with your personality. In The Four 
Tendencies, Gretchen Rubin upends the conventional wisdom of 
one prescription fitting all people and offers readers a tailored 
path to better health, relationships and well-being. A remarkable 
read from one of the most practical storytellers on the planet.” 
—Tom Rath, author of Are You Fully Charged? and Strengths-
Finder 2.0, on the English-language edition

After years of studying human nature, Gretchen Rubin discov-
ered that we can better understand our personality by analyzing 
how we respond to ourselves and others. There are four tenden-
cies: the Upholders, the Questioners, the Obligers, and the Rebels. 
Each of these groups responds in a different way to relationships, 
to work, and to internal expectations. Rubin presents keys to 
understanding ourselves so we can reach more productive and 
happy lives.

Gretchen Rubin is the author of the New York Times bestsellers 
Better Than Before and The Happiness Project. Her books have 
sold more than two million copies worldwide, and have been 
translated into more than 35 languages. She currently writes for 
her blog gretchenrubin.com and hosts the podcast Happier with 
Gretchen Rubin. She lives in New York City with her husband 
and two daughters.

PSYCHOLOGY/ PERSONALITY
PSYCHOLOGY/ GENERAL
284 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9786075275253
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MAY
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Rojo
Red (9788491013150) a translation of the Catalan

Meritxell Martí

Did you know that colors can tell stories? Follow these connect-
ed images and you will discover a palette of colors, sensations, 
and emotions.

Meritxell Martí is an artist, a composer, a musician, an award- 
winning author of more than 30 books and an art and literature 
professor.  She is the author of La isla de las 160 diferencias 
and Me llamo Mozart among many others. Xavier Salomó is an 
award-winning illustrator of children’s books. They previously 
collaborated on 10 ciudades y u sueño, 10 viajes y un sueño, and 
Una noche bestial.

JUVENILE NONFICTION/ CONCEPTS/COLORS
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K, 46 PAGES, 5.5 X 7
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9788491013150
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MAY

Colores Series

Azul
Blue (9788491013136) a translation of the Catalan

Meritxell Martí

Did you know that colors can tell stories? Follow these connect-
ed images and you will discover a palette of colors, sensations, 
and emotions. 

Meritxell Martí is an artist, a composer, a musician, an award- 
winning author of more than 30 books and an art and literature 
professor. She is the author of La isla de las 160 diferencias and 
Me llamo Mozart among many others. Xavier Salomó is an 
award-winning illustrator of children’s books. They previously 
collaborated on 10 ciudades y 1 sueño, 10 viajes y un sueño, and 
Una noche bestial.

JUVENILE NONFICTION/ CONCEPTS/COLORS
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K, 46 PAGES, 5.5 X 7
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9788491013136
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MAY
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¡Vamos!
A translation of Pop-up Things That Go! (9781536201208)

Ingela P. Arrhenius

A pop-up book for small hands, this book invites readers  
to discover vehicles with paper construction and lively,  
colorful drawings.

Ingela P. Arrhenius is an esteemed illustrator and designer. Her 
style is simple, colorful, and draws on the aesthetic of the 50s  
as inspiration. Her illustrations captivate all ages.

JUVENILE FICTION/ TRANSPORTATION/GENERAL
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K, 30 PAGES, 4.5 X 5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788491013297
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH

Los Popis Series

¡Al mar!
A translation of Mini Pop-Up Ocean (9781536201192)

Ingela P. Arrhenius

A pop-up book for small hands, this book invites readers to 
discover the elements of the ocean with paper construction and 
lively, colorful drawings.

Ingela P. Arrhenius is an esteemed illustrator and designer. Her 
style is simple, colorful, and draws on the aesthetic of the 50s  
as inspiration. Her illustrations captivate all ages. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/MARINE LIFE
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K, 30 PAGES, 4.5 X 5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788491013273
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH
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¿Quién se esconde? 
Series

¿Quién se esconde... 
en el mar?
Who Is Hiding... in the Ocean?

Marc Clamens and Laurence Jammes

The most playful animals at bottom of 
the ocean search for hideaways to protect 
themselves from danger. Do you know 
who hides in the sea anemone? Do you 
know the perfect hideout for the seahorse? 
Play with puzzle pieces and uncover the 
hiding place of each sea animal.  

Marc Clamens studied applied arts at the 
Boulle school and received a degree in 
comic illustration and graphics from the 
Duperré School. He works in children’s 
press and magazines for the Milan Presse. 
Laurence Jammes graduated from the 
Boulle School and ESAA Duperré in textile 
design and began in children’s fashion 
before becoming an illustrator of children’s 
books and magazines. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/MARINE LIFE
JUVENILE FICTION/ INTERACTIVE ADVEN-
TURES
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
10 PAGES, 7.5 X 7.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $13.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9788491013310
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH

Todo lo que sé de... 
Series

Todo lo que sé de  
la caca
Everything I Know About Poop 
(9788491013112) a translation of  
the Catalan

Jaume Copons

This book discusses something very 
important. It’s something that everyone 
does— children, mothers, fathers, grand-
parents, animals—it’s universal. The new 
book by Jaume Copons and Mercè Galí is 
about… POOP!

Jaume Copons is a writer of novels and 
children’s stories, and has also been a 
scriptwriter for radio and television. He 
co-created the successful graphic novel 
series Agus y los monstrous. Mercè Galí is 
an illustrator. She has a degree in fine arts 
with a concentration in engraving from the 
University of Barcelona. She has illustrated 
for various children’s publishers and books 
of poetry. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ CONCEPTS/BODY
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
28 PAGES, 10 X 10
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788491013112
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH

¿Y tú cómo duermes?
How Do You Sleep? (9788491012870)  
a translation of the French

Olivia Cosneau

How does the puppy sleep? And the baby 
swans, how do they sleep? Learn to fall 
asleep comfortably and peacefully like the 
animals in this pop-up book with tabs, 
flaps, and many surprises to discover.

Olivia Cosneau received her Fine Arts 
degree in 1996. She has worked as an 
illustrated in distinct fields such as the 
news, editorial, and the textile sector. She 
has illustrated and written over a dozen 
books, including Adopt Me! Chihuahua 
and Birds of the World: My Nature Sticker 
Activity Book.  

JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/GENERAL
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
14 PAGES, 7 X 5.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788491012870
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH
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Los Sentimientos de Fiona
A translation of Fiona’s Feelings (9781936669653)

Dr. John Hutton

Photographs by Cincinnati Zoo and Botanical Garden

When the Cincinnati Zoo’s baby hippo, Fiona, was born six 
weeks early, she was too weak to stand and nurse from her 
mother. With help from #TeamFiona, she is growing stronger 
every day. As Fiona explores the world around her, she is curious 
and playful. Young readers will love exploring Fiona’s life while 
building important language and social-emotional skills.

Dr. John Hutton is a pediatrician, early literacy researcher and 
author from Cincinnati, Ohio. The Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical 
Garden is the second oldest zoo in the United States. It is ded-
icated to conveying knowledge, conserving nature, and serving 
the community.

JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/HIPPOS & RHINOS
JUVENILE FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/EMOTIONS & FEELINGS
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K, 14 PAGES, 5.5 X 5.5
14 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
BOARD BOOK, $7.99 (CAN $10.99)
ISBN: 9781936669745
RIGHTS: WORLD

BLUE MANATEE PRESS  APRIL

Also available:

9781936669653 
$7.99 (Can $10.99)

 Board Book

Los Amigos de Fiona
A translation of Fiona’s Friends (9781936669684)

Dr. John Hutton

Photographs by Cincinnati Zoo and Botanical Garden

“Fiona and friends are lovely, it’s true. They’re all very  
special, just like you!” —Publishers Weekly, on the English- 
language edition

Fiona the hippo, was born six weeks early. She was too small 
and weak to stand and nurse from her mother, Bibi, so caregivers 
stepped in to provide critical care. With help from #TeamFiona, 
the premature hippo grew into a healthy hippo and an ambassa-
dor for her species. There is hope for these animals, but people 
must care enough to want to save them. Seeing amazing creatures 
like these at a zoo can inspire that kind of powerful connection 
and make our planet a better place.

Dr. John Hutton is a pediatrician, early literacy researcher and 
author from Cincinnati, Ohio. The Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical 
Garden opened in 1875, making it the second oldest zoo in the 
United States. It is dedicated to conveying knowledge, conserving 
nature, and serving the community.

JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/ZOOS
JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/HIPPOS & RHINOS
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K, 14 PAGES, 5.5 X 5.5
14 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
BOARD BOOK, $7.99 (CAN $10.99)
ISBN: 9781936669752
RIGHTS: WORLD

BLUE MANATEE PRESS  APRIL Also available:

9781936669684 
$7.99 (Can $10.99)

 Board Book
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Mar adentro
Inside the Sea

Kenny Rettore

A cloth book with a velvet textured cover 
and interior flaps, small children will play 
and get to know the animals that are hid-
den under the sea: a curious fish, a playful 
dolphin, and a seahorse are among others 
that will keep children company in their 
first discoveries. 

Kenny Rettore is a politician, and the 
owner and founder of Rettore AS, an 
international company that produces 
children’s books for professional clients 
around the world. In total, Rettore AS 
has sold over 13 million books worldwide 
and their books have been translated into 
over 30 languages. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/MARINE LIFE
JUVENILE FICTION/ CONCEPTS/GENERAL
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
6 PAGES, 6 X 6
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
FABRIC, $18.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9788491013075
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH

¡La camioneta del 
oso se ha atascado!
A translation of Bear’s Truck is Stuck! 
(9781680100013)

Patricia Hegarty

Who does the bear ask for help when his 
truck is stuck in the mud? Discover what 
happens when his friends come to the 
rescue. With ingenious changeable images 
and expressive characters, this interactive 
book will become a favorite of children 
everywhere. 

Patricia Hegarty is the editorial director  
of Caterpillar Books, a children’s publisher 
based in England. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/BEARS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
14 PAGES, 8.75 X 8.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9788491013198
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH

Bu-hú
A translation of Twit-Twoo Pop-Up Fun 
(9781848576506)

Nicola Edwards

Don’t be afraid! Open the flaps of this 
book and you will encounter many ani-
mals who want to meet you. Solve riddles 
to discover farm animals, wild animals and 
ocean creatures hiding behind the flaps. 

Nicola Edwards is a published author and 
an illustrator of children’s books. Some of 
her books include The Christmas Baby and 
Science Explorers: Wool.

JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/NOCTURNAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
10 PAGES, 8 X 8.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9788491013211
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH

New Titles IPG – Spring 2019
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Los tres gibones
The Three Gibbons, a translation of the French 
(9782352892854)

Kenji Abe

The three gibbons play together. They are named Ibon, Nibon, 
and Sabon. Their faces are round and thanks to their long arms 
they can perform acrobatics. Readers follow along as they come 
down the hill after escaping a crocodile, and watch as they eat 
and sing on the way home.

Kenji Abe is a writer and the author of Fukuinkan Shoten and 
Los tres gibones.

JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 32 PAGES, 8.625 X 7.5
15 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788416817245
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  AUGUST

El vaquero más salvaje
Una aventura del Lejano Oeste en la  
que la alegría le gana al miedo
A translation of The Wildest Cowboy (9781447231479)

Garth Jennings and Sara Ogilvie

Far out west there is a place called Miedo, where only the tough-
est live. They chew on stones and wear snakeskin socks. When 
the adventurer Bingo B. Brown brings his cart full of fun prod-
ucts to Miedo, he encounters a ghostly silence. It certainly isn’t a 
place for boomerang hats, raincoats, or inflatable boats. Not even 
his dancing dog can pull up a smile. Bingo soon discovers that 
the residents live in fear as he comes face to face with the most 
ferocious cowboy in the West.

Garth Jennings is a film director, screenwriter, producer, and 
actor. Sara Ogilvie is a freelance illustrator. She is also the author 
of Mi perritoquierebailar ballet, La perrita detective, Sir Nenúfar, 
and La princesarebelde.

JUVENILE FICTION/ GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 32 PAGES, 9.75 X 11
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9788417254032
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JULY

New TitlesSpanish Books
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Trabajosos
Working Bears (9788363696412)  
a translation of the Polish

Agata Królak

What would you like to be when you 
grow up? A farmer, fireman or painter? 
In this book, children will encounter 
many jobs portrayed by some very 
hard-working bears. This board book 
with a variety of professions features 
drawings and collages throughout. 

Agata Królak is a graphic artist who 
studied at the Academy of Fine Arts and is 
currently pursuing a Ph.D. in visual commu-
nication at the same institution. She is also 
the author of Cakes, Cookies, and Such.

JUVENILE FICTION/ BUSINESS, CAREERS, 
OCCUPATIONS
JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/BEARS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
26 PAGES, 7 X 7.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9788491013556
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH

¡Qué rico!
How Tasty! (9788491013570)  
a translation of the French

Janik Coat

From Monday to Sunday, every meal is a 
party! With flaps, tabs, and many surprises 
to discover, this bool teaches children the 
importance of healthy eating. 

Janik Coat is a graphic designer, author, 
and illustrator. She has a degree in fine arts 
from the University of Nantes. She has 
published 15 books that have been trans-
lated into many different languages.

JUVENILE FICTION/ CONCEPTS/GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
16 PAGES, 6 X 7
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9788491013570
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MAY

Minipops Series

Blancanieves
Snow White (9788491013099)  
a translation of the Catalan

Meritxell Martí

The wicked queen asks the mirror: “Who 
is the prettiest of them all?” Relive Snow 
White with pop-up scenes in this book that 
illustrates the magic of this classic tale. 

Meritxell Martí is an artist, a composer, a 
musician, a professor, and an award-win-
ning author of more than 30 books. She is 
the author of La isla de las 160 diferencias 
and Me llamo Mozart among many others. 
Xavier Salomó is an award-winning illus-
trator of children’s books. They previously 
collaborated on 10 ciudades y 1 sueño, 10 
viajes y un sueño, and Una noche bestial.

JUVENILE FICTION/ CLASSICS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
10 PAGES, 8.25 X 7.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788491013099
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  APRIL

New Titles IPG – Spring 2019
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La Luna Mango
A translation of Mango Moon (9780807549575)

Diane de Anda

Illustrations by Sue Cornelison

When a father is taken away from his family and faces depor-
tation, his family is left to grieve and wonder what comes next. 
Maricela, Manual, and their mother face the many challenges and 
changes created by their father’s absence. A new home, missed 
soccer games and birthday parties, and emptiness are now day-
to-day norms. But Maricela learns that her love for her father is 
sustained even though he is no longer part of her daily life. 

Diane de Anda, a third generation Latina, is a retired professor 
in the Department of Social Welfare at UCLA. Author of several 
children’s books featuring Latino families, she has five more 
books due to be published in 2018 and 2019. Sue Cornelison is 
the author and illustrator of many children’s books. She relishes 
her time with family, coaching her tumbling and trampoline team, 
and playing wildlife photographer when she isn’t illustrating. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/EMIGRATION & IMMIGRATION
JUVENILE FICTION/ PEOPLE & PLACES/UNITED STATES/
HISPANIC & LATINO
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 32 PAGES, 8 X 10
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, $16.99 (CAN $22.99)
ISBN: 9780807549599
RIGHTS: WORLD

ALBERT WHITMAN & COMPANY  APRIL

New TitlesSpanish Books



Los supervehículos
The Super Vehicles (9782075078757) a translation of the French

Nicolas Archieri

The red truck is flying by. It’s the firefighters, but where are they 
going? Lift the flaps and discover how they put out the fire. Look 
to find other emergency vehicles: the ambulance, the police car, and 
the police bike. Look around and you’ll see the garbage truck, the 
tractor, and more. What vehicle would you like to drive? 

Nicolas Archieri is a children’s book illustrator. He collaborates 
regularly with Astrapi.

JUVENILE FICTION/ CONCEPTS/GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION/ TRANSPORTATION/CARS & TRUCKS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 10 PAGES, 7 X 7
CLOTH, $15.00 (CAN $20.00)
ISBN: 9782075078757
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JUNE

Mis primeros descubrimientos Series

La ropa
The Clothes (9782075078771) a translation of the French

Elsa Fouquier

How great! The sun is shining! You’ll be able to put on your sum-
mer clothes. Do you know what they are made of? Lift the flaps 
and discover a cotton flower and shirts of every color. You will also 
find a dress, a swimsuit, a hat, and sandals. Additionally, you will 
discover clothes for rain, snow, to keep warm, and even pajamas.

Elsa Fouquier is a young illustrator. She has illustrated numerous 
stories and books for children.

JUVENILE FICTION/ CLOTHING & DRESS
JUVENILE FICTION/ GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 10 PAGES, 7 X 7
CLOTH, $15.00 (CAN $20.00)
ISBN: 9788417254476
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JUNE

10
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Un día en la vida de un bebé
A Day in the Life of a Baby (9782075078764) a translation of 
the French

Ella Bailey

Good morning! What great weather! Climb aboard the car for a 
little travel. Who’s out there? Lift the flaps to discover what’s go-
ing on around you with the pedestrians, cyclists and car drivers. 
Park where you can play in the sand with a bucket and shovel. 
What a stupendous day!

Ella Bailey is a freelance illustrator. She studied illustration at 
Falmouth University. She is the author of various books. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION/ HEALTH & DAILY LIVING/DAILY ACTIVITIES
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 10 PAGES, 7 X 7
CLOTH, $15.00 (CAN $20.00)
ISBN: 9788417254452
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JUNE

Mis primeros descubrimientos Series

La comida
Food (9782075078740) a translation of the French

Amélie Falière

Let’s eat! What do you like? A radish? Do you know how it 
grows? Lift the flap and you will see a seed sprouts from the soil, 
its leaves appear, and roots grow and become a pink and crunchy 
vegetable. Similarly, we find the potato, carrot, and tomato… and 
then we talk about the egg, delicious milk from the cow, and the 
apple. Look below the flaps and spin the tiny wheels—awaken 
the curiosity of children and help them learn their first words.

Amélie Falière studied visual communications at the École Esti-
enne in France. Currently, she illustrates and works for Bayard 
Press, and often does projects for the magazine Mes premiers 
J’aime lire.

JUVENILE FICTION/ COOKING & FOOD
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 10 PAGES, 7 X 7
CLOTH, $15.00 (CAN $20.00)
ISBN: 9788417254469
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JUNE
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A cenar con Ted
A translation of Teatime with Ted (9781408888797)

Sophy Henn

Ted is a kid with a huge imagination and a craving to play with 
his friends. For that, he never finds a moment to go to sleep. And 
when his parents call him to dinner, he always makes a fool of 
himself thinking of those delicious dishes he can’t wait to eat. A 
book with vibrant colors and flap pages.

Sophy Henny studied fashion at Central Saint Martins, was 
an art director in advertising, and then completed her MA in 
illustration at the University of Brighton. She now writes and 
illustrates children’s books. Where Bear?, her first book, was 
shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize in 2015. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ INTERACTIVE ADVENTURES
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 10 PAGES, 7.25 X 7.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9788491013259
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  APRIL

Mi amigo Ted Series

A dormir con Ted
A translation of Bedtime with Ted (9781408880791)

Sophy Henn

Ted is a kid with a huge imagination and a craving to play with 
his friends. For that, he never finds a moment to go to sleep. And 
when his parents call him to dinner, he always makes a fool of 
himself thinking of those delicious dishes he can’t wait to eat. A 
book with vibrant colors and flap pages.

Sophy Henny studied fashion at Central Saint Martins, was 
an art director in advertising, and then completed her MA in 
illustration at the University of Brighton. She now writes and 
illustrates children’s books. Where Bear?, her first book, was 
shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize in 2015. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ INTERACTIVE ADVENTURES
JUVENILE FICTION/ BEDTIME & DREAMS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 10 PAGES, 7.25 X 7.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9788491013235
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  APRIL
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Garbancito
The Patufet (9789788491019) a translation of the Catalan

Bel Olid

A new vision of classic stories with die-cut pages and modern 
adaptations. Patufet, a child so small he fits in the palm of your 
hand, gets wrapped up in an unexpected adventure with an ox.

Bel Olid is a writer, translator, and professor of language, liter-
ature, translation, and creative writing. She has received several 
literary awards and has served as the president of the Association 
of Writers in Catalan since March 2015.

JUVENILE FICTION/ CLASSICS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 16 PAGES, 7.5 X 10.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $3.95 (CAN $5.95)
ISBN: 9788491012474
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH

¡Qué te cuento! Series

Los tres cerditos
The Three Little Pigs (9789788491019) a translation of  
the Catalan

Bel Olid

A new vision of classic stories with die-cut pages and modern ad-
aptations. Relive the story of the three little pigs who build three 
houses of different materials to keep the big bad wolf out.

Bel Olid is a writer, translator, and professor of language, liter-
ature, translation, and creative writing. She has received several 
literary awards and has served as the president of the Association 
of Writers in Catalan since March 2015.

JUVENILE FICTION/ CLASSICS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 16 PAGES, 7.5 X 10.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $3.95 (CAN $5.95)
ISBN: 9788491012450
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH
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Caperucita Roja
Little Red Riding Hood (9789788491019) a translation of  
the Catalan

Bel Olid

A new vision of classic stories with die-cut pages and modern 
adaptations. Caperucita Roja tells the famous tale of a young girl 
who plans to visit her grandmother, but before she arrives the girl 
encounters a wolf who decides to trick her grandmother. 

Bel Olid is a writer, translator, and professor of language, liter-
ature, translation, and creative writing. She has received several 
literary awards and has served as the president of the Association 
of Writers in Catalan since March 2015.

JUVENILE FICTION/ CLASSICS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 16 PAGES, 7.5 X 10.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $3.95 (CAN $5.95)
ISBN: 9788491012467
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH

¡Qué te cuento! Series

Cenicienta
Cinderella (9789788491019) a translation of the Catalan

Bel Olid

A new vision of classic stories with die-cut pages and modern 
adaptations. Cenicienta is the servant of her cruel stepmother, but 
a kind woman, some mice, and a glass slipper change her fate. 

Bel Olidis a writer, translator, and professor of language, litera-
ture, translation, and creative writing. She has received several 
literary awards and has served as the president of the Association 
of Writers in Catalan since March 2015.

JUVENILE FICTION/ CLASSICS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 16 PAGES, 7.5 X 10.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $3.95 (CAN $5.95)
ISBN: 9788491012481
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH
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Huellas
Footprints

Gustavo Roldán

This book is for those that have recently discovered that stories 
are made up of words, but are still not capable of decoding what 
those words mean. These stories have a clear structure and the 
illustration plays an important role so that readers can sense the 
narration’s course. 

Gustavo Roldán is an author and illustrator whose books have 
been translated into numerous languages. He is the author of Un 
hombre con sombrero and ¡Poc poc! both of which won Argenti-
na’s ALIJA Prize, among other books. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 22 PAGES, 6.75 X 6.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9788491013419
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  APRIL

Caballo. ¡Arre, caballito! Series

¿Sabes qué es?
Do You Know What It Is? (9788491013396) a translation of  
the Catalan

Elisenda Roca

This book is for those that have recently discovered that stories 
are made up of words, but are still not capable of decoding what 
those words mean. These stories have a clear structure and the 
illustration plays an important role so that readers can sense the 
narration’s course.

Elisenda Roca is a Spanish journalist who has worked for Antena 
3, TVE, where she presented Cifras y Letras, TV3, and Com Rà-
dio. In addition, Roca worked in the worlds of theatre and book 
publishing. Throughout her career, Roca has received prizes such 
as the Ondas, the TP de Oro, and the ATP, among many others.

JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 22 PAGES, 6.75 X 6.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9788491013396
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  APRIL
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¡La más grande del mundo!
The Largest in the World

Lilith Moscon

This book is for those that have recently discovered that stories 
are made up of words, but are still not capable of decoding what 
those words mean. These stories have a clear structure and the 
illustration plays an important role so that readers can sense the 
narration’s course. 

Lilith Moscon holds a degree in philosophy, is a writer, screen-
writer, a psycho-dramaturge. She has written the books Vedo, 
nonvedo, vedo più in là and Bestie a rime e a quadretti. She 
has a laboratory in Berlin dedicated to human expression and 
literary creation. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 22 PAGES, 6.75 X 6.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9788491013358
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  APRIL

Caballo. ¡Arre, caballito! Series

¡Ahí va!
There You  Go! (9788491013372) a translation of the Catalan

Lluís Farré

This book is for those that have recently discovered that stories 
are made up of words, but are still not capable of decoding what 
those words mean. These stories have a clear structure and the 
illustration plays an important role so that readers can sense the 
narration’s course. 

Lluís Farré graduated in Fine Arts with a design specialty from 
the University of Barcelona. His professional beginnings in illus-
tration started in the scientific field and subsequently dedicated 
himself to children’s illustration. In 1995 he received the Lazarillo 
de Ilustración prize for Una casa com un cabás.

JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/BIRDS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 22 PAGES, 6.75 X 6.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9788491013372
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  APRIL
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Girar a la tortuga
Turn the Turtle (9788491013433) a  
translation of the Catalan

Susanna Isern

For first-time readers that only know some 
letters and are beginning to discover the 
mechanism of the reader. With an adult 
helping first, they will be able to read this 
story alone soon after.  

Susanna Isern is a writer and psychologist. 
Since her first illustrated book in 2011, 
she has published more than 30 chil-
dren’s books. One of her books received a 
Newbery Honor Seal in 2013 and another 
received the Moonbeam Children’s Books 
Awards in 2015.

JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/
GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/TURTLES
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 24 PAGES, 8 X 8
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9788491013433
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  APRIL

Caballo. Trote Series

¡Oh, oh, la pelota!
Oh, Oh, the Ball! (9788491013464)  
a translation of the Catalan

Susanna Isern

The stories in this collection will help 
children aged three to six use their intu-
ition and knowledge to build the skills 
they need to be great readers. Do you 
know what older people mean when they 
talk about groups being stronger? As it 
happens, sometimes, we need the help of 
others to achieve anything.

Susanna Isern is a writer and psychologist. 
Since her first illustrated book in 2011, 
she has published more than 30 chil-
dren’s books. One of her books received a 
Newbery Honor Seal in 2013 and another 
received the Moonbeam Children’s Books 
Awards in 2015.

JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/
GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 24 PAGES, 8 X 8
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9788491013471
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  APRIL

Retrato de familia
Portrait of a Family (9788491013440)  
a translation of the Catalan

Susanna Isern

The stories in this collection will help chil-
dren aged three to six use their intuition 
and knowledge to build the skills they 
need to be great readers. All families are 
unique. Whether it be for better or worse, 
they are all one of a kind! 

Susanna Isern is a writer and psychologist. 
Since her first illustrated book in 2011, 
she has published more than 30 chil-
dren’s books. One of her books received a 
Newbery Honor Seal in 2013 and another 
received the Moonbeam Children’s Books 
Awards in 2015.

JUVENILE FICTION/ FAMILY/GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/
GENERAL
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 24 PAGES, 8 X 8
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9788491013457
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  APRIL
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¡Me aburro!
I’m Bored!

Carmela Trujillo

The stories in this collection will help chil-
dren aged three to six use their intuition 
and knowledge to build the skills they 
need to be great readers. Vito the Piglet 
is one of those stuffed animals you’d like 
to have with you all your life. But when 
you’re grown up, people don’t think it’s 
such a good idea to take him everywhere.

Carmela Trujillo holds degrees in philos-
ophy and education science. Through her 
stories for children and adults, she received 
various literary awards, such as the XXV 
Concurso de Narrativa Infantil Vila d’Ibi 
award for Esto no puede seguir así.

JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/
GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 24 PAGES, 8 X 8
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9788491013495
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH

Caballo. Galope Series

¿A quién le gusta ir 
en sombrero?
Whose Hat is This? (9788491013518)  
a translation of the Catalan

Bel Olid

The stories in this collection will help chil-
dren aged three to six use their intuition 
and knowledge to build the skills they need 
to be great readers. Someone lost their 
hat in the jungle! But perhaps the craziest 
thing found in the jungle is not a hat... 

Bel Olid is a writer, translator, and pro-
fessor. She has received several literary 
awards and has served as the president of 
the Association of Writers in Catalan since 
2015.

JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/
GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 24 PAGES, 8 X 8
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9788491013518
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH

¡No pasar!
No Passing!

Juan Arjona

The stories in this collection will help chil-
dren aged three to six use their intuition 
and knowledge to build the skills they 
need to be great readers. Vito the Piglet 
is one of those stuffed animals you’d like 
to have with you all your life. But when 
you’re grown up, people don’t think it’s 
such a good idea to take him everywhere.

Juan Arjona is a speaker, writer, drama-
turge, and stage manager. He has con-
tributed his stories and shows to many 
programs across the country, and has 
developed plays and theatre works in the 
Barataria Company since 1998. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ HEALTH & DAILY LIVING/
GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 24 PAGES, 8 X 8
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9788491013532
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH
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Mi gran libro de las fábulas de 
La Fontaine
My Big Book of Fables by de La Fontaine

Jean de la Fontaine

La Fontaine wrote some of the most famous fables of modern 
times, eight of which can be found in this book including “The 
Hare and the Tortoise”, “The Goose with the Golden Eggs” and 
“The Cicada and the Ant.” All are accompanied by beautiful 
illustrations that without a doubt will be loved by all children. 

Jean de La Fontaine is a poet. He is one of the most widely read 
poets of his generation. His book, Fables, is considered a master-
piece of world literature and a model for all subsequent fabulist 
writers.

JUVENILE FICTION/ CLASSICS
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 96 PAGES, 11.5 X 9.75
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, $17.99 (CAN $23.99)
ISBN: 9786072115521
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  MAY

Mi primer Quijote
My First Quijote

Antoni Romeu

This is an adaptation for children of one of the most important 
works of literature, Don Quijote de la Mancha. Children will 
learn the story of Don Quijote in simple language with entertain-
ing illustrations. It also begins with an introduction to Cervantes, 
his world, and his era so that young readers will better under-
stand Don Quijote’s adventures and their context.

Antoni Romeu is an independent editor. Since 1990 he has 
worked for various editorial houses. He studied history at the 
University of Barcelona.

JUVENILE FICTION/ CLASSICS
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 160 PAGES, 7.75 X 9.25
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, $17.99 (CAN $23.99)
ISBN: 9786072112735
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  MAY
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Respira
Breathe

Inês Castel-Branco

A beautifully illustrated book that will 
help children to overcome their anxieties 
through conscious breathing, visualization 
and yoga exercises, and tai chi or chi-kung.

Inês Castel-Branco received a her Ph.D. in 
architecture and in 2007 she became an 
editor and worked in layout and design.

JUVENILE NONFICTION/ HEALTH & DAILY 
LIVING/MINDFULNESS & MEDITATION
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 40 PAGES, 11 X 9.5
15 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788417440138 
(REPLACES: 9788415518259) 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

AKIARA BOOKS  JUNE

Los dos lobos
The Two Wolves

Wilfred (Guillermo Gil Schröder)

This is a retelling of a Cherokee legend 
that says we all carry a good and bad wolf 
within us. “Which will win?” the young 
Cherokee asks her grandfather. The grand-
father’s response is quite surprising... 

Guillermo Gil Schröder is a graphic design-
er and writer.   

JUVENILE FICTION/ LEGENDS, MYTHS, 
FABLES/NATIVE AMERICAN
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 40 PAGES, 11 X 9.5
15 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788417440107
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

AKIARA BOOKS  JUNE

El despertar del árbol
The Awakening of the Tree

Albert Asensio and Dídac P. Lagarriga

A small tree wakes up after a long winter, 
hardly able to see. While it grows, it will 
experience seasons and interact with 
animals, humans, and other trees. This is 
a story to remind us that trees also look, 
speak, and are conscious.

Dídac P. Lagarriga is the founder of Ooze-
bap, a group in Barcelona dedicated to the 
diffusion of cultural, political and spiritual 
experiences of Africa and of Islam. He 
regularly contributes to newspapers and is 
the author of Eco-yihad and Un islamvisto 
y no visto. Albert Asensio studied graph-
ic design at EADT. He has worked for 
Spanish publishing houses such as Anaya, 
Juventud, and Random House Mondadori. 
He has won numerous awards, including 3 
Junceda Prizes.

JUVENILE FICTION/ NATURE & THE NATURAL 
WORLD/ENVIRONMENT
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 40 PAGES, 11 X 9.5
15 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9788417440015
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

AKIARA BOOKS  JUNE
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Nunca olvidaré tu 
nombre
I Will Never Forget Your Name

Ignasi Llorente

Wei-Lin and her grandfather live on 
the Yang-Tsé river in China during the 
Neolithic revolution. They spend days 
fishing, collecting fruit, and stocking up 
on rice. At night around the fire, Wei-Lin’s 
grandfather plays beautiful melodies on 
the flute and tells stories—until the day he 
begins to lose his memory. Wei-Lin tries 
to find a solution to this problem with an 
original and revolutionary idea that will 
change history.   

Ignasi Llorente studied medicine and has 
dedicated his professional life to political 
communications. He has published many 
articles and books on this subject such as 
La cuina d’Esquerra and A la recerca del 
benestar. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ HISTORICAL/PREHISTORY
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 32 PAGES, 11.75 X 9.75
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788416918287
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  AUGUST

De este lado del 
muro
From This Side of the Wall

Alexiev Gandman

In this illustrated book, the protagonists 
are two children that live in neighboring 
towns, separated by a large wall. The chil-
dren are encouraged to fear and mistrust 
those that live on the other side of the 
wall. But these two children are going to 
discover that there aren’t monsters on the 
other side.

Alexiev Gandman is a graphic designer, 
illustrator and author of children’s books. 
He also hosted the TV show Art Attack 
for Disney Channel for several seasons 
starting in 2010.

JUVENILE FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/
PREJUDICE & RACISM
JUVENILE FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/
EMIGRATION & IMMIGRATION
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 32 PAGES, 8.25 X 8.25
30 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9789874163172
RIGHTS: WORLD

LECTURA COLABORATIVA  AUGUST

Isla de Hoakes
Una ingeniosa aventura de 
enigmas
A translation of Hoakes Island 
(9781786270320)

Helen Friel and Ian Friel

Henry Hoakes has disappeared and the 
Island Amusement Park is in grave danger. 
This notebook, a hasty collection of 
journal entries, notes, puzzles, and clues, 
is the key to find out what’s happened to 
Henry and stop the developers who want 
to bulldoze the park. Solve the puzzles and 
discover clues while you traverse the island 
on a mission to rescue talking animals that 
live there. It’s a race against time that only 
a puzzle master can beat!

Helen Friel studied graphic design at the 
Central Saint Martins in London. She has 
been published in Elle Decoration, The 
Telegraph, The Metro, Computer Arts, and 
Paper Cut. Ian Friel has worked for over 
30 years in the museum atmosphere. He 
is a freelance writer, historian, a museum 
consultant, and a conference leader.

JUVENILE FICTION/ MYSTERIES & DETECTIVE 
STORIES
JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/
GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 64 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.75
CLOTH, $22.00 (CAN $30.00)
ISBN: 9788417254223
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JULY
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Mi primer Larousse 
de los dinosaurios
My First Book of Dinosaurs

Benoit Delalandre

Completely illustrated and absolutely 
fascinating! Learn about the daily lives and 
surprising situations of these enormous 
animals. From the combat between the 
tyrannosaurus and the ankylosaurus, the 
maternal instincts of the maiasaura, the 
dangerous migration of the centrosaurus 
during dry seasons, to the day the terrible 
meteor fell and wiped out all dinosaur, this 
book is a great first guide to dinosaurs. 

Benoit Delalandre is a biologist and 
author. He has written fifteen books for 
young readers. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/DINOSAURS & 
PREHISTORIC CREATURES
JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 160 PAGES, 7.75 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $9.99 (CAN $12.99)
ISBN: 9786072106147
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  MAY

Mi primer Larousse 
de príncipes y  
princesas
My First Book of Princes and Princesses

Hans Christian Anderson

This is a beautiful edition of the classic 
stories of the Brothers Grimm and Hans 
Christian Andersen. Some of the stories 
in this collection are incredibly popular, 
while others are lesser-known. They are all 
equally fantastic and extraordinary histo-
ries of princes and princesses in love. With 
beautiful illustrations, this will become a 
child’s bedtime favorite.

Hans Christian Andersen is a writer and 
poet, famous for his children’s stories. 
The Brothers Grimm are two of the best-
known collectors and writers of folktales 
in history.  

JUVENILE FICTION/ FAIRY TALES & FOLKLORE/
GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 192 PAGES, 7.75 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $9.99 (CAN $12.99)
ISBN: 9786072106109
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  MAY

Mi primer Larousse 
de cuentos
My First Book of Stories

Hans Christian Anderson and 
Charles Perrault

This selection of stories offers some of the 
most entertaining versions of fairy tales, 
accompanied by precious illustrations on 
each page. Children will be able to read 
stories with their parents such as “The 
Princess and the Pea,” “Blue Beard,” “Puss 
in Boots” and many more.

Hans Christian Andersen is a writer and 
poet, famous for his children’s stories. 
Charles Perrault is a writer, principally 
known for founding the genre of fairy 
tales.

JUVENILE FICTION/ FAIRY TALES & FOLKLORE/
GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 240 PAGES, 7.75 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $9.99 (CAN $12.99)
ISBN: 9786072106123
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  MAY
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Los Superpregun-
tones. Animales
The Big Questions: Animals

Aguas Rodríguez

An enjoyable collection of 128 illustrated 
questions and answers for the curious 
reader that share why some animals look 
and act as they do. These questions are 
organized by geography: the ocean, the 
desert, and the tundra. 

Aguas Rodríguez is a biologist. She works 
as a scientific advisor, author, and publish-
er of books on biology and nature.

JUVENILE NONFICTION/ ANIMALS/GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 96 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK
 $16.99 (CAN $22.99)
ISBN: 9786072112742
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  MAY

Los Superpregun-
tones. El cuerpo  
humano
The Big Questions: The Human Body

Aguas Rodríguez

An enjoyable compendium of 139 il-
lustrated questions and answers for the 
curious reader. Why do we have dreams? 
What’s the purpose of an appendix? When 
do nails stop growing? Focusing on the 
human body, these questions are organized 
by their subjects: the senses, the heart and 
blood, digestive organs and the brain. With 
this, readers will learn what they didn’t 
even think to ask.

Aguas Rodríguez is a biologist. She works 
as a scientific advisor, author, and publish-
er of books on biology and nature.

JUVENILE NONFICTION/ CONCEPTS/BODY
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 96 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$16.99 (CAN $22.99)
ISBN: 9786072112759
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  MAY

Los Superpregun-
tones. Mundo  
mundial
The Big Questions: World Wide

Aguas Rodríguez

An enjoyable compendium of 139 
illustrated questions and answers for the 
curious reader. Which mountain has the 
hardest face? What is the oldest island on 
Earth? Which town doesn’t need a freez-
er? Organized into two sections—natural 
marvels and human constructions—this 
book will answer questions you didn’t 
even know to ask.

Aguas Rodríguez is a biologist. She works 
as a scientific advisor, author, and publish-
er of books on biology and nature.  

JUVENILE NONFICTION/ SCIENCE & NATURE/
EARTH SCIENCES/GENERAL
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 96 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK
$16.99 (CAN $22.99)
ISBN: 9786072112728
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  MAY
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Amelia Earhart
A translation of Amelia Earhart (9781786271600)

Isabel Thomas and Anke Weckmann

From artists and pilots to scientists and revolutionaries, this new 
small format series presents the most inspiring historical figures to 
children. In an accessible and fun way, with colorful illustrations 
and a refreshing design, these give life to their incredible exploits.

Isabel Thomas studied human sciences at the University of 
Oxford. She has written more than 140 books for children and 
young adults which have won awards such as the Royal Society 
Young Book Award and the ASE Science Book of the Year. Anke 
Weckmann studied illustration at the Camberwell College of 
Art and Kingston University. Her illustrations have appeared in 
magazines, books, advertisements, and greeting cards.

JUVENILE NONFICTION/ BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/WOMEN
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 64 PAGES, 6 X 7.5
CLOTH, $14.00 (CAN $19.00)
ISBN: 9788417254582
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JUNE

Pequeños relatos de grandes historias Series

Marie Curie
A translation of Marie Curie (9781786271532)

Isabel Thomas and Anke Weckmann

From artists and pilots to scientists and revolutionaries, this new 
small format series presents the most inspiring historical figures to 
children. In an accessible and fun way, with colorful illustrations 
and a refreshing design, these give life to their incredible exploits.

Isabel Thomas studied human sciences at the University of 
Oxford. She has written more than 140 books for children and 
young adults which have won awards such as the Royal Society 
Young Book Award and the ASE Science Book of the Year. Anke 
Weckmann studied illustration at the Camberwell College of 
Art and Kingston University. Her illustrations have appeared in 
magazines, books, advertisements, and greeting cards.

JUVENILE NONFICTION/ BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/WOMEN
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 64 PAGES, 6 X 7.5
CLOTH, $14.00 (CAN $19.00)
ISBN: 9788417254605
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JUNE
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Dinosaurios
y otros animales prehistóricos
A translation of Dinosaurs (9781843653509)

Matt Sewell

Using recent research as a base, Matt Sewell shows dinosaurs as 
you’ve never seen them before. We were always told that these 
creatures looked like reptiles, with dark green, leathery skin, but 
now paleontologists believe they were colorful and even had 
feathers! With armored plates, claws like knives, and in vivid 
colors or magnificent plumage, these beasts of land, air, and sea 
are more impressive than ever.  

Matt Sewell is a best-selling author, illustrator, and bird watcher. 
He has exhibited works of art in London, New York, Tokyo,  
and Paris.

JUVENILE NONFICTION/ ANIMALS/DINOSAURS & PREHISTORIC 
CREATURES
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 96 PAGES, 9 X 11.75
CLOTH, $25.00 (CAN $34.00)
ISBN: 9781843653509
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JULY

Guía de los animales
Guide to Animals

Roc Olivé

This guide gathers a selection of more than 500 species of verte-
brate animals cataloged and arranged in colored illustration. It is 
an exhaustive guide that provides precise information about each 
species, and that captures the beauty and diversity of the verte-
brate world through spectacular design and enthralling visuals. 

Roc Olivé has a degree in fine arts with a specialization in 
scientific illustration and has been published in various scientific 
magazines. He has also contributed to museum illustrations in 
paleontology as well as publications specializing in animals.

JUVENILE NONFICTION/ ANIMALS/MAMMALS
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 64 PAGES, 9.25 X 13.5
64 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9788416918294
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  AUGUST
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Colorear Series

El Bosque
Colorea los ecosistemas
The Forest

Lluís Sogorb

Many animated characters inhabit the 
forest. Wolfs, bears, deer, lynx, eagles, 
vultures, amphibians, reptiles an, of course, 
a variety of insects and plants that you will 
be able to color however you like in this 
book full of life.

Lluís Sogorgb has dedicated himself since 
1990 to illustration and design. In 1995 
he began to illustrate the annual orni-
thology books of Navarra. In 2013, one 
of his illustrations won the Nature Illus-
tration Contest of the Gaditana Societ of 
Natural History.

JUVENILE FICTION/ NATURE & THE NATURAL 
WORLD/GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 2 PAGES, 17.75 X 17.75
100 LINE DRAWINGS
TRADE PAPER, $10.50 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9788494670947
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDICIONES RODENO  AUGUST

La gota de agua
Según Raimon Panikkar
The Raindrop

Raimon Panikkar
Illustrations by Inês Castel-Branco

What if death could be explained as the 
instant when a drop of water falls into 
the sea? What happens to the droplet of 
water? What happens to the water of the 
droplet? A beautiful book that will help us 
discuss death with children in a serene and 
natural way.

Inês Castel-Branco received a Ph.D. in ar-
chitecture and in 2007 she became an editor 
and worked in layout and design. Raimon 
Panikkar is a Roman Catholic priest, 
theologian, scholar, and philosopher. He is 
a proponent of inter-religious dialogue and 
specializes in comparative religion.

JUVENILE NONFICTION/ SOCIAL TOPICS/
DEATH & DYING
JUVENILE NONFICTION/ NATURE/WATER 
(OCEANS, LAKES, ETC.)
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 40 PAGES, 11 X 9.5
15 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR 
INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788417440046
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

AKIARA BOOKS  JUNE

La pluma
The Feather

Mario Satz
Illustrations by Maria Beitia

This is the story of a feather that one day 
is lost in flight. A strong wind caused it to 
fall to the ground, in the thicket among 
mud and stones. But falls aren’t always as 
bad as they appear…  

Mario Satz is a philosopher, essayist, poet, 
novelist, and translator. He has studied 
in Argentina, Jerusalem, Florence, and 
Barcelona. He contributes regularly to nu-
merous Spanish and American magazines 
and is the author of sixteen novels. Maria 
Beitia is an illustrator. Over the past fifteen 
years, she has worked for many different 
publications including Milrazones, Ca-
torze.Cultura viva, and Anagrama. She is 
the illustrator of The Hedgehog Bru, Lua 
Bedtime stories, and Rocu and the Sea of 
Invisible.

JUVENILE FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/
EMOTIONS & FEELINGS
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 40 PAGES, 11 X 9.5
15 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR 
INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788417440077
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

AKIARA BOOKS  JUNE
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Biblioteca esencial Series

Historia de la ciencia 
y la tecnologia
History of Science and Technology

Susaeta Publishing, Inc.

This book reviews the most important 
events in technological history with rele-
vant and educational information. With 
high-quality, realistic, and detailed illustra-
tions, it serves as a perfect introduction.

Susaeta Publishing, Inc. is a publisher of 
Spanish-language books and is located in 
Madrid, Spain.

JUVENILE NONFICTION/ TECHNOLOGY/IN-
VENTIONS
JUVENILE NONFICTION/ SCIENCE & NATURE/
HISTORY OF SCIENCE
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 200 PAGES, 9.25 X 11.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $21.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9788467760460
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A.  MAY

Coleccion Aventuras 
Series

Julio Verne
Jules Verne

An expansive volume in which young 
readers will have fun discovering three 
novels by Jules Verne, the revolutionary 
French writer who changed the world of 
science fiction. This book contains Twenty 
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, with 
the famous Captain Nemo; the passion-
ate Around the World in 80 Days, and 
The Mysterious Island, considered his 
masterpiece.

Jules Verne is an author. Considered the 
father of science-fiction, he is known for 
his novels Around the World in 80 Days 
and Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the 
Sea. Susaeta Publishing, Inc. is a publish-
er of Spanish-language books based in 
Madrid, Spain.

JUVENILE FICTION/ CLASSICS
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 184 PAGES, 10.25 X 12
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $21.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9788467756791
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A.  MAY

Look! Dr. Buenavista
Look! Dr. Miró (9788491013334) a  
translation of the Catalan

Enric Jardí

Are you ready? Open your eyes and pay 
attention! Dr. Miró shows you a series of 
optical illusions to test your sight and brain. 
Deceptive images, disappearing parts, invisi-
ble colors, impossible figures—visual effects 
that will make your jaw drop!

Enric Jardí is an editorial designer, art 
director, book cover designer, and has 
worked in corporate identity, typography, 
and illustration. Among his clients are vari-
ous international organizations.

JUVENILE FICTION/ INTERACTIVE ADVEN-
TURES
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 44 PAGES, 9 X 9
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9788491013334
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MAY
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Los cochinos traviesos
The Naughty Pigs, a translation of the Slovene (9789616968188)

Manica Musil

At the farm, there are two joking pigs. In addition to rolling 
around in the mud, they love to prank the other animals: they tie 
some up when they are distracted by eating lunch, use the dog’s 
bowl as a drum, brush their hair with the cat’s fancy brush, and 
mix the duck and chicken eggs. But the mischievous pigs have 
forgotten someone: the rat, and he plans to help everyone get 
their revenge.

Manica Musil is an architect whose first building in Gorisnica, 
Slovenia won the Grand Prix Prize in the International Contest 
for Young Architects in 2005. She has also won awards in graph-
ic design and is the author of ten children’s books.

JUVENILE FICTION/ HUMOROUS STORIES
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 32 PAGES, 8.625 X 12
15 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788416817283
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  AUGUST

Los cuentos entre bambalinas
Stories Behind the Scenes (9789782358714) a translation of  
the French

Gilles Bachelet

With a light and roguish sense of humor, Bachelet fills a book 
with winks to the lovers of illustrations. A work that began on 
his Facebook page with private jokes among his friends, this 
book presents life behind the scenes of iconic illustrated char-
acters who, like film stars, prepare for their roles and act. From 
Peter Rabbit to Pinocchio, kids will enjoy these silly stories. 

Gilles Bachelet studied in the College of Fine Arts of Paris and 
the National School of Decorative Arts. He has contributed to 
numerous magazines such as L’Express, Lire, Marie Claire, and 
books such as Le Seuil and Nathan. Since 2001, he has taught 
editing and illustration at the École supérieure d’art de Cambrai.

JUVENILE FICTION/ HUMOROUS STORIES
JUVENILE FICTION/ BOOKS & LIBRARIES
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 48 PAGES, 7 X 7
20 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788416817115
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  AUGUST
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El castillo sin sol
The Castle Without Sun

José Sanabria

In a time of war, an arrow broke through a window and killed 
the queen. Since then, windows are prohibited in the castle. But 
the princess Keiko is curious and when she opens the only win-
dow that remains, she encounters a friend. This is a book about 
the absurdity of over protection of children.

Ayako Kato is a graphic designer and animator. She graduated 
from the Tama Art University. After working as a 3D designer 
for video game companies, she became a freelance illustrator and 
designer. This is her first publication. José Sanabria is an author 
and illustrator. He studied graphic design in Bogota, Columbia. 
His illustrations have been displayed in the Biannual of Bratislava 
and the Bolognia fair, among others. He has published more than 
20 books. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ FANTASY & MAGIC
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 48 PAGES, 9.5 X 11.5
30 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788416817276
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  AUGUST

El sueño del caracol
The Snail’s Dream

Carlos Ortin

Sometimes, we have tremendous dreams and when we wake, it 
seems as if we are still within our dream. Has this ever happened 
to you? Well, this happened to Irene after an afternoon spent 
learning a new game. Do you know how to play the Game of the 
Goose? Let’s see if you can land on all the squares on the snail-
shaped board.

Raquel Catalina studied fine arts at the Polytechnic Universi-
ty of Madrid and received a doctorate in illustration from the 
School of Art and Technology in Valencia. She has illustrated for 
publishers such as Tandem, Oxford University Press, and RBA. 
Carlos Ortin has illustrated more than 30 books. He won the 
Premio Nacional del Ministerio de Cultura for Best Illustration in 
a Didactic Book, and the Segundo Premio Nacional for the Best 
Children’s Illustration.

JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 40 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.75
20 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9788416817290
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  AUGUST
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Activijuegos  
monstruosos 2
Monster Activity Games 2 
(9788491013051) a translation of  
the Catalan

Jaume Copons and Liliana Fortuny

After the success of Activijuegos monstru-
osos comes the sequel. This is the definitive 
way to fight boredom for the fans of Agus 
y los monstrous, and for those that still 
haven’t discovered the series. It includes 
previously published comics, cut-outs, fun 
quizzes, logic games, and many other fun 
ways to pass the time.   

Jaume Copons is an author of novels 
and children’s stories and has also been a 
scriptwriter for radio and television. With 
Liliana Fortuny, he created the successful 
graphic novel series Agus y los monstrous. 
Liliana Fortuny is an illustrator and ani-
mator. She has drawn and animated videos 
for music groups such as Raydibaum and 
illustrated books such as Este libro es de 
mi abuelo. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTIVITY BOOKS
JUVENILE FICTION/ IMAGINATION & PLAY
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 160 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9788491013051
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH

Agus y los monstruos Series

La noche del Dr. Brot
The Night of Dr. Brot (9788491013013)  
a translation of the Catalan

Jaume Copons

Do you know what a pantrax bee is? It’s 
a special kind of bee, and if it stings you, 
its venom will make you loopy. How do 
I know? Well, because Mr. Flat fell victim 
to one of these creatures not too long ago. 
The question now is whether there’s a 
remedy—and to learn that, you’ll have to 
read on.

Jaume Copons is an author of novels 
and children’s stories and has also been a 
scriptwriter for radio and television. With 
Liliana Fortuny, he created the successful 
graphic novel series Agus y los monstrous. 
Liliana Fortuny is an illustrator and ani-
mator. She has drawn and animated videos 
for music groups such as Raydibaum and 
illustrated books such as Este libro es de 
mi abuelo. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ COMICS & GRAPHIC  
NOVELS/ACTION & ADVENTURE
JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/
GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 162 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9788491013013
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH

El árbol de las  
pesadillas
The Tree of Nightmares (9788491013020) 
a translation of the Catalan

Jaume Copons

Hello, I’m Agus Pianola! I live with a gang 
of monsters. Together we go on some 
incredible adventures, like the day Dr. 
Brot caused us to fall into a strange tree. 
The monsters tell me it’s the Nightmare 
Tree, but I think it’s more like a nightmare 
of a tree because we can’t leave! Luckily, 
friends will help you get out of sticky 
situations.

Jaume Copons is an author of novels 
and children’s stories and has also been a 
scriptwriter for radio and television. With 
Liliana Fortuny, he created the successful 
graphic novel series Agus y los monstrous. 
Liliana Fortuny is an illustrator and ani-
mator. She has drawn and animated videos 
for music groups such as Raydibaum and 
illustrated books such as Este libro es de 
mi abuelo.

JUVENILE FICTION/ COMICS & GRAPHIC  
NOVELS/ACTION & ADVENTURE
JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/
GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 168 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9788491013037
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  MARCH
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Nasario
Ricardo Alcántara

At 14 years old, Nasario believes that his life is unfair and dull. 
He feels alone and misunderstood, especially in the small town 
he has lived his entire life. There’s only one way out: leave for 
far away, to find fortune and return as a success. His initial path 
will bring him to unique regions and fantastic characters, but the 
most important lesson is often hidden somewhere along the way. 

Ricardo Alcántara is children’s fiction writer. He won the Lazarillo 
prize in 1987 for his book Un cuento grande comouna casa. 
Many of his books have appeared on the Honor List of the Child 
Care Education Institute. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 104 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)
ISBN: 9788483435465
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BAMBÚ  MARCH

Jóvenes lectores Series

El año del gato
The Year of the Cat (9788483435472) a translation of  
the Catalan

Jaume Copons

The book you have in your hands is not a typical book with a 
pretty and friendly kitty. Here the protagonists are an entire class 
and Silvia, their patient teacher. There is a cat, but he isn’t your 
normal cat. With white fur and different colored eyes, he isn’t 
special because he’s beautiful, but because has an extraordinary 
power. Do you want to know what it is? 

Jaume Copons is a writer of novels and children’s stories and 
has also been a scriptwriter for radio and television. With  
Liliana Fortuny, he created the successful graphic novel series 
Agus y los monstrous. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 120 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)
ISBN: 9788483435472
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BAMBÚ  MARCH
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Historias de  
fantasmas
Ghost Stories

Susaeta Publishing, Inc.

Why is classroom 217 permanently closed? 
A story of ghosts blows through the School 
of Dance. Many students strive to write 
about them in extensive essays, attempting 
to describe the ghosts best—even their 
physical shape. Our friends in the Club of 
Outcasts put all their energy into discover-
ing what is true about these ghost stories.

Ana Victoria Vázquez is a writer, graphic 
designer, and editor. She received a bach-
elor’s degree in graphic design and since 
2005 has worked at different publishing 
houses as a copyeditor, designer, and 
editor. She is the author of El secreto de los 
Hawkins, and of two children’s literature 
series La máquina del tiempo and Escuela 
de baile.

JUVENILE FICTION/ GHOST STORIES
JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/
GENERAL
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 192 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9788467756708
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A.  JUNE

Escuela de baile Series

Perdidos en Paris
Lost in Paris

Susaeta Publishing, Inc.

The Outcasts have been selected to repre-
sent at the School of Dance and in addi-
tion, learn from the excellent students of 
a Parisian school. The journey will also be 
a path of maturing, learning to be alone, 
listening to friends, and demonstrating that 
they are a group to be trusted.

Ana Victoria Vázquez is a writer, graphic 
designer, and editor. She received a bach-
elor’s degree in graphic design and since 
2005 has worked at different publishing 
houses as a copyeditor, designer, and 
editor. She is the author of El secreto de los 
Hawkins, and of two children’s literature 
series La máquina del tiempo and Escuela 
de baile.

JUVENILE FICTION/ PERFORMING ARTS/
DANCE
JUVENILE FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/
FRIENDSHIP
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 192 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9788467756715
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A.  JUNE

Secretos de familia
Family Secrets

Susaeta Publishing, Inc.

The winter holidays aren’t a great time 
for our friends at the School of Dance. At 
home, they feel even more alone than at 
school. Each one has a different and diffi-
cult history. Together they feel supported 
and will be able to give their best for the 
contemporary dance exhibition.

Ana Victoria Vázquez is a writer, graphic 
designer, and editor. She received a bach-
elor’s degree in graphic design and since 
2005 has worked at different publishing 
houses as a copyeditor, designer, and 
editor. She is the author of El secreto de los 
Hawkins, and of two children’s literature 
series La máquina del tiempo and Escuela 
de baile.

JUVENILE FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/
FRIENDSHIP
JUVENILE FICTION/ FAMILY/MARRIAGE & 
DIVORCE
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 192 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9788467756692
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A.  JUNE
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Grandes decisiones
Big Decisions

Susaeta Publishing, Inc.

Cris’s brother has gotten out of prison, but 
he’s keeping with the same friends. On top 
of that, the end of term is nearing, and her 
essays are becoming more time-consuming. 
Cris has to protect her brother from his sus-
picious friends and from himself, although 
to do that she may have to betray him.

Ana Victoria Vázquez is a writer, graphic 
designer, and editor. She received a bach-
elor’s degree in graphic design and since 
2005 has worked at different publishing 
houses as a copyeditor, designer, and 
editor. She is the author of El secreto de los 
Hawkins, and of two children’s literature 
series La máquina del tiempo and Escuela 
de baile.

JUVENILE FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/
FRIENDSHIP
JUVENILE FICTION/ FAMILY/SIBLINGS
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 192 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9788467756739
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A.  JUNE

Escuela de baile Series

Rebeldes
Rebels

Susaeta Publishing, Inc.

Cris’s life is not easy and she ends up in the 
police station. Fortunately, they decide that 
the best way for her to find a good path 
is to an elite school: The School of Dance. 
There she will discover the world of dance 
and friends that, like her, feel out of place. 
They will become the Club of Outcasts.

Ana Victoria Vázquez is a writer, graphic 
designer, and editor. She received a bach-
elor’s degree in graphic design and since 
2005 has worked at different publishing 
houses as a copyeditor, designer, and 
editor. She is the author of El secreto de los 
Hawkins, and of two children’s literature 
series La máquina del tiempo and Escuela 
de baile.

JUVENILE FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/
NEW EXPERIENCE
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 192 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9788467756685
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A.  JUNE

El dilema de Sara
Sara’s Dilemma

Susaeta Publishing, Inc.

Sara has returned from Paris more serious 
and reserved. She has seen the standards of 
her French classmates and the bar has been 
set rather high. Additionally, her mother 
never believes Sara is skinny enough. Will 
her friends know what is happening and 
will she be able to ask for help?

Ana Victoria Vázquez is a writer, graphic 
designer, and editor. She received a bach-
elor’s degree in graphic design and since 
2005 has worked at different publishing 
houses as a copyeditor, designer, and 
editor. She is the author of El secreto de los 
Hawkins, and of two children’s literature 
series La máquina del tiempo and Escuela 
de baile.

JUVENILE FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/
SELF-ESTEEM & SELF-RELIANCE
JUVENILE FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/
ADOLESCENCE
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 192 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9788467756722
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A.  JUNE
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Sandokan
El tigre de la Malasia
Sandokan

Sandokán is a Malaysian prince who, 
deposed by an army of English invaders, 
becomes one of the most fearsome pirates 
of the Southeast Asian seas. His adven-
tures, always in the company of his fiercely 
loyal friend Yáñez, consist of high sea 
battles, sword fights, furious villains, and 
the search for the woman he loves. These 
classics will surely excite any reader.

Facundo Belgradi studied art and anima-
tion at the Juan Mantovani Art School, the 
Superior Institute of Film and Audiovisual 
Arts, and the Rosario School of Animators. 
In 2011, he founded BIENTEVEO with 
a group of professionals in the graphics 
community.

JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/
PIRATES
JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/
GENERAL
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 64 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $5.95 (CAN $7.95)
ISBN: 9789877185584
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA  JUNE

La brújula y la veleta Series

Las aventuras de 
Robin Hood
The Adventures of Robin Hood

Robin Hood is the legendary hero of 
English ballads who robbed the comfort-
able ruling and ecclesiastic classes to give 
to the needy and oppressed. Whether real 
or imaginary, the narrative work from 
the beginning of the fifteenth century that 
circles even to this day was created by an 
anonymous author. This collection consists 
of some of the best and most-famous  
Robin Hood adventures.

Enzo Maqueira is a writer. His novel 
Electrónica is considered the novel of his 
generation, and one of the best portraits of 
the middle-class youth in Argentine univer-
sities at the beginning of the 21st century. 
He is also the founder of the Outsider 
journal and contributes to the magazines 
such asAnfibia, and Vice y Viva.

JUVENILE FICTION/ CLASSICS
JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/
GENERAL
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 64 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $5.95 (CAN $7.95)
ISBN: 9789877185492
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA  JUNE

Cuentos clásicos 
policiales contados 
para niños
Classic Detective Tales for Children

Edgar Allan Poe, Arthur Conan Doyle, and 
G. K. Chesterton gathered in this book 
invite readers to enjoy enigmatic mysteries, 
unforgettable characters, and surprising 
tests of genius.

Ignacio Bustos has been a game artist for 
more than a decade. He has also worked 
in animated movies like Boogie el Aceitoso 
and the animated short The Path Of Light.

JUVENILE FICTION/ MYSTERIES & 
DETECTIVE STORIES
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 64 PAGES, 9.5 X 6.75
TRADE PAPER, $5.95 (CAN $7.95)
ISBN: 9789877185591
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA  JUNE
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Sección 13 Series

El cuarto rubí
A translation of The Fourth Ruby 
(9781481467124)

James R Hannibal

Jack and Gwen are back in the sequel to 
The Lost Property Office. A year ago, 
Jack Buckles discovered the Keep beneath 
Baker Street in London and his dad fell 
into a coma. This time, Jack and Gwen are 
framed for the theft of a cursed, powerful 
jewel, The Black Prince’s Ruby. Now they 
must retrieve the other three before the 
truth thief does, or risk unleashing a reign 
of terror.

James R. Hannibal is an author and a 
former stealth bomber pilot. He wrote the 
2016 BEA Buzz Book The Lost Property 
Office, and the Thriller Award Nominated 
Nick Baron series. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ MYSTERIES & 
DETECTIVE STORIES
JUVENILE FICTION/ FANTASY & MAGIC
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 350 PAGES, 5.75 X 7.25
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9789874163165
RIGHTS: WORLD

LECTURA COLABORATIVA  AUGUST

The shadow cipher 
Series

York
A translation of York (9780062306937)

Laura Ruby

In the 19th century of an alternate uni-
verse New York, the Morningstarr twins—
brilliant inventors who created steampunk 
technology and iconic architecture— 
disappeared and left a puzzle, known as 
the Old York Cipher. They bequeathed a 
large sum of money to their employee, Ms. 
Ava O’Neal, as well as the building that 
the modern-day Biedermann twins Theo 
and Tess, and their friend Jamie, are trying 
to save. Unsure whom to trust and facing 
danger, Theo, Tess, and Jaime must solve 
the cipher if they want to save New York.

Laura Ruby is an author of books for 
adults, teens, and children. Her published 
titles include the Edgar-nominated teen 
mystery Lily’s Ghost, and the children’s 
fantasy book The Wall and the Wing and 
its sequel The Chaos King. She lives in 
Chicago with her husband and two cats. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ STEAMPUNK
JUVENILE FICTION/ FANTASY & MAGIC
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 430 PAGES, 6.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9789874163196
RIGHTS: WORLD

LECTURA COLABORATIVA  AUGUST

Desafío de sangre  
y arena
A translation of The Gauntlet 
(9781481486972)

Karuna Riazi

A trio of friends from New York City 
find themselves trapped in a mechanical 
board game that follows the famous 1001 
Nights story. They must dismantle the 
game and defeat its diabolical architect 
to free themselves and past generations of 
children trapped inside. With the help of a 
lizard guide and an aeronaut, the friends 
battle mythical creatures as they come 
closer to facing off against the architect. 
An action-packed debut with the thrill of 
Jumanji and a Middle Eastern flair.

Karuna Riazi is an online diversity advo-
cate, blogger, and publishing intern. She 
received a BA in English literature from 
Hofstra University. She is the author of 
The Gauntlet and The Battle. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ PEOPLE & PLACES/
MIDDLE EAST
JUVENILE FICTION/ SCIENCE FICTION
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 264 PAGES, 5.75 X 7.25
TRADE PAPER, $20.99 (CAN $27.99)
ISBN: 9789874163141
RIGHTS: WORLD

LECTURA COLABORATIVA  AUGUST
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Flora y Ulises
A translation of Flora & Ulysses: The Illuminated Adventures 
(9780763660406)

Kate DiCamillo

“In Flora and Ulysses, longtime fans will find a happy marriage 
of Mercy Watson’s warmth and wackiness and Edward Tulane’s 
gentle life lessons. In Flora, they will find a girl worth knowing, 
and one they will remember.” —New York Times Book Review, 
on the English-language edition

A young girl and a squirrel form an unusual friendship after a 
tragic accident. Ulysses, the squirrel, accidentally gets swallowed 
up in the new vacuum cleaner. Luckily, Flora Belle Buckman is 
nearby and comes to the animal’s rescue. Ulysses acquires the 
superpowers of flight, tenacity, and misspelled poetry. Flora is 
changed too as she discovers both the strength of hope. A laugh-
out-loud adventure with a bit of tenderness that will delight 
readers both young and old.

Kate DiCamillo is considered one of the most famous children’s 
book authors in the United States, and her books have been 
translated into more than 30 languages. She is the author of 
The Magician’s Elephant, a New York Times bestseller; The 
Tale of Despereaux, a 2004 Newbery Medal winner; Because 
of Winn-Dixie, a Newbery Honor book; and many others. She 
lives in Minneapolis. K. G. Campbell is a  promising young 
illustrator whose early work has won awards such as the Ezra 
Jack Keats New Illustrator Honor. He is the illustrator of  
Lester’s Dreadful Sweaters.

JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
JUVENILE FICTION/ FAMILY/MARRIAGE & DIVORCE
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 240 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9786075275765
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/EXPRES  MARCH

Superfail
A translation of Superfail (9780762462292)

Max Brunner and Dustin Mackay

Marshall has incredible powers: he shoots laser beams from his 
eyes and flies. The problem is that he is short-sighted and suffers 
from vertigo, so his abilities don’t help much. He dreams to be 
part of the Superteam, the best superhero group in the city. But 
who would be interested in a boy with defective powers? Howev-
er, after he encounters a retired hero, Marshall gathers a group of 
kids with defective powers and together they discover they can be 
even better than the real superheroes.

Max Brunner began his professional career as a writer of the 
popular webcomic Barbiespawn. He is a comic fanatic and lives 
in Cypress, California. Dustin Mackay is an animator and artist 
for Disney. Recently he worked on the films Aviones: Equipo de 
rescate, Tinkerbell, and La bestia de Nunca Jamás. He lives in 
Cypress, California.

JUVENILE FICTION/ COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS/ACTION &  
ADVENTURE
JUVENILE FICTION/ COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS/GENERAL
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 208 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9786075274973
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCÉANO HISTORIAS GRÁFICAS  
MARCH
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Tigre dientes de sable
(Smilodon)
A translation of Sabertooth Tiger: Smilodon (9781625884114)

Gary Jeffrey

Many years ago in America there resided a vicious predator: the 
sabertooth tiger. In comic format, this book follows the path of 
a sabertooth tiger exiled from his pack. From the dynamics of 
the pack and how the exiled survived, this books shows how life 
would have been like for these fascinating predators.

Gary Jeffrey is a writer who specializes in biographies and sci-
ence. He is the author of numerous books on Egypt civilization, 
extraterrestrial life, and biographies of Bob Markey and Martin 
Luther King.   

JUVENILE FICTION/ COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS/ANIMALS
JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/DINOSAURS & PREHISTORIC CREATURES
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 32 PAGES, 9.25 X 11.25
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9786075274324
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCÉANO HISTORIAS GRÁFICAS  
MARCH

Mamut lanudo
(Mammuthus)
A translation of Woolly Mammoth: Mammuthus 
(9781625884145)

Gary Jeffrey

Being a mammoth was not easy. You had to search for food 
in the vast and frozen pastures of the north and survive all the 
predators that saw you as a meal. If the sabertooth tigers didn’t 
catch you, the homo sapiens did. In comic form, Mamut narrates 
the difficult life of this species, pursued by ancient humans and, 
whose extinction we suspect was caused by excessive hunting.

Gary Jeffrey is a writer who specializes in biographies and sci-
ence. He is the author of numerous books on Egypt civilization, 
extraterrestrial life, and biographies of Bob Markey and Martin 
Luther King. 

JUVENILE FICTION/ COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS/ANIMALS
JUVENILE FICTION/ ANIMALS/DINOSAURS & PREHISTORIC CREATURES
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 32 PAGES, 9.25 X 11.25
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9786075274317
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  APRIL
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Pequeña
A translation of Short (9780399186219)

Holly Goldberg Sloan

“Julia’s self-acceptance is inspiring and the joy she experiences in 
her incursion into the theater is irresistible.” —Booklist, on the 
English-language edition

“Short joins other middle-grade novels . . . in celebrating the 
transcendent power of theater for kids.” —The New York Times 
Book Review

It all begins when Julia’s mom encourages her to participate in the 
musical: The Wizard of Oz. As Julia becomes friends with Olive, 
one of the dwarves who has a part in the diverse production, and 
her ancient but artistic neighbor, Mrs. Chang, Julia’s enthusiasm 
grows for the passionate adventure that lives on stage. Best of all, 
the director has huge plans for Julia!

Holly Goldberg Sloan is an author, screenwriter, and director. She 
won the Philadelphia Library Prize for best book of 2011 and the 
Chicago Library Prize for best children’s book of 2012. She lives 
in Santa Monica, California with her husband and two children.

JUVENILE FICTION/ GIRLS & WOMEN
JUVENILE FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/SELF-ESTEEM & SELF-RELIANCE
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 348 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9786075276229
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/GRAN TRAVESIA  MARCH
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J.J. Sánchez Series

J. J. Sánchez y el último sábado 
fantástico
J. J. Sánchez and the Final Fantastic Saturday

Mónica Beltrán Brozon

J. J.’s dad works all the time, his sister is a nightmare, and his lit-
tle brother Pancho doesn’t understand anything. To top it all off, 
they were just kicked out of their apartment. The only thing J. J. 
can think about is convincing his mom to return. To achieve that 
he needs money. Then he learns about the game show Fantastic 
Saturday and its colossal prizes. Through his plan, J. J. makes 
a new friend, meets the prettiest girl in the world, and goes on 
exciting adventures.  

Mónica Beltrán Brozon is a graduate of the School of Creative 
Writing of SOGEM. She has written more than 25 books and 
has received multiple awards, such as the El Barco de Vapor and 
Juan de La Cabada prizes for best Children’s Literature. Among 
her most recognized works are Casi medio año, Historia sobre un 
corazón roto… y tal vez un par de colmillos, and Vengadora.

JUVENILE FICTION/ FAMILY/ALTERNATIVE FAMILY
JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 252 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9786075275314
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/GRAN TRAVESIA  MARCH

J. J. Sánchez y la turbulenta 
travesía del alacrán
J. J. Sánchez and The Turbulent Voyage of The Scorpion

Mónica Beltrán Brozon

After his televised adventures on Fantastic Saturday, J. J. doesn’t 
have any money in his pockets. He knows that he is the only one 
ready to search for his mom, and for that, he needs a ton of cour-
age. J. J. decides to travel to Chiapas to find her. Soon J. J. will 
realize how difficult it is to journey to a faraway place without 
more than some change in a plastic wallet, a photograph of his 
girlfriend, and two clues of his mom’s whereabouts. 

Mónica Beltrán Brozon is a graduate of the School of Creative 
Writing of SOGEM. She has written more than 25 books and has 
received multiple awards, such as the El Barco de Vapor and Juan 
de La Cabada prizes for best Children’s Literature. Among her 
most recognized works are Casi medio año and Vengadora.

JUVENILE FICTION/ FAMILY/BLENDED FAMILIES
JUVENILE FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 252 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9786075275307
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/GRAN TRAVESIA  MARCH
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El poder silencioso
La fuerza secreta de los introvertidos
A translation of Quiet Power (9780147509925)

Susan Cain

“Humorous drawings throughout the text add a whimsical and 
light touch perfect for the intended audience. . . . Many will find 
value in this title that emphasizes that being an introvert is not a 
blemish on one’s personality but a benefit. An excellent addition.” 
—School Library Journal, on the English-language edition

Across history, introverts have done many incredible things pre-
cisely because of their quiet personalities, not despite them. From 
artists, actors, actresses, to video gamers, explorers, and athletes, 
this book focused particularly on children and adolescents, Susan 
Cain shows us how to use our introvert nature to our benefit so it 
becomes a precious advantage.

Susan Cain studied law at Harvard University and Princeton 
University. Her previous book Quiet, was a bestseller, received nu-
merous awards, and was translated into more than 35 languages.

JUVENILE NONFICTION/ GENERAL
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 304 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $33.95)
ISBN: 9788499886459
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  JUNE
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Bambú Vivencias Series

Etty en los  
Barracones
Amor y amistad en tiempos  
de Hitler
Etty in the Barracks

José Ramón Ayllón

August, 1942. The Nazis have invaded 
Holland and Westerbork’s refugee camp 
has been converted into a concentration 
camp. Dr. Osias Korman, a widow and 
Jewish psychiatrist, is the supervisor of the 
camp. The Jewish Council, an intermediary 
organization between the Nazis and the 
civil population, sends the nurse Esther 
Hillesum (Etty). Very soon Osias and Etty 
strike up a friendship that turns into a 
profound romance.  

José Ramón Allyón is the editor of Nueva 
Revista. He is a specialist in bioethics, a 
professor of literature and philosophy, and 
a finalist for the Anagrama and Martínez 
Roca essay prizes. His most-translated 
works are 10 ateoscambian de autobús 
and Vigo es Vivaldi.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ ACTION & 
ADVENTURE/GENERAL
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ HISTORICAL/EUROPE
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
200 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $10.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9788483435489
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BAMBÚ  MARCH

Grandes Lectores Series

La fabuladora
The Fabulist

Marisol Ortiz Zárate

The Federicos are a tumultuous family. 
The parents, Daniel and Catalina, and 
their three children, Julia, Daniel, and 
Telmo, move to southern Spain because 
of the father’s poker addiction. In debt 
to a man of shady dealings, Julia and her 
parents must work to pay off these debts. 
The younger Daniel, unaware of this, 
begins to slowly unravel the truth behind 
his family’s secret concerns.   

Marisol Ortiz de Zárate is a writer and 
published her first novel,Los enigmas de 
Leonardo, in 2002. Since then she has 
written various children’s stories. 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ ACTION & 
ADVENTURE/GENERAL
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ MYSTERIES & 
DETECTIVE STORIES
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
232 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)
ISBN: 9788483435496
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BAMBÚ  MARCH

EXIT Series

Escartín en Lima
Escartín in Lima

Fernando Lalana

A new case for detective Fermín Escartín! 
Escartín discovers that Elisa Lobo, the re-
tired assassin, has returned to action for a 
new job. We don’t know how but someone 
has convinced her to assassinate the presi-
dent of Peru. Escartín travels with the son 
of Elisa to try to stop the assassination. As 
Elisa and Escartín were a couple for many 
years, if there’s anyone who could stop this 
it has to be him, but will he solve this case? 

Fernando Lalana is the author of more 
than 100 children’s books. In 1991, the 
Spanish Ministry of Culture awarded her 
the National Children’s Literature Prize.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ ACTION & 
ADVENTURE/GENERAL
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ MYSTERIES & 
DETECTIVE STORIES
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
360 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9788483435502
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BAMBÚ  MARCH
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Mar de tinta y oro Series

La Oradora
A Translation of The Speaker (Sea of Ink 
and Gold #2) (9780399176784)

Traci Chee

“Filled with even more magic and intrigue 
than its predecessor, this is a gripping 
follow-up that will leave readers speculat-
ing and wanting more.” —Kirkus Reviews, 
(starred review), on the English-language 
edition

Barely escaping from the claws of the 
Guard, Sefia and Archer are on the run. 
Archer struggles to overcome his past 
trauma with the cruel impressors. How-
ever, Archer decides to fight his trauma by 
liberating children impressors hold captive. 
Meanwhile, Sefia investigates the mysti-
cal Book and its secrets. As she begins to 
unravel it, she and Archer must find a way 
to overthrow the Guards before they are 
all trapped in a war that leaves the future 
swinging on a thread.

Traci Chee is an author of speculative 
fiction for young readers. She studied liter-
ature and creative writing at the University 
of California, Santa Cruz, and obtained 
her Master’s degree from San Francisco 
State University. She lives in California.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ ACTION &  
ADVENTURE/GENERAL
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ LITERARY
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
552 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9786075271330
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MARCH

La Épica conquista 
de Genie Lo
A translation of The Epic Crush of Genie 
Lo (The Epic Crush of Genie Lo #1) 
(9781419725487)

Christian Yee

“In this dazzlingly fun debut, Yee mixes 
humor, Chinese folklore, and action to 
deliver a rousing, irreverent adventure 
packed with sharp-edged banter.”  
—Publishers Weekly, on the English- 
language edition

Genie is a studious 16-year-old girl who 
pushes herself to be admitted to a pres-
tigious university. Quentin, a boy who 
claims to be the Millionaire Monkey King 
of Chinese myth, believes that Genie is the 
key to his future. Genie doesn’t believe 
him until her town is attacked by terrible 
demons that have escaped from hell. Now 
Genie must accept her true nature to save 
her family and friends. 

F. C. Yee is a writer who went to school in 
New England. His writing is most inspired 
by the wisest people he has encountered in 
life. He lives in the San Francisco Bay area.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ ACTION & 
ADVENTURE/GENERAL
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ LEGENDS, MYTHS, 
FABLES/GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
352 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9786075275543
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MARCH

Una vida oculta Series

El lado perdido
A translation of Half Lost 
(9780147511942)

Sally Green

“One of the finest recent examples of YA 
fantasy.” —Publishers Weekly, (starred 
review), on the English-language edition

The Alliance is losing and Nathan Byrn 
must flee again. Scattered by the Coun-
cil Hunters, only a new strategy could 
save the rebels from extermination. The 
resistance desperately needs the amulet of 
Gabriel, an ancient and powerful artifact, 
and only with it will they have a chance to 
survive. Nathan must travel to the Amer-
ican continent to convince Ledger, the 
amulet’s guardian, that it has the power 
to finish the civil war that has eroded the 
White and Black witches. 

Sally Green studied literature and creative 
writing at the Open University. She per-
formed numerous jobs before dedicating 
herself full time to writing. El ladoperdido 
is the third and final book in the Lado 
oscuro trilogy. 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ ACTION & 
ADVENTURE/GENERAL
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ FANTASY/WIZARDS 
& WITCHES
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
368 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)
ISBN: 9786075275550
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MAY
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La saga de Androma Series

Zénit
La saga de Androma
A translation of Zenith (9780373212590)

Sasha Alsberg and Lindsay Cummings

“With characters whose over-the-top shtick would fit right into 
Guardians of the Galaxy, this series opener morphs unexpectedly 
into a dark and complex sci-fi drama.” —School Library Journal, 
on the English-language edition

Known across the Mirabel Galaxy as the Bloody Baroness, 
Captain Androma and her crew of space pirates accept any job, 
regardless of reputation. But when a routine mission goes awry 
and her crew is at the mercy of a bounty hunter from Andi’s past, 
she and her crew are driven to embark on a dangerous journey 
that could unleash a world-destroying war.

Sasha Alsberg is the co-author of the Andromeda Saga and a 
popular YouTuber whose channel “Abookuptopia” has more 
than 350,000 subscribers. She lives in Illinois with her three dogs 
and family. Lindsay Cummings is the co-author of the Androm-
eda Saga, and The Murder Complex and Balance Keepers. She 
lives in Texas.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/PIRATES
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ LONERS & OUTCASTS
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP, 628 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9786075276090
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/GRAN TRAVESIA  MARCH

Bestias de la noche Series

Bestias de la noche
A translation of Beasts Made of Night (9780448493909)

Tochi Onyebuchi

“This compelling Nigerian-influenced fantasy has a wonder-
fully unique premise and lush, brilliant worldbuilding that will 
consume you until the last page.” —Buzzfeed, on the English-lan-
guage edition

In the walled-city of Kos, corrupt magi convert a sinner’s 
wrongs into monstrous beasts. Taj is an Aki, young sin-eater 
in the magi’s service to dispose of these beasts. However, when 
an Aki kills a beast, a tattoo appears on their skin and the guilt 
appears in their minds, which causes Aki to go insane. When Taj 
is ordered to eat the sin of a royal family member, he is thrust 
into a conspiracy to destroy Kos. Now Taj must fight to save the 
princess and his own life.

Tochi Onyebuchi works in the technology industry and holds 
four university degrees in arts, screenwriting, economics, and law. 
His writing has appeared in science fiction magazines such as 
Asimov’s and Ideomancer. He lives in Connecticut. 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/SURVIVAL STORIES
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ FANTASY/GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP, 312 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $14.99 (CAN $19.99)
ISBN: 9786075275413
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MARCH
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Tres coronas oscuras Series

Un trono oscuro
A translation of One Dark Throne (9780062385468)

Kendare Blake

“Blake’s already pitch-dark tale shades even darker. Exquisitely 
restrained prose, deliberate pacing, paying off in a tumultuous 
climax that piles one shocking twist upon another. Achingly 
gorgeous and gruesomely fascinating.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred 
review on the English-language edition  

“This sequel to Three Dark Crowns loses none of that book’s 
momentum, powering toward a conclusion that leaves several 
doors open. With wonderfully drawn characters and a lethal, 
unpredictable plot, this follow-up will leave readers breathless as 
the queens’ fates unfold.” —ALA Booklist

The battle for the crown has begun, but which of the three 
sisters will prevail? In the thrilling sequel of the Tres Coronas 
Oscuras saga, Fennbirn’s deadliest queens must face the one 
thing standing in their way of the crown: each other. After the 
unforgettable events of the Quickening and with the Ascension 
Year has started, all bets are off. Katharine is stronger than ever 
before. Arsinoe, after discovering the truth of her secret pow-
ers, must learn how to use them without anyone finding out. 
And Mirabella, the strongest sister that all were certain would 
become the Queen, faces attacks that put those around her in 
danger that she cannot prevent.

Kendare Blake received a master’s in creative writing from the 
University of Middlesex. She is the author of Anna vestida de  
sangre, a finalist for the Cybils Award, Girl of Nightmares, 
Antigoddess, Mortal Gods, Ungodly, and Tres coronas oscuras. 
Her books have been translated into 18 languages. She writes and 
lives in Kent, Washington. 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ FANTASY/GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP, 424 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)
ISBN: 9789876097086
RIGHTS: WORLD
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Los viajes de Marion Series

La guerra de los pájaros
The War of the Birds

Victoria Bayona

Captain Marion must confront her enemies and her greatest fears 
to recover Knur and take control over his life. In the last part 
of Los viajes de Marion, Marion undertakes the journey to the 
Chrysalis to finish a mission. What do they have prepared for 
her? Meanwhile, Petro and Marc wait for her return. The Cult 
of Megora have power over Knur, and the King, advised by Jano 
Breasley and Rudi, must resort to the law of the sea. Joining their 
swords with allied countries, they will try to recover while Mari-
on’s heart fights its own battle to understand her feelings.

Victoria Bayona is a writer, actress, and plastics artist. She has 
published the novels Dalila y lostritauros, La maestra, and Los 
viajes de Marion, a work in three volumes. As a playwright, she 
wrote the works El síndrome Kafka and Solo en losbalcones.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ FANTASY/GENERAL
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP, 256 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $21.00 (CAN $28.00)
ISBN: 9789876097109
RIGHTS: WORLD

DEL NUEVO EXTREMO  MARCH

Venganza
A translation of Avenged (9780062396631)

Amy Tintera

Emelina Flores has returned to Ruina after rescuing her sister Ol-
ivia from the rival Kingdom Lera. Together they hope to rebuild 
Ruina to its former glory. However, while Olivia is determined to 
destroy enemies, Em believes a truce is possible. Are those Em’s 
views or are her romantic feelings for Prince Casimir of Lera 
affecting her judgment? Determined to bring peace, Em faces 
choices that could mean betraying her family. 

Amy Tintera studied journalism at Texas A&M University and 
received her master’s in cinematography from Emerson College. 
After school, she worked briefly in the film industry in California 
but soon discovered her true vocation in literature. 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ FANTASY/GENERAL
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ ROMANCE/GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP, 428 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9786075275178
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Las mil noches Series

Las mil noches
A translation of A Thousand Nights (9781484722275)

E. K. Johnston

A novel of fantasy, magic, and intrigue that echoes the tone and 
themes of original One Thousand and One Nights, but from a 
contemporary voice that will interest younger readers. The  
author creates an unforgettable protagonist like Sherezada,  
transforming her into a complicated figure. One day, the king Lo- 
Melkiin arrives where the woman lives, in search of a new bride. 
He chooses our protagonist’s sister. Unfortunately, this king kills 
all his wives after consummating the marriage. The novel begins 
when this peculiar heroine decides to take the place of her sister.

E. K. Johnston is a Canadian writer. Before becoming a writer, she 
was a forensic archaeologist. This is her second novel after her 
debut The Story of Owen, which was a major success in Canada.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ MAGICAL REALISM
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE/GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP, 320 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9786075276199
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/EXPRES  MARCH

El fin de los tiempos Series

El mundo del mañana
Ángeles caídos 2
A translation of World After (9781444778533)

Susan Ee

The survivors of the Apocalyse intend to rescue what they can 
from what’s left of their civilization. In a new story, Penryn is 
involved in a dangerous situation that brings her to the heart of 
the showdown between the warrior angels. Meanwhile, Raffe, 
the angel who lost his wings, continues to look for them. Between 
having his wings and helping Penryn, which will he choose?

Susan Ee writes science fiction, fantasy, and horror, all with a 
touch of romance. A former lawyer, she is now a passionate  
writer. Ángeles caídos is her first novel and the beginning of the 
El fin de lostiempos trilogy.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ APOCALYPTIC & POST-APOCALYPTIC
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ THRILLERS & SUSPENSE
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP, 368 PAGES, 5 X 7.75
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)
ISBN: 9786075275611
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Reiniciados Series

Rebeldes
A translation of Rebel (9780062217103)

Amy Tintera

After coming back from the dead as Reboots to become soldiers, 
Wren and Callum escaped and hope to begin a new life. When 
they arrive at the Reboot reservation, it’s not what they expected. 
Under the rule of a bloodthirsty leader, the soldiers who came 
here for refuge are used for his cruel plans. While Callum wants 
to stay to help their comrades, Wren needs to decide who to 
believe and trust. 

Amy Tintera studied journalism at Texas A&M University and 
received her master’s in cinematography from Emerson College. 
After school, she worked briefly in the film industry in California 
but soon discovered her true vocation in literature. 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ DYSTOPIAN
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ THRILLERS & SUSPENSE
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP, 352 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $8.99 (CAN $11.99)
ISBN: 9786075275741
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/EXPRES  MAY

Zodíaco Series

Ofiucus asciende
A translation of Thirteen Rising (9780448493558)

Romina Russell

The epic saga of the successful Romina Russell reaches its end 
in Ofiucus Asciende, the fourth and final novel in the series. The 
Master is unmasked. Rho’s world has been turned upside down. 
With her loved ones in danger and all the stars against her, will the 
young heroine of the House of Cancer continue fighting? Or will 
she come across her nemesis whose ambition knows no limits?

Romina Russell is a Los Angeles based author who originally 
hails from Buenos Aires, Argentina. When she’s not working on 
the Zodiac series, Romina can be found producing movie trailers 
and taking photographs. She is a graduate of Harvard College 
and is also the author of Zodiac.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ DYSTOPIAN
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ SCIENCE FICTION/GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP, 368 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $19.99 (CAN $26.99)
ISBN: 9789876096980
RIGHTS: WORLD
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El fin de los tiempos 
Series

El fin de los tiempos
A translation of End of Days 
(9781444778557)

Susan Ee

After Ángeles caídos and El mundo del 
mañana comes the third chapter in this 
acclaimed series. Penryn, a girl surviving 
in a world devastated by the war between 
angels where human beings are simple 
victims and pawns. After escaping from the 
angels, Penryn and Raffe are desperate to 
find a doctor who can cure Penryn’s sister. 
Forced to pick sides in the fight, Raffe and 
Penryn must choose: their own kind, or 
each other?

Susan Ee write science fiction, fantasy, 
and horror, especially if the stories have a 
touch of romance. A former lawyer, she is 
now a passionate writer. Ángeles caídos is 
her first novel and the beginning of the El 
fin de lostiempos trilogy.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ SCIENCE FICTION/
GENERAL
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ DYSTOPIAN
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
424 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)
ISBN: 9786075276007
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/EXPRES  
MARCH

Matar un reino
A translation of To Kill a Kingdom 
(9781250112682)

Alexandra Christo

“Fantasy fans will love this story of pirate 
princes and killer sirens.” —School Library 
Journal, on the English-language edition

With seventeen prince hearts in her posses-
sion, Lira is one of the most revered sirens 
in the sea. But a slip-up prompts her moth-
er, the Sea Queen, to transform Lira into 
what she most loathes—a human. Lira has 
until the winter solstice to deliver Prince 
Elian’s heart to the Sea Queen or remain 
a human forever. Although he is heir to 
the largest kingdom on Earth, Prince Elian 
calls the ocean his only home. Hunting 
sirens is more than a hobby—it’s his life. 
When he rescues a drowning woman, she 
promises to help him find the key to exter-
minating all sirens, but can he trust her?

Alexandra Christo has a bachelor’s degree 
in creative writing. She is a copywriter and 
runs a blog where she reviews and discuss-
es children’s and contemporary literature. 
This is her first novel.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ ANIMALS/
MARINE LIFE
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ ANIMALS/MYTHICAL 
CREATURES
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
404 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9786075276137
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/ 
GRAN TRAVESIA  MARCH

Notas suicidas de 
chicas hermosas
A translation of Suicide Notes from  
Beautiful Girls (9781481418539)

Lynn Weingarten

This novel has all the ingredients of great 
young adult lit—love, friendship, rebellion, 
and conflict—and is as suspenseful and 
mysterious as adult noir. After an argu-
ment that ends her friendship with Delia, 
June figured sooner or later they would 
get over it, but then Delia commits suicide. 
June barely has time to mourn before 
Delia’s ex convinces her that it wasn’t sui-
cide—she was murdered. June is dragged 
into a web of lies and conspiracy she never 
expected.

Lynn Weingarten is an author, originally 
from New York. Her previous books, 
Wherever Nina Lies and The Secret Sister-
hood of Heartbreakers, won various teen 
awards.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ THRILLERS & 
SUSPENSE
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/
SUICIDE
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP
340 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9786075276250
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Reino dividido
A translation of Dividing Eden (9780062453846)

Joelle Charbonneau

The twins Carys and Andreus were not destined to govern Eden. 
With their eldest brother in line for the throne, the future of the 
kingdom was secure. But when Eden’s King and crown prince are 
assassinated, Eden desperately needs a monarch. However, the line 
of succession is not clear. With a council conspiring to gain power, 
Carys and Andreus must participate in a Trial of Succession that 
will determine who is fit to rule. It will test the bonds of trust and 
family as they discover what each will do to win the crown.

Joelle Charbonneau has worked in opera and musical theatre. 
She is the author of the Testing Trilogy, which is a New York 
Times bestselling series. She has written mystery series for adults 
and young adult audiences.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ FANTASY/GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP, 352 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)
ISBN: 9789876097130
RIGHTS: WORLD

DEL NUEVO EXTREMO  MARCH

El efecto elefante
The Elephant Effect

Marisa Potes

Although no one knows, the Time Guards exist: a group of 
youths responsible for resolving anomalies in history. To do so, 
they travel into the past moment and place to correct them. How-
ever, as the anomalies grow, the agents work relentlessly, risking 
themselves further to discover what is creating them. Laura, the 
newest agent, has persistently pushed herself to fix the past so 
that history can continue as we know it. Because if one detail is 
altered, it could unleash the Elephant effect.

Marisa Potes is a teacher and novelist recognized for her partic-
ipation in literary festivals, workshops, and seminaries. She is 
the author of numerous books, including Malacara, Quería ser 
monstruo, and Prisionero de la luna, and has written various 
short stories

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ FANTASY/HISTORICAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP, 408 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)
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Una vuelta al cielo
A Return to Heaven

Adriana Cloudy

It is 2092. A new human race has appeared thanks to genetic 
engineering. But while they appear normal, in their brains live 
different personalities with multiple desires. Nine lives in this 
society. Her life is almost up because of an error in her DNA’s 
design. Despite the certainty of her death, she wants to help 
Nube, one of her personalities, fall in love, something forgotten 
by the human mind. So, through a so-called virtual game, Nube 
will meet Zang, an adolescent who strikes up a relationship with 
this unknown girl. Their mutual affection grows through chats 
and songs, but their love will remain indifferent before the lack 
of real touch.

Adriana Cloudy is a writer and content creator. She studied au-
diovisual production and direction. She writes and maintains the 
blog Menteimperfecta and create content for a website dedicated 
to mystery and fairytale stories. In 2017, she won First Prize at 
the Concurso de Novela Juvenil Del Nuevo Extremo.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ ROMANCE/GENERAL
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ FANTASY/GENERAL
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP, 160 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9789876097093
RIGHTS: WORLD

DEL NUEVO EXTREMO  MARCH

Amor, odio y otros filtros
A translation of Love, Hate and Other Filters (9781616958473)

Samira Ahmed

Maya Aziz is divided between two futures: that which her parents 
expect of “a good Indian Muslim daughter” and that which she 
desires: to go to New York to study film, and learn to swim with 
a school friend she hopes to date. But while she fights between 
her parent’s and her desires, her world is shaken by a horrible 
act of terrorism. When a suicide bomber, who has the same last 
name, attacks a city in the United States, her life course is on the 
brink of being altered forever. The community she grew up in 
becomes unrecognizable: neighbors and classmates look at her 
with fear or hate. Maya must find inner strength to determine 
where she belongs. 

Samira Ahmed received her BA and MAT from the University of 
Chicago and began to teach high school English in both Chicago 
and New York City. After, she worked in education non-profits, 
helping to create more than seventy small high schools in New 
York. Her book Love, Hate, & Other Filters was a New York 
Times bestseller. She lives in Chicago.
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El lugar alejado más 
cercano posible
A translation of The Nearest Faraway 
Place (9781471406263)

Hayley Long

“A stunning story of grief, hope, and 
brotherhood.”—Kat Ellis, author of Purge, 
on the English-language edition

Griff and Dylan are moving with their 
parents to a new home in Brooklyn when a 
terrible car accident kills their parents. The 
boys’ lives change radically as they move 
in with their Aunt and Uncle in Wales. 
Griff protects himself through isolation 
and detachment, and Dylan wants to take 
his brother’s pain away. But before that, 
he will need to take the necessary steps so 
that both can move forward.

Hayley Long moved to Wales at 18 to 
study English at the University of Aberys-
twyth, and in 1997 she became an English 
teacher. She is the author of numerous 
books, such as the popular Lottie Biggs se-
ries, and the novel What’s Up Jody Barton?

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ FAMILY/ORPHANS & 
FOSTER HOMES
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ FAMILY/ALTERNATIVE 
FAMILY
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
324 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9786075275734
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MARCH

Bajo el agua
A translation of Underwater 
(9780374368869)

Marisa Reichardt

Confined to home for months because of 
her panic attacks, Morgan attempts to 
recover from a terrifying attack at school, 
but her fear of unpredictable dangers make 
this difficult. Morgan embraces the securi-
ty of routine: online classes and the same 
lunch every day. Morgan’s trap illustrates 
how, without control, fear and trauma 
can dictate the behavior of a person. But 
Morgan’s mom, her brother, her therapist 
Brenda, and new neighbor Evan offer 
support that helps her understand how to 
accept small, positive changes.

Marisa Reichardt is a young adult author. 
She lives in Los Angeles, California.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/
BULLYING
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
272 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $19.99 (CAN $26.99)
ISBN: 9789876096942
RIGHTS: WORLD

DEL NUEVO EXTREMO  MARCH

Te espero en  
algún lugar
A translation of I Stop Somewhere 
(9781250124647)

T. E. Carter

Tormented during school, Ellie begins her 
first year with a new plan: she doesn’t need 
to be popular, she only needs to mix with 
the wallpaper. But when the unthinkable 
happens, Ellie finds herself trapped after a 
brutal attack. She was not the first victim, 
and now it’s happening to more people. 
She tries to cling to her happy memories to 
pass the cold days, hoping that someone 
will help her. The problem is that no one 
looks for a girl that no one notices.

T. E. Carter is a writer. She lives in New 
England with her husband and two cats.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/
SEXUAL ABUSE
YOUNG ADULT FICTION/ SOCIAL THEMES/
VIOLENCE
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
336 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $21.00 (CAN $28.00)
ISBN: 9789876097246
RIGHTS: WORLD
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Luz de juventud
First Light (9788417007393) a translation 
of the German

Ralf Rothmann

In Luz de juventud, Julian is a twelve-year-
old boy growing up in a mining commu-
nity in 1960s Germany. Covering a few 
weeks in summer when Julian’s emotion-
ally exhausted and dissatisfied mother 
takes his little sister Sophie on vacation, 
this book details Julian’s gradual social 
and sexual awakening amidst his parent’s 
financial and marital problems. Through 
a combination of vibrant characters and 
subtle prose, Rothmann captures the am-
biguous period of a boy approaching the 
end of childhood when adulthood is not 
within grasp. 

Ralf Rothmann has received numerous 
awards for his fiction and poetry, including 
the Friedrich Hölderlin Prize in 2013, the 
Hans Fallada Prize in 2008, and the Max 
Frisch Prize in 2006.

FICTION/ COMING OF AGE
FICTION/ LITERARY
232 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)
ISBN: 9788417007393
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LIBROS DEL ASTEROIDE  AUGUST

La catedral y el niño
The Cathedral and the Boy

Eduardo Blanco Amor

Luis Torralba is an eight-year-old boy who 
lives in Galicia, Spain in the early 20th 
century. His parents are separated and 
belong to different worlds: his mother is 
part of the bourgeoisie, but his father is a 
freethinking bohemian. Luis grows up in 
these two contrasting worlds and slowly 
transforms into a man capable of building 
his own future.  

Eduardo Blanco Amor is an author. Al-
though he started his literary career in his 
late 40s, he wrote two of the most import-
ant Spanish novels of the 20th century: La 
catedral y el niño and La parranda.

FICTION/ COMING OF AGE
FICTION/ LITERARY
520 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $33.95)
ISBN: 9788417007362
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LIBROS DEL ASTEROIDE  AUGUST

La novena hora
A translation of The Ninth Hour 
(9781250192745)

Alice McDermott

“McDermott is a poet of corporeal de-
scription . . . it’s the way she marries the 
spirit to the physical world that makes her 
work transcendent . . . The Ninth Hour is 
a story with the simple grace of a votive 
candle in a dark church.” —Sarah Begley, 
Time 

On a dim winter afternoon, a young Irish 
immigrant opens a gas tap in his Brook-
lyn apartment. He is determined to show 
his boss who recently fired him and to 
his badgering, pregnant wife, that his life 
was his alone. In the aftermath of the fire 
and his suicide, Catholic Brooklyn of the 
twentieth century attempts to erase the 
man’s brief existence through shame and 
superstition. Though he is never spoken of, 
his life reverberates through many, testing 
the limits of love, sacrifice, and forgiveness. 

Alice McDermott is an American writer 
and university professor. For her novel 
Charming Billy, she won an American 
Book Award and the U.S. National Book 
Award for Fiction. 
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Flâneuse: una paseante en  
París, Nueva York, Tokio,  
Venecia y Londres
A translation of Flâneuse: Women Walk the City in Paris, New 
York, Tokyo, Venice, and London (9780374537432)

Lauren Elkin

Through descriptions of her walks through cities in which she 
has lived, Lauren Elkin writes a literal and metaphorical tour 
that gives us a new look at each and remarks on the unique ex-
perience of being a woman in these places. From trivial details to 
ample observations, she intertwines her personal experience with 
those of artists and writers whose perspectives transformed hers.

Lauren Elkin is a writer, English professor, and the co-director of 
the Center for New and International Writing at the University 
of Liverpool. Her essays have been published in the New York 
Times Book Review among other publications. Her first novel 
The Floating Cities won the Reader’s Prize at the Rue des Livres 
Literary Festival.

FICTION/ CITY LIFE
352 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $33.95)
ISBN: 9788416665938
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL  JUNE

Cómo comportarse  
en la multitud
Una novela
A translation of How to Behave in a Crowd: A Novel 
(9780451497543)

Camille Bordas

“How to Behave in a Crowd joins the league of novels about 
adolescence persuasively told by adolescent narrators. ‘Who 
would care for a novel about us?’ asks one of Dory’s siblings. The 
answer is: everyone.”   —The New York Times Book Review, on 
the English-language edition

Isidore Mazal has just reached adolescence, is the youngest of 
six siblings, and lives in a small French village. His siblings are 
geniuses: doctors, musicians, and novelists in the making. Isidore 
is not a genius, but he perceives how his family members cope 
with pain and he is probably the only one able to help. His splen-
did empathy, combined with a profound fury, creates a story of 
melancholy and humor that reaches a heart-wrenching end.  

Camille Bordas is the author of the books, Les treize dessert, 
which was the winner of the Jean-Claude Izzo Prize, and Partie 
commune, which won the Lecture en Tête Second Novel Prize. 
She has written for the New Yorker and lives in Chicago.

FICTION/ FAMILY LIFE/GENERAL
288 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $33.95)
ISBN: 9788416665273
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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El aliento de los ahogados
A translation of A Breath After Drowning (9781785656408)

Alice Blanchard

“Dark, chilling and complex. Blanchard is a skilled storyteller 
who knows how to weave thrillers like cobwebs that will keep 
you awake all night.” —Sherri Smith, author of Follow Me 
Down, on the English-language edition

Kate Wolfe understood guilt when her younger sister was kid-
napped and murdered with excessive cruelty. 16 years later, she’s 
a psychiatrist with a promising romance and the past seems far 
away. But after the arrival of a mysterious girl at the hospital, her 
life takes a devastating turn. A retired detective informs her that 
the one responsible for her sister’s death is not the one impris-
oned. And the mother of Maddie, the new patient, reveals details 
that confront her worst fear: that her history is more unclear 
than she believed.

Alice Blanchard won the Katherine Anne Porter Prize for Fiction 
for her book of short stories The Stuntman’s Daughter. Her first 
novel Darkness Peering was a New York Times’ Notable Book 
and a Barnes & Noble Best Mystery. She has also received a PEN 
Award, a New Letters Literary Award, and a Centrum Art-
ists-in-Residence Fellowship. She lives in Connecticut. 

FICTION/ CRIME
FICTION/ THRILLERS/PSYCHOLOGICAL
428 PAGES, 6 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9786075276434
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MAY
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Francisco J. Cortina

A woman and her lover meet in a restaurant, tailed by a detec-
tive. Nearby, lawyers are having a business dinner when armed 
men enter the building. Elsewhere, Francisco is a drunk tor-
mented by the town’s taunts. His wife Berta, a selfless woman, 
constantly wonders if she should suffer a life with a man that 
beats her. A young man arrives in Paris where suddenly there 
are cries of confusion: an earthquake? Victims of circumstance 
and chance, this book paints characters whose lives are about to 
change dramatically.

Francisco J. Cortina is a successful Mexican lawyer who is also a 
writer. He has written short stories and essays. His first novel, La 
chica IBM, was described as “an action thriller that rescues the 
urban novel in Mexico City.”

FICTION/ CRIME
FICTION/ HISPANIC & LATINO
320 PAGES, 6 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9786075275956
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La condena del restaurador
The Restorer’s Curse

Cezilla Lontrato

Tanner Davis is a furniture restorer whose 30th birthday comes 
accompanied by a curse. He is visited by the ancient owners of 
some of the pieces that he restores to fulfill the desires they could 
not in life. The Davis family must restore a mansion that be-
longed to the Wrights, to convert it into a tourist attraction. Soon 
they are visited by the dead Wright children who demand that 
Tanner only restores the playground and not let anyone use it. 
Tanner falls into a deep coma. Desperate, the Davis family decide 
to find a way to end the curse and learn that only the original 
caster can do so: Domita, a young woman who was treated very 
poorly by a Davis ancestor.

Cezilla Lontratostudied economics at the University of Buenos 
Aires while she wrote terror and fantasy stories. She also writes 
about film, books, authors, and popular legends related to the 
horror genre.

FICTION/ THRILLERS/SUPERNATURAL
256 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $21.00 (CAN $28.00)
ISBN: 9789876097260
RIGHTS: WORLD

DEL NUEVO EXTREMO  APRIL

Operación crisálida
Operation Chrysalis

Jaime Larrain Ayuso

This is a thriller that narrates the transformation of a kidnapped 
person in 13 days of captivity. Alex is an idealist with his feet in 
the mud and supports the Theory of the Chrysalis, of the worm 
that does not know he will become a butterfly. Alex must only 
create the conditions for the caterpillar to achieve consciousness 
for his experiment. It is thirteen days of suspense and surpris-
es that, interrupted by a reflexive conspiracy, explain the bold 
decision of the protagonist. It is a story where hackers, magnates, 
ex-revolutionaries, CIA agents and journalists mix to unleash 
unpredictable events.

Jaime Larraín Ayuso is a writer and scholar. He has written essays 
such as a theory of everything, an argument about evolution the-
ory and the human species, and an essay about education. With 
this novel, he begins a trilogy of idealist thrillers about money, 
religion, and power.

FICTION/ MYSTERY & DETECTIVE/INTERNATIONAL MYSTERY & CRIME
304 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $21.00 (CAN $28.00)
ISBN: 9789876097116
RIGHTS: WORLD

DEL NUEVO EXTREMO  APRIL
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La buscadora de niños
A translation of The Child Finder (9780062659057)

Rene Denfeld

“It’s Deliverance encased in ice… Denfeld’s novel is indeed loaded 
with suspense, its resonance comes from its surprising tilt towards 
storytelling restraint, a rarity in this typical crackling genre. Elegi-
ac, informative and disquieting… The novel gallops to a suitably 
heart-racing finish.” —New York Times Book Review

Naomi Cottle finds missing children. When the police have aban-
doned the search, families call her. Madison Culver disappeared 
3 years ago during a family trip to Oregon, where they had gone 
to cut down a Christmas tree. Everyone believes she died after her 
disappearance, but Naomi knows she’s alive. As she pursues the 
truth behind Madison’s disappearance, a dark dream pierces her 
defenses that reminds her of a terrible loss she cannot remember. 
If she finds Madison, will she unlock the secrets of her life?  

Rene Denfeld is the author of the acclaimed novels The Child 
Finder and The Enchanted. Her fiction has won numerous awards 
including the prestigious French Prix and an ALA Medal for Ex-
cellence. She was also the chief Investigator of a public defender 
office, for which she worked on hundreds of cases. She is the 
mother of three children.

FICTION/ MYSTERY & DETECTIVE/GENERAL
FICTION/ MYSTERY & DETECTIVE/PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS
224 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $19.99 (CAN $26.99)
ISBN: 9789876096973
RIGHTS: WORLD

DEL NUEVO EXTREMO  APRIL
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La forense
A translation of The Medical Examiner (Women’s Murder Club 
#16.5) (9780316504829)

James Patterson and Maxine Paetro

Two bodies arrived at the morgue, one still breathing. A woman 
enters a hotel room with a man that is not her husband. A marks-
man blows away the lover and wounds the millionairess, leaving 
her for dead. Is it the perfect case for the Women’s Murder Club, 
or its more twisted?

James Patterson is a thriller and suspense writer known principally 
for his FBI Agent Alex Cross books. Patterson has sold over 260 
million novels across the world. He has received various prizes 
such as the Literarian Award for Outstanding Service to the Amer-
ican Literary Community. In 2005 he founded the James Patterson 
PageTurner awards to promote reading. Maxine Paetro is a writer 
who collaborates with James Patterson on the Women’s Murder 
Club, Private, and Confession series. She is the founder of Broccoli 
Hall, a garden home that includes a variety of garden rooms. She 
lives in New York with her husband and stepson. 

FICTION/ CRIME
FICTION/ MYSTERY & DETECTIVE/INTERNATIONAL MYSTERY & CRIME
144 PAGES, 4.75 X 6.75
TRADE PAPER, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9786075275116
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/EXPRES  MARCH

Bookshots Series

Los testigos
A translation of The Witnesses (9780316418744)

James Patterson

The family next door has a dark secret. The Sanderson family is 
forced to hide them after one stumbled into a criminal plot. Or 
that’s what they think. No one will respond to their questions, 
and the terrifying truth might arrive too late. 

James Patterson is a thriller and suspense writer known 
principally for his FBI Agent Alex Cross books. Patterson has 
sold over 260 million novels across the world. He has received 
various prizes such as the Literarian Award for Outstanding 
Service to the American Literary Community. In 2005 he found-
ed the James Patterson PageTurner awards to promote reading. 
Brendan DuBois is the award-winning author of 21 novels and 
more than 150 short stories. His short fiction has appeared in 
Playboy, The Magazine of Fantasy & Science Fiction, and Ana-
log. He has twice won the Shamus Award for short fiction. He 
lives in New Hampshire. 

FICTION/ THRILLERS/ESPIONAGE
FICTION/ MYSTERY & DETECTIVE/GENERAL
164 PAGES, 4.75 X 6.75
TRADE PAPER, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9786075274591
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MARCH
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Lecciones de pasión
A translation of Learning to Ride (Sunnybell #1) 
(9780316276344)

James Patterson

Madeline Harper was a city girl through in through, at least until 
she met a rodeo cowboy and hasn’t looked back. The king of the 
rodeo Tanner Callen doesn’t want to be attached to anyone, but 
when he sees Madeline Harper in a local bar, he plays his best 
cards to take her home. However, soon he realizes that one night 
isn’t enough. 

James Patterson is a thriller and suspense writer known principal-
ly for his FBI Agent Alex Cross books that have become inter-
national bestsellers. Patterson has sold over 260 million novels 
across the world. He has received various prizes such as the Lit-
erarian Award for Outstanding Service to the American Literary 
Community. In 2005 he founded the James Patterson PageTurner 
awards to promote reading. Erin Knightley is a bestselling author. 
After receiving her BS and working in the science field for years, 
she decided to become a writer. She is best known for her Prelude 
to a Kiss Series and the Sealed with a Kiss series. She lives in 
North Carolina. 

FICTION/ ROMANCE/GENERAL
FICTION/ GENERAL
160 PAGES, 4.75 X 6.75
TRADE PAPER, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9786075275635
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/EXPRES  MARCH

Bookshots Series

Corazón indomable
A translation of Bedding the Highlander (9780316466974)

James Patterson

There is nothing proper about lady Katherine Killin. She is a spit-
fire that cannot be controlled. To get rid of her and fulfill a truce, 
her father agrees to wed her to his clan’s enemy, Ben Rannoch. 
But when Katherine meets the enticing and attractive Kirk Ran-
noch, brother of her fiancé, suddenly she craves to be dominated. 

James Patterson is a thriller and suspense writer known princi-
pally for his FBI Agent Alex Cross books. Patterson has sold 260 
million novels across the world. He has received various prizes 
such as the Literarian Award for Outstanding Service to the 
American Literary Community. In 2005 he founded the James 
Patterson PageTurner awards to promote reading. Sabrina York is 
a New York Times bestselling author of romance novels. She has 
published over 45 titles. She has won many awards including the 
2015 Tara Contest and the 2014 Golden Ankh. 

FICTION/ FANTASY/ROMANTIC
FICTION/ ROMANCE/HISTORICAL/GENERAL
164 PAGES, 4.75 X 6.75
TRADE PAPER, $6.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9786075275215
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MARCH
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Socorro (pero me dicen Coco)
Socorro (But They Call Me Coco)

Juana Inés Dehesa

Coco (Socorro, but don’t call her that) is at a turning point in 
her life. Her work may (or may not) take her to a fashion show 
in Spain. Her impending marriage may (or may not) bring her 
happiness as a mother. But lately, her expectations do not seem 
to meet those of her mother or those that her fiancé promised. 
In this funny and irreverent novel, Juana Inés Dehesa paints us 
a picture of what it means to be thirty-something trying to find 
their path to happiness, or at least emotional tranquility.

Juana Inés Dehesa is a novelist, essayist, and editor. She is the 
author of the novels Pink Doll and Rebel Doll and is a weekly 
columnist for the newspaper Reforma.

FICTION/ ROMANCE/CONTEMPORARY
FICTION/ GENERAL
360 PAGES, 5 X 7.75
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9786075276236
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/EXPRES  MAY

Todos los días son nuestros
All of the Days Are Ours

Catalina Aguilar Mastretta

After 10 years together, María and Emiliano are separating. What 
was it that drove them apart?  A lack of desire? The mundane 
day-to-day? María, a bundle of nerves after the rupture, speaks 
of her pain, the changes, and what she cannot divorce from her 
one love. In an intimate and frank manner, the novel addresses 
the pain that lingers after a romantic break-up and the issue of 
reconstructing yourself. 

Catalina Aguilar Mastretta studied communications at the Uni-
versity Iberoamericana, film at New York University, and screen-
writing at the American Film Institute. She is a scriptwriter and 
opera director. She is also the author of Más tiempo que vida.

FICTION/ ROMANCE/GENERAL
FICTION/ LITERARY
252 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.75
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9786075274546
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/EXPRES  MAY
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La incubación Series

El día cero
La incubación 3
A translation of Zero Day (9781501125102)

Ezekiel Boone

In the terrifying finale of the Hatching series, the United States 
begins a war against the spider queens that threaten to wipe out 
humanity. With millions of spiders against them, the government 
needs to make a choice: do they kill all spiders, or gamble on 
Professor Guyer’s theory of only killing the queens? For President 
Stephanie Pilgrim, the solution is clear: she must trust Professor 
Guyer. But the military isn’t ready to fall in line, so Pilgrim and 
her loyal advisors must flee. What’s more dangerous, the spiders 
or ourselves?

Ezekiel Boone is a writer. He is the author of the internationally 
bestselling The Hatching series. He also writes under the pseudonym 
Alexi Zentner. He lives in New York with his wife and children.

FICTION/ SCIENCE FICTION/GENERAL
364 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9786075276120
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  APRIL

Compañías silenciosas
A translation of The Silent Companions (9780143131632)

Laura Purcell

Set in Victorian England, this book is a disturbing gothic story 
that will send shivers down your spine. Hardly married for a few 
months, Elsie has become a widow and is sent to live at her late 
husband’s crumbling estate, The Bridge. Surrounded by resent-
ful servants, Elsie has only her husband’s awkward cousin for 
company. But the new home is no less hostile, as suddenly closed 
rooms open, and she encounters painted wooden figures that ter-
rify the servants of The Bridge with their restless, following eyes.

Laura Purcell is a former bookseller and now a writer of gothic 
fiction. She has published two other novels The Silent Compan-
ion and The Corset, and two parts of her historical fiction series 
about the Hanoverian monarchs Queen of Bedlam and Mistress 
of the Court.

FICTION/ GHOST
FICTION/ THRILLERS/HISTORICAL
320 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $21.00 (CAN $28.00)
ISBN: 9789876097147
RIGHTS: WORLD
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Look Series

Ciudades fantásticas y  
dónde encontrarlas
Conozca cómo son los mundos surgidos de la 
imaginación de los mejores creadores del cine,  
la literatura y el cómic
Fantastic Cities and Where to Find Them

Manu González

In this book, the streets of Minas Tirith are as real as when  
Aragon become King of Gondor. You will be able to walk 
through Hogsmeade during a snowy day before going up to  
Hogwarts, or have a Duff with Homer in Springfield. This is, 
without a doubt, a true literary and cinematographic journey  
in which we discover and learn about fantastic and imagined 
cities and worlds.

Manu González has contributed to publications such as Qué 
Leer, Librújula, El Periódico, Ara, among others. An expert in 
comics and fantasy literature, he was editor-in-chief of Go Mag 
from 2001 to 2013 and he is currently the coordinator of the 
Blisstopic.com. He is also the author Dance Electronic Music  
and Dioses, heroes y superheroes.

FICTION/ FANTASY/GENERAL
252 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $31.00 (CAN $42.00)
ISBN: 9788494826818
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK  JULY

Criaturas fantásticas
Criaturas surgidas de la imaginación de  
escritores y artistas que son fuente de inspiración 
en películas, libros, videojuegos y cómics
Fantastic Creatures

Manu González

Encyclopedias of fantastic animals are as ancient as old writing 
itself. Many of the creatures that appear in this book emerge 
from beautiful artistic creations written and illustrated in the 
medieval era. With the passage of time, the legends have been 
enriched and populated with new elements, and this stupen-
dous, imaginative catalog of savage lions, hydras, and other 
mythical creatures is one of the largest and will entrance any 
fan of fantasy.

Manu González has contributed to publications such as Qué 
Leer, Librújula, El Periódico, Ara, among others. An expert in 
comics and fantasy literature, he was editor-in-chief of Go Mag 
from 2001 to 2013 and he is currently the coordinator of the 
Blisstopic.com. He is also the author Dance Electronic Music  
and Dioses, heroes y superheroes.

FICTION/ FAIRY TALES, FOLKLORE & MYTHOLOGY
252 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.75
240 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $31.00 (CAN $42.00)
ISBN: 9788494826849
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Las mujeres en el castillo
A translation The Women in the Castle (9780062563668)

Jessica Shattuck

“Moving . . . a plot that surprises and devastates.” —New York 
Times Book Review, on the English-language edition

“If you love historical fiction, this is your must-read book: It’s 
captivating, fascinating, and incredibly faithful to the events as 
they happened, and Jessica Shattuck reveals an entirely new side 
of what it’s like to be a woman in wartime.” —Newsweek, on the 
English-language edition

When World War II ends, among the ashes of the Nazi’s defeat, 
Marianne von Lingenfels vows to fulfill the promise she gave 
her husband who was killed for opposing Hitler: to reunite and 
protect the women and children of those valiant men who col-
laborated in the resistance. She is only able to rescue two women, 
but together they hole up in a Bavarian castle of her husband’s 
ancestors. The three women must learn to live with the choices 
that determined their lives and destroyed their country.

Jessica Shattuck has published stories in the New Yorker, Glam-
our, Open City and the Tampa Review. She has also published 
articles in the New York Times, Wired, and the Boston Globe. 
Her previous novel, The Hazards of Good Breeding, was chosen 
as the best book of the year by the Boston Globe. She lives in 
Massachusetts with her family.

FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE
FICTION/ VISIONARY & METAPHYSICAL
334 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)
ISBN: 9788494712661
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL  AUGUST
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Rumbo al mar  
blanco
A translation of In Ballast to the White Sea 
(9780776622088)

Malcolm Lowry

In June 1944, Malcolm Lowry saved from 
the flames the work that would be his cel-
ebrated novel, Bajo el volcán. He believed 
that Rumbo al mar blanco, the manuscript 
he had worked on relentlessly, had been 
lost in the same fire. But now, more than 
50 years later, it is found. Rumbo al mar 
blanco is an imposing novel and a fight be-
tween the demons and ideological doubts 
of the author. It is introspective and epic, 
and it offers us insight into the politics of 
the interwar years as it describes a young 
writer who believes that both his book and 
life have already been written by a Norwe-
gian novelist.

Malcolm Lowry is a poet and novelist. He 
has a degree from the University of Cam-
bridge. During much of his life, he wrote 
screenplays in Hollywood. His novel Bajo 
el volcán is widely considered one of the 
greatest novels of the 20th century  

FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE
384 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5
CLOTH, $26.00 (CAN $35.00)
ISBN: 9788416665136
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL  AUGUST

Wild Cards Series

Wild Cards 2.  
Ases en lo alto
A translation of Aces High (Wild Cards 
#2) (9780765365088)

Edited by George R.R. Martin

Following World War II, an extraterrestrial 
virus clouds Manhattan and the survivors 
mutate into metahumans: jokers, deformed 
beings with uncommon abilities, or aces: 
normal-looking people who develop flight, 
mind-reading, or other powers. Soon the 
mafia and others compete to hunt or con-
trol these exceptional beings, some who 
take up crime rather than doing good.

George R. R. Martin is a writer, a screen-
writer, and a producer. He is the author  
of the successful and multiple award– 
winning series of epic fantasy Song of 
Ice and Fire, which inspired the Game of 
Thrones television show.

FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE
FICTION/ FANTASY/GENERAL
472 PAGES, 5 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $12.95)
ISBN: 9786075275192
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/EXPRES  MAY

Las abuelas bien
The Good Grandparents 
(9786075275710)

Guadalupe Loaeza

First, like everyone, they were young girls. 
Then they lived through their years as 
good, educated, family girls. Today, they 
are grandmothers. In this intimate book, 
Guadalupe Loaeza shares letters, photo-
graphs, and anecdotes from her family 
history to explore the lives of grandchil-
dren and grandparents.

Guadalupe Loaeza has written for news-
papers such as Unomásuno, the Jornada, 
and Reforma. In 2004, France awarded 
her the Legion of Honor. She is the author 
of Mujeres maravillosas, Ellas y nosotras, 
Compro, and Hombres ¿maravillosos? 
among many others.

FICTION/ BIOGRAPHICAL
FICTION/ COMING OF AGE
128 PAGES, 5.25 X 6.75
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9786075275710
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  APRIL
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Madame Bovary
Madame Bovary (9788415618843) a translation of the French

Gustave Flaubert

A subject of scandal during its publication, the novel had to 
overcome the censorship by Napoleon III before it became the 
pioneer of literary realism. Emma Bovary represents the rebellion 
against the corset-like, bourgeoise society of nineteenth-century 
France and the profound dissatisfaction with life. Emma runs 
from her unhappy marriage, but as well from a world that isn’t 
made how she prefers, and from a period that is not hers. 

Gustave Flaubert is considered one of the greatest writers of the 
19th century. At 13 he founded the literary journal Art of Prog-
ress. Flaubert lived during a period of profound social changes, 
and he reflects that in his most celebrated works and writing. 

FICTION/ CLASSICS
448 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
CLOTH, $18.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9788415618843
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL ALMA  JULY

Clásicos ilustrados Series

Las aventuras de  
Sherlock Holmes
A translation of The Adventure of Sherlock Holmes 
(9780486474915)

Arthur Conan Doyle

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle is the creator of the most celebrated 
detective in literature, Sherlock Holmes. The 12 stories gathered 
in this volume were published between 1891 and 1892 in Strand 
Magazine. Conan Doyle himself catalogs these stories as his 
favorites and the most central of the Holmesian style. 

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle is a doctor, novelist, and creator of the 
master detective Sherlock Holmes. Initially a physician, his clinic 
did not often receive patients, and so in his free time he began to 
write stories. After much success, he gave up medical practice to 
dedicate himself full time to writing. 

FICTION/ CLASSICS
FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE
368 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
CLOTH, $18.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9788415618829
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL ALMA  JULY
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Cinco semanas  
en globo
A translation of Five Weeks in a Balloon 
(9781976047695)

Julio Verne

Considered Vernes’s first success, this book 
is known for its scientific authenticity and 
fanciful adventure. The story begins with a 
scholar and explorer, Dr. Samuel Fergus-
son, accompanied by his employee and a 
hunter, who take a hot air balloon voyage 
across the African continent. There, they 
engage in many conflicts and adventures 
with natives and the environment.

Jules Verne is an author, often regarded as 
a giant in the adventure genre and the “fa-
ther of science fiction.” He is best known 
for his novels, Veinte mil leguas de viaje 
submarine, De la tierra a la luna, and Viaje 
al centro de la tierra.

FICTION/ CLASSICS
FICTION/ ACTION & ADVENTURE
384 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
CLOTH, $18.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9788415618768
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL ALMA  JULY

Clásicos ilustrados Series

Drácula
A translation of Dracula 
(9780486454016)

Bram Stoker

Drácula is the essential vampire novel in 
which Stoker sparks the core themes of the 
subgenre: the fight between good and evil 
and the sensuality of the vampire. It tells 
the story of Jonathan Harker, an estate 
agent who the enigmatic Count Dracula 
summons to his castle in Transylvania to 
help find a home in London—so Dracula 
may find new victims and spread his curse.

Bram Stoker is a writer best known for his 
gothic novel Drácula, which established 
many conventions of the vampire horror 
genre. He studied mathematics at Trinity 
College, where he first became interested 
in theatre. During his lifetime, he was the 
business manager at the Lyceum Theatre  
in London. 

FICTION/ CLASSICS
FICTION/ HORROR
496 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
CLOTH, $18.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9788415618836
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL ALMA  JULY

En las montañas  
de la locura
y otros relatos
A translation of At the Mountains of  
Madness (9781974259267)

Howard Phillips Lovecraft

En la montañas de la locura is a classic 
story of an expedition of the Antarctic 
and the discovering of a cave that harbors 
secrets and horrors unknown to humanity. 

Howard Phillips Lovecraft known profes-
sionally as H.P. Lovecraft is an author of 
horror stories. He is remembered for creat-
ing the cosmic horror genre, also known as 
Lovecraftian horror. The genre combines 
elements of terror with science fiction. 
His works have been the inspiration for 
various authors and films.  

FICTION/ CLASSICS
FICTION/ HORROR
496 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $18.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9788417430047
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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El fantasma de  
Canterville
y otros relatos
A translation of The Canterville Ghost 
(9781986017794)

Oscar Wilde

Considered Oscar Wilde’s most widely 
published work, El fantasma de Canter-
ville is an elegant social satire. It tells the 
tale of an American family who move into 
the British castle, Canterville Chase, much 
to the aggravation of its tired ghost. 

Oscar Wilde is a playwright, poet, and 
novelist. He studied at Trinity College and 
Magdalen College in Oxford. He is best 
remembered for his novel The Picture of 
Dorian Gray, and his plays The Impor-
tance of Being Earnest, An Ideal Husband, 
and Women of No Importance. 

FICTION/ CLASSICS
FICTION/ HORROR
320 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
CLOTH, $18.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9788417430054
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL ALMA  JULY

Clásicos ilustrados Series

Cumbres Borrascosas
A translation of Wuthering Heights 
(9781853260018)

Emily Brontë

“It is as if Emily Brontë could tear up all 
that we know human beings by, and fill 
these unrecognizable transparencies with 
such a gust of life that they transcend reali-
ty.” —Virginia Woolf, on the English- 
language edition

Cumbres Borrascosas is the essential 
English romantic novel of the nineteenth 
century. It describes the passionate and 
intense love between Catherine Earnshaw 
and Heathcliff, an orphan adopted by 
Catherine’s father. Bullied by Catherine’s 
brother and believing his love unrequited, 
Heathcliff leaves and returns years later 
a wealthy man. He then exacts different 
forms of revenge in a chaotic, violent, and 
jealous manner. 

Emily Brontë is a writer. Like her two 
sisters, Charlotte and Anne Brontë, she is 
considered one of the best of her genera-
tion. Using the pseudonym Ellis Bell, she 
wrote only one novel. Though criticized 
initially, Cumbres Borrascosas is now 
widely regarded as a classic.  

FICTION/ CLASSICS
FICTION/ ROMANCE/GENERAL
400 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $18.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9788415618898
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL ALMA  JULY

Estudio en Escarlata
El signo de los cuatro
A translation of A Study in Scarlet 
(9781535055628)

Arthur Conan Doyle

No one could have believed that for Doc-
tor John Watson, sharing a flat in London 
would be more dangerous and exciting 
than fighting in Afghanistan. But with a 
roommate like Sherlock Holmes, anything 
was possible. His detective skills and per-
sonality fascinate Watson so much that he 
helps him with his cases and captures them 
in stories. This book begins the Sherlock 
Holmes series that encapsulated four nov-
els and over 50 stories. 

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle is a doctor, nov-
elist, and creator of the master detective 
Sherlock Holmes. Initially a physician, his 
clinic did not often receive patients, and so 
in his free time, he began to write stories. 
After much success, he gave up medical 
practice to dedicate himself full time to 
writing. 

FICTION/ CLASSICS
FICTION/ MYSTERY & DETECTIVE/GENERAL
288 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
CLOTH, $18.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9788415618874
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL ALMA  JULY
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Un debut en la vida
A translation of A Start in Life 
(9780241977750)

Anita Brookner

Ruth Weiss, at forty, knew that her life 
had been ruined by literature. Dr. Weiss is 
beautiful, intelligent, and lonely. Studying 
the heroines of Balzac in order to discover 
where her own life went awry, she seeks 
enlightenment but begins to realize there 
might not be a chance for a new start. 

Anita Brookner trained as an art historian 
and worked at the Courtauld Institute 
of Art until her retirement in 1988. She 
published her first novel, A Start in Life, 
in 1981 and her twenty-fourth, Strang-
ers, in 2009. Hotel du Lac won the 1984 
Booker Prize.

FICTION/ LITERARY
232 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $20.99 (CAN $27.99)
ISBN: 9788417007348
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LIBROS DEL ASTEROIDE  AUGUST

La señora Fletcher
A translation of Mrs. Fletcher 
(9781472153814)

Tom Perrotta

Eve Fletcher is divorcee who lives in a 
tranquil city in New Jersey. Now that her 
son has left home to begin college, she has 
a little more time to devote to herself. Eve 
signs up for a university course where she 
gets to know diverse people, cultivates 
new friendships, discovers internet porn 
and dating apps, and will do things that 
months before would have seemed incon-
ceivable. Meanwhile, her son Brendan 
realizes that his conception of college was 
completely askew and that campus life is 
far from the stereotypes he had expected. 

Thomas R. Perrotta is an American 
novelist and screenwriter best known for 
his novels Election and Little Children, 
both of which were made into critically 
acclaimed, Academy Award-nominated 
films. He is also known for his novel The 
Leftovers, which has been adapted into a 
TV series on HBO.

FICTION/ LITERARY
368 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $25.99 (CAN $34.99)
ISBN: 9788417007355
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LIBROS DEL ASTEROIDE  AUGUST

La primera mano que 
sostuvo la mía
A translation of The Hand That First Held 
Mine (9780547423180)

Maggie O’Farrell

“This book, like life, will disarm you with 
its unannounced twists and tragedies and 
moments of unexpected beauty.” —Heidi 
Julavits, author of The Effect of Living 
Backwards and The Uses of Enchantment

Frustrated with her parents’ country life, 
Lexie Sinclair escapes to London where she 
learns to be a reporter, embrace her post-
war freedom, and, when she finds herself 
pregnant, raises the baby on her own. In 
the present day, young painter Elina nav-
igates the first weeks of motherhood even 
though she can’t remember giving birth, 
while her boyfriend Ted is flooded with 
memories he cannot place. As their stories 
unfold, changing voices in each chapter, a 
connection takes shape between them.

Maggie O’Farrell has worked as a waitress, 
bike messenger, teacher, arts administrator, 
journalist, and deputy literary editor of 
The Independent. Her debut novel, After 
You’d Gone won a Betty Trask Award. She 
also won the Somerset Maugham Award 
for The Distance Between Us.

FICTION/ LITERARY
340 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $26.99 (CAN $35.99)
ISBN: 9788417007379
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LIBROS DEL ASTEROIDE  AUGUST
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Vértigo
Vertigo

Joanna Walsh

“Walsh is an imaginative and honest 
writer. In her world, objects can be closer 
and more complex than they appear; 
These stories offer a convincing portrayal 
of inner life.” —Publishers Weekly, on the 
English-language edition 

Women as mothers, daughters, wives, lov-
ers… as observers, narrators, or actresses. 
Dressed like children or immersed in gray 
Parisian elegance, changing roles easily in 
country and language. Successful experts, 
they control whatever they care about. 
However, as each new story emerges of each 
new woman, the superficial tranquility of 
Vértigo breaks and drowns us in the panic 
that lurks in daily life, leaving us with one 
of contemporary literature’s best works.

Joanna Walsh is an author and critic. She 
has written for The Guardian, The New 
Statesman, Granta, and the London Re-
view of Books, among many others. She is 
the author of Hotel, Fractals, Grow a Pair 
and Worlds From the World’s End.

FICTION/ LITERARY
128 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.99 (CAN $22.99)
ISBN: 9788416291632
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PERIFERICA  JULY

Largo recorrido Series

Lunario del paraiso
Moon of Paradise (9788416291618)  
a translation of the Italian

Gianni Celati

“One of the great Italian novels of the sec-
ond half of the 20th century. A contempo-
rary story that drinks from classic sources 
such as Chaucer, Fielding or Pirandello.” 
—La Repubblica, on the Italian-language 
edition

In 1978, Gianni Celati published this 
legendary and hilarious novel. On an 
Italian beach, Giovanni falls in love with 
a young German girl, and he follows her 
to the Hamburg of the Beatles during the 
60s. Here is a wandering philosopher, a 
gentlemanly lover but with a hole in his 
shoe, a poor man who philosophizes with 
depth through simple words. This bom-
bastic and charming novel offers torrential 
humor and picaresque adventures of love 
at first sight.

Gianni Celati is a writer. He received a 
Ph.D. in English literature for his thesis 
about James Joyce, and he has translated 
authors such as Jonathan Swift, Mark 
Twain, and Herman Melville to Italian. 
His books include Comiche and Parlamenti 
buffi. He won the Viareggio prize in 2006.  

FICTION/ LITERARY
352 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $22.99 (CAN $30.99)
ISBN: 9788416291618
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PERIFERICA  JULY

Hecho en Saturno
Made In Saturn

Rita Indiana

“The unusual strength of this provocative 
writer will leave you quietly restless:  
reading Indiana is the closest thing to  
that Goya engraving entitled The Sleep  
of Reason Produces Monster” 
—Ricardo Baixeras, El Periódico de 
Cataluña 

Argenis Luna, the protagonist, is as much a 
mythological character as a social outcast. 
After ten pages of living with him, we 
understand and love him. His contradic-
tions are ours. Here is the story of the sons 
of many revolutions. Here is a life in two 
islands: Cuba to the Dominican Republic. 
Full of passion, contradictions, and the 
demolition of the old ideas of justice and 
equality in the pursuit of capital. This 
book is so full of universal ideas that we 
may sometimes think we are reading of 
our own day to day. 

Rita Indiana is a writer and singer-song-
writer. A key figure of Caribbean litera-
ture, her second novel Papi, is considered 
a modern classic for its use of slang and 
colloquialisms. Her most recent novel, La 
mucama de Omicunlé won the Asociación 
de Escritores del Caribe Prize in 2017.

FICTION/ LITERARY
208 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $19.00 (CAN $26.00)
ISBN: 9788416291663
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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La vida en tiempo de paz
Life in a Time of Peace

Francesco Pecoraro

In only a day, the engineer Ivo Brandani (while he waits for a 
plane) tells us his entire life, recognizing a nearing end. In a back-
ward narrative, Brandini reviews his life with the melancholic lu-
cidity of his weaknesses and dreams. He also writes of a country 
submerged in abuse, hypocrisy, bureaucracy, and submission. He 
remembers the economic excess at the beginning of the century, 
the student protests of the 60s; from youthful days at the beach 
discovering love and sex, the barbaric postwar world, to his first 
steps of his childhood.

Francesco Pecoraro is an architect, urban planner, author of 
poems and articles, and wrote a book of stories Dove credi di 
andare. This is his only novel.

FICTION/ LITERARY
704 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $30.00 (CAN $41.00)
ISBN: 9788416291670
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PERIFERICA  JULY

Largo recorrido Series

Cuatro mendrugos de pan
Four Breadcrumbs

Magda Hollander-Lafon

“A luminous book full of life and hope” —Éliette Abécassis, Le 
Monde 

Magda Hollander-Lafon lived through the harshest darkness: 
As a Hungarian Jewish teenager, she was deported in 1944 to 
Auschwitz with the rest of her family, who all died. These pages, 
pulled from her experience close to death, focuses on quiet, emo-
tional moments: breadcrumbs a dying woman gives her, the water 
they offer when a body is near its end, and the smiling woman 
who picked her up from the liberated camp. History is full of 
terrible deeds, but Hollander-Lafon communicates a happiness 
robbed from the hell that almost devoured her and nourished by 
a life of spiritual encounters.

Magda Hollander-Lafon is a writer and Holocaust survivor, the 
only one from her family. After WWII, she studied children’s 
psychology and French.

FICTION/ LITERARY
160 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $18.00 (CAN $24.00)
ISBN: 9788416291526
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Periférica & Errata naturae Series

Hombres
Men

Angelika Schrobsdorff

“Angelika Schrobsdorff is, without a doubt, an exceptional  
writer” —Pablo Matínez Zarracina, El Correo

Eveline Clausen, the troubled protagonist, is the daughter of a 
German father and Jewish mother, who grows up during the as-
cension of Nazism. An autobiographical character that loses her 
naivety, innocence, begins to live avidly and intensely to dispel all 
the fears she’s had since childhood. The men that pass through 
her life are similar means to avoid the hard reality of persecution 
and hunger, though they are also deceived by this young woman.

Angelika Schrobsdorff is the author of ten novels and two short 
story books. Those include Hombres, Die Reise nach Sofia, and 
Tú no erescomootrasmadres.

FICTION/ LITERARY
576 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $26.95 (CAN $35.95)
ISBN: 9788416544646
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PERIFERICA  JULY

Novelas del Rock Series

El regreso de Johnny Pickup
Una sátira feroz y despiadada del mundo del 
disco y sus engranajes
The Return of Johnny Pickup

Jordi Sierra i Fabra

Johnny is rocker among the greats who decided to retire to a de-
serted Polynesian island when the Beatles released Sgt. Pepper’s, 
convinced that he could never top that. However, a music critic 
named George Saw has decided to go find him and convince him 
to return to civilization so fans can hear him once again. He even 
has the idea to get a tribute album together with Springsteen, 
McCartney, Sting, Dylan, and all the other greats. But Johnny has 
been retired for so many years and New York is not the same city 
he knew. How can a dinosaur like him survive?

Jordi Sierra i Fabra is a writer and music critic. He first be-
gan writing articles for La Prensa de Barcelona in 1968. After 
quitting school, he wrote about and followed bands around the 
world. It led to his first book, 1962-1970 Historia de la Música 
Pop which became a commercial success. Since then, he has won 
many prizes including the Ateneo de Sevilla Prize.

FICTION/ LITERARY
256 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $20.00 (CAN $27.00)
ISBN: 9788494791758
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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La torre de ébano
A translation of The Ebony Tower 
(9780316287456)

John Fowles

“This collection of five novels confirms 
that, in terms of technical ingenuity and 
narrative ability, Fowles has few equals 
among living novelists.” —The Observer, 
on the English-language edition

A young art critic reconsiders his conven-
tional life after visiting an English painter 
retired to the French countryside in the 
company of mysterious women. A philo-
sophical thief awakens a writer to torture 
him. The disappearance of a successful 
member of Parliament puts the London 
police in check. A group of friends, each 
with their miseries, spend some bittersweet 
days in an idyllic country setting. These 
four stories capture the exciting themes 
that Fowles has considered during his 
entire career.

John Fowles is a fiction author. He studied 
French and German at the University of 
Edinburgh and at the New College in 
Oxford before teaching in France, Greece, 
and England. After the success of his first 
novel, El coleccionista, he devoted himself 
entirely to writing. 

FICTION/ GENERAL
FICTION/ LITERARY
400 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $31.95 (CAN $42.95)
ISBN: 9788416542833
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL IMPEDIMENTA  AUGUST

Stanley y las mujeres
A translation of Stanley and the Women 
(9780060971458)

Kingsley Amis

“A powerful, impressive, magnificently 
written work, the best of Amis so far.” 
—Anthony Burgess, The Observer on the 
English-language edition

Stanley Duke placidly enters middle age. 
Nothing has bothered his comfortable life 
until, suddenly, his son Steve goes crazy. 
From then on, the women around  
Stanley harass him: Nowell, his first wife, 
tv actress and drama queen; his current 
wife, Susan, a reputed writer; Susan’s 
mother, a snob who treats him like an 
upstart; and Trish, a manipulative  
psychiatrist who blames Stanley for  
his son’s madness.

Sir Kingsley Amis is considered one of 
the ten best English writers after 1945. 
He studied at Oxford, and later became 
a professor at the universities of Swansea 
and Cambridge. His first novel, Lucky Jim, 
won the Somerset Maugham Award, and 
he won the Booker Prize in 1986 with The 
Old Demons.

FICTION/ GENERAL
FICTION/ LITERARY
352 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $27.95 (CAN $37.95)
ISBN: 9788417115142
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL IMPEDIMENTA  AUGUST

El silencio y los  
crujidos
Tríptico de la soledad
The Silence and the Rustling

Jon Bilbao

A hermit decides to spend his life on a 
column from which he sees an older com-
panion that causes unsuspected passions in 
him. A biologist confronted by the discov-
ery of a lifetime finds himself isolated at 
the top of a tepui with only the company 
of an anaconda that is both his angel and 
his demon. A mysterious inventor, after 
having managed to become a multimillion-
aire with a computer application, chooses 
to lock himself forever in a tower on a 
Balearic island. His decision will unleash a 
wave of violence that will change the lives 
of his loved ones.

Jon Bilbao holds degrees in mine engineer-
ing and English literature. His short stories 
include “Como una historia de terror”, 
“Bajo el influjo del cometa”, and “Física 
familiar”. He has written three novels: El 
hermano de las moscas, Padres, hijos y pri-
mates, and Shakespeare y la ballenablanca.   

FICTION/ SHORT STORIES (SINGLE AUTHOR)
FICTION/ LITERARY
240 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $27.95 (CAN $37.95)
ISBN: 9788417115470
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Las últimas noches de París
The Last Nights of Paris, a translation of the French 
(9782070751631)

Philippe Soupault

One of the most beautiful and enigmatic novels by Soupault, it 
is one of the first novels in which the urban landscape acts as a 
character. In every moment, Paris reveals itself through outcrop-
pings of characters, stylized version of beggars and intellectuals 
as a city threatened by an incessant, dreary downpour and by 
the fire of a new Nero who dreams of replicating Rome. Intrigue 
dissolves into undecipherable signs as characters stumble along 
and the anonymous narrator waits for a catastrophic indecision 
that will permit his freedom from a terrible agreement.

Philippe Soupault is one of the original pioneers of Dadaism in 
France along with André Breton and Louis Aragon, with whom 
he later founded Surrealism. After being imprisoned by Nazis 
during WWII, he traveled to the United States where we taught 
at Swarthmore College.

FICTION/ GENERAL
128 PAGES, 5.25 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9786079409623
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL  JULY

Escenarios para el fin del mundo
Relatos reunidos
Scenarios for the End of the World

Bernardo Fernández

In a story collection that covers his entire career, Bernardo 
Fernández swirls science and speculative fiction that tiptoes the 
lines between our reality and our fears. From the apocalypse that 
left the world unpopulated to the invasion of wild animals and 
aliens and passing over the return of disturbing historical figures 
to present day, these stories delicately and critically paint contem-
porary life at its extremes. 

Bernardo Fernández, aka Bef, is a writer and graphic designer. 
He has published the novels Ojos de lagarto, Gel azul, Tiempo 
de alacranes (which won the Mexican novel prize Otra Vuelta de 
Tuerca and theMemorial Silverio Cañada prize for best first crime 
novel), and the graphic novels Monorama 1 and 2. His works 
have been translated into many languages. 

FICTION/ SHORT STORIES (SINGLE AUTHOR)
FICTION/ SCIENCE FICTION/APOCALYPTIC & POST-APOCALYPTIC
192 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)
ISBN: 9786075276069
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Perelmanía
Los mejores relatos de humor de S. J. Perelman
A translation of The Most of S. J. Perelman (9780413777232)

S. J. Perelman

Foreword by Woody Allen

“S. J. Perelman is the funniest person in the world, in any me-
dium. There is not a single current writer equal to Perelman in 
comedic talent, delirious inventiveness, erudite narrative skill and 
dazzling and original dialogue.” —Woody Allen

S. J. Perelman is one of most original voices of North American 
humor writing. For more than 40 years, Perelman published the 
bulk of his hilarious stories in the New Yorker. For the first time 
in Spanish, this book is an extensive collection of his work where 
one can appreciate the evolution of his style and the progressive 
sophistication of his humor. It includes an exquisite semantic 
palette full of word games, double entendres, neologisms, free 
association, brilliant metaphors, and a style that has influenced 
some of the most important comics—such as Steve Martin, 
Woody Allen, and the Marx Brothers.  

S. J. Perelman is a screenwriter and humorist. During his career, 
he wrote many short stories and essays for the New Yorker and 
wrote the scripts for Around the World in 80 Days and Monkey 
Business. Woody Allen is a director, screenwriter, actor, musician, 
humorist, and writer. He has won four Academy Awards. Since 
1969, he has directed over 45 films.

FICTION/ SHORT STORIES (SINGLE AUTHOR)
FICTION/ CLASSICS
376 PAGES, 6 X 8
5 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $29.95 (CAN $39.95)
ISBN: 9788494745973
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CONTRA  AUGUST

Poética para acosadores
Nueve cuentos de violencia, locura y soledad
A translation of Criers and Kibitzers, Kibitzers and Criers 
(9781564782342)

Stanley Elkin

“Stanley Elkin’s imagination should be declared a national monu-
ment. When the time comes to write the history of American En-
glish at the end of the 20th century, his work will be an essential 
source” —Paul Auster, on the English-language edition

The nine stories that make up this collection, published origi-
nally in 1965, give readers the chance to get to know one of the 
most exuberant and radical North American prose writers of the 
second half of the twentieth century, who has been rarely trans-
lated into this language. These realistic stories, through Elkin’s 
boundless imagination, his lavish phrases that unfold like packed 
branches of fantastic fruits, and his characters, driven by missions 
bordering on madness. 

Stanley Elkin is a writer. He studied English literature at the 
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, where he received a 
master’s and doctorate. Beginning in 1960, he taught creative 
writing at the University of Washington-St. Louis. He won the 
National Book Critics Circle Award for his novels George Mills 
and Mrs. Ted Bliss.

FICTION/ SHORT STORIES (SINGLE AUTHOR)
FICTION/ CLASSICS
296 PAGES, 6 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $29.95 (CAN $39.95)
ISBN: 9788494786990
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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El tiempo regalado
Un ensayo sobre la espera
Passing Time (9783458173748) a translation of the German

Andrea Köhler

Life is weaved with a continuous thread of waiting and events. 
“Waiting is a hassle” begins the book, but it is also inevitable—
it’s something that we do constantly, whether waiting in line at 
the supermarket or for someone to respond to our texts. Waiting 
permits us to assess our past but also shape the future. There is 
no growth nor authentic development without waiting. In this 
essay, Andrea Köhler considers literary passages to show us how 
waiting is an essential part of human experience.

Andrea Köhler is a cultural correspondent for the Swiss daily 
newspaper Neue Züricher Zeitung and the recipient of the 2003 
Berlin Book Critics Prize. She currently lives in New York City.

LITERARY COLLECTIONS/ ESSAYS
LITERARY COLLECTIONS/ EUROPEAN/GERMAN
168 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9788417007331
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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La vista desde las últimas filas
A translation of The View from the Cheap Seats 
(9780062262264)

Neil Gaiman

“Gaiman’s prose reveals the relaxed intimacy of a cherished 
dinner partner and never loses sight of the big picture... Highly 
recommended for readers of Gaiman’s work...  as well as those 
interested in cultural criticism and the art and craft of writing.” 
—Library Journal(starred review), on the English-language edition

A tireless observer of the world and as a sage commentator, Neil 
Gaiman is celebrated for his sharp intelligence and boundless 
imagination. Over 10 chapters, Gaiman examines the relationship 
between his life and his activity as a writer, analyzes texts and 
situations, and reveals his literary influences. He gives us access 
to his universe, which is one of the most complex and surprising. 

Neil Gaiman is an author of novels, short stories, graphic stories, 
children’s books, and screenplays with remarkable success with 
critics and audiences. The comic book series The Sandman was 
followed enthusiastically by millions of readers around the world.

LITERARY COLLECTIONS/ ESSAYS
498 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5
CLOTH, $27.95 (CAN $37.95)
ISBN: 9788417081218
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Autogestionar la felicidad
Create Your Own Happiness

Walter Ghedin and Silvia Pérez

Acknowledging their different perspectives, Silvia Pérez and 
Walter Ghedin propose a route to happiness. With breathing and 
meditation exercises, relationship and sexual advice, and lessons 
on how to connect ourselves with how others see us, these two 
viewpoints will define each passage through life and help find a 
way towards happiness.

Walter Ghedin a medical psychiatrist, a psych dramatist, and a 
professor in Mental Health educational centers. He trained in 
a sexology clinic and studied drama and theatre direction. He 
has written plays, psychology works related psychodrama, and 
contributes to various radio and tv programs. Silvia Pérez is an 
actress and author of theater works specialized in yoga, medi-
tation, and mental health. She also presents the radio program 
“Corazón Valiente” for Nacional Rock.

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ GENERAL
288 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9789877185522
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA  JUNE

Minimalismo
Para una vida con sentido
A translation of Minimalism (9780615648224)

Joshua Fields Millburn and Ryan Nocidemus

At 30 years old, close friends Joshua Fields Millburn and Ryan 
Nicodemus left behind their successful professional careers, 
rid themselves of most of their material possessions, and they 
focused on what truly mattered to them. Minimalism is exactly 
that: ignoring superfluous things to make room for the important 
parts of life. In this book, they investigate their past clouded by 
the “American dream” and discuss how to become minimalists 
and focus on health, relationships, passions, and personal growth.

Joshua Fields Millburn is a bestselling author, writing instructor, 
and an international speaker. He is the co-author of  
TheMinimalists.com. Among his books are Everything That  
Remains: A Memoir and Essential: Essays by The Minimalists. 
Ryan Nicodemus writes about how to live a full life for more 
than 2 million readers of TheMinimalists.com.

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ GENERAL
168 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)
ISBN: 9788499886329
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Políticos y sacerdotes
La mafia del alma
A translation of Priests and Politicians (978193875588)

Osho

Through his sharp lenses, Osho invites us to examine the pro-
found influence of religion and politics on society and our inner 
world. He reveals that we have internalized and adopted as our 
values and belief systems the “powers of fact,” tragically closing 
our freedom and world vision. However, if we understand how 
religion and politics manipulate us, we will have the courage to 
become a new person.

Osho is a contemporary mystic whose life and teachings have in-
fluenced millions of people. The Sunday Times has described him 
as “one of the 1000 Makers of the 20th Century” and the Sun-
day Mid-Day of India as one of the 10 people who has changed 
India’s destiny. His influence continues to expand, with more and 
more followers across the world.

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ NEW THOUGHT
256 PAGES, 5 X 8
51 CHARTS
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)
ISBN: 9788499886213
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Ayahuasca
La realidad detrás de la realidad
Ayahuasca: The Reality Beyond the Reality

Josep Mª Fericgla

In numerous indigenous pueblos of the Amazon, ayahuasca 
forms a part of their traditions, embedded in the art, medicine, 
and spirituality. Since the start of the 21st century, its influence 
has begun to grow in the Occident. In this book, an internation-
al expert on the subject explores topics such as its place in the 
Occident, its uses, how it can help psychotherapy, as well as its 
dangers and virtues. 

Josep María Fericgla is a doctor of cultural anthropology and 
ethnopsychology, as well as a specialist in shamanism and ecstatic 
experiences. He has been a professor at the University of Barcelo-
na, the University of Salamanca, and various American univer-
sities. He is the founder and director of Can Benet Vives, where 
he offers workshops and seminars. He is the author of numerous 
books and articles.

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ SHAMANISM
360 PAGES, 5 X 8
28 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $27.95 (CAN $37.95)
ISBN: 9788499886190
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  JUNE
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Un mensaje de esperanza  
de los ángeles
A translation of A Message of Hope from the Angels 
(9781476700373)

Lorna Byrne

After sharing her personal experiences with angels in previous 
books, Byrne wants to speak now about how our guardian an-
gels can help us in our most trying moments. Facing the challeng-
es of solitude, depression, stress, pain, and financial problems, 
angels and faith show us a path towards a more satisfying life. 
From a love for ourselves, our partner, and our children, the 
angels’ message will fill our days with hope.

Lorna Byrne is the author of international bestsellers A Message 
of Hope from the Angels and her autobiography Angels in My 
Hair, which has been translated into twenty-six languages and 
sold in more than fifty countries. She has possessed the gift of 
talking with and seeing angels since she was a little girl and now 
is dedicated to talking to young girls about their teachings.

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ SPIRITUALISM
SELF-HELP/ SPIRITUAL
224 PAGES, 5 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)
ISBN: 9786075276267
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/EXPRES  APRIL

Un camino al cielo
A translation of Stairways to Heaven (9781444706031 )

Lorna Byrne

Lorna Byrne writes to us about her visions of the future of the 
planet and of how she strives to share the wisdom that God and 
the angels shared with her. She discusses how we have guardian 
angels: God elected each especially for us and this angel will 
never leave us. One must only let it be near.

Lorna Byrne is a writer and peace ambassador who, since her 
youth, has had the gift of seeing and speaking with angels. After 
raising her children, she dedicated her life to share the lessons 
she has received from the angels. Her bestselling memoir, Ángeles 
en mi cabello, has been translated into 26 languages and been 
published in more than 50 countries. 

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ ANGELS & SPIRIT GUIDES
PSYCHOLOGY/ GRIEF & LOSS
308 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9786075274584
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/EXPRES  APRIL
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Ayurveda y psicología
Ayurveda and Psychology

Fabián Ciarlotti

This manual seeks to help readers understand who we are from 
a holistic perspective based in Ayurveda, a thousand-year-old 
Hindu medicine whose final objective is knowledge, understand-
ing, acceptance, and detachment. Vedic psychology is a type of 
therapy destined to modify the way we perceive reality in hopes 
we reach a possible path to happiness. 

Fabián Ciarlotti has a degree in medicine with a specialization in 
kinesiology from the University of Buenos Aires. He specializes in 
orthopedic surgery and Ayurveda medicine. He is a professor at 
the University of Buenos Aires and the University of Maimonides. 
He is the author of many books including, Ayurveda y Terapia 
Marma and Yoga y Vedanta. 

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ MINDFULNESS & MEDITATION
PSYCHOLOGY/ GENERAL
128 PAGES, 6 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $7.99 (CAN $10.99)
ISBN: 9789877185607
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA  JUNE

Alternativa Series

Chakras
Chakras

Sebastián Ross

For Hindus, energy is Prana (“life force”), and from this tradition 
comes the notion of chakras: energy nuclei located in an imagi-
nary vertical line along the front of one’s body. Each of the seven 
chakras contains energy vibrations that influence our organs and 
various psychological, emotional, and spiritual aspects. Sebastián 
Ross describes their uses and functions for novice readers to 
understand and use these vital energy forms.

Sebastián Ross is an Asian culture scholar. He has visited India on 
many occasions to increase his understanding of the body’s vital 
energy. He is the author of various books dedicated to divulging 
the fundamental precepts of the Hindu philosophy.

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ REFERENCE
224 PAGES, 6 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $10.99 (CAN $14.99)
ISBN: 9789877185614
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA  JUNE
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Mindfulness para 
principiantes
A translation of Mindfulness for Beginners 
(9781622036677)

Jon Kabat-Zinn

Expert Jon Kabat-Zinn distills years of 
teaching mindfulness in this beginners’ 
guide. Readers will learn essential practices 
such as how to connect with the senses, 
with another’s individual experience, and 
how to be present amid daily activities. 
This book and its audio CD with five 
guided-meditations show readers how 
being mindful of each moment can lead to 
a clearer connection with the world.

Jon Kabat-Zinn is the founder of the 
Mindfulness-based Stress Reduction 
program (MBSR), which medical centers, 
hospitals, and clinics employ all over 
the world. He is also the founder of the 
Stress Reduction Clinic at the University 
of Massachusetts Medical Center and of 
the Center for Mindfulness in Medicine, 
Health Care, and Society.

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ MINDFULNESS & 
MEDITATION
216 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)
ISBN: 9788499886022
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  JUNE

Cerebro y meditación
Diálogo entre el budismo  
y las neurociencias
Brain and Meditation (9788499886183) a 
translation of the French

Matthieu Ricard and Wolf Singer

Collecting work that the authors have 
spent years confronting, Ricard and 
Singer share their answers to the following 
questions: Does meditation modify neural 
circuits? How do emotions transform? 
Which different states modify the con-
scious? What is the “I”? Does free will 
exist? What can we say about the nature 
of consciousness? In this work, Ricard and 
Singer have a profound dialogue between 
contemplation and modern science in 
hopes of penetrating the mysteries of the 
human mind.

Matthieu Ricard has been a Buddhist 
monk for 40 years. He was a molecular 
biology investigator in the laboratory of 
François Jacob. He is now a writer of 
numerous books and dedicates himself 
to humanitarian projects for the Karu-
na-Schechen Association. Wolf Singer is 
one of the world’s leading brain specialists. 
He is a neurobiologist and director emeri-
tus of the Max Planck Institute.  

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ MINDFULNESS & 
MEDITATION
488 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $29.95 (CAN $39.95)
ISBN: 9788499886183
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  JUNE

Mindfulness para 
aliviar el dolor
A translation of Mindfulness Meditation 
for Pain Relief (9781591797401)

Jon Kabat-Zinn

When physical pain or emotional suffering 
appears in our lives, rarely do we dedicate 
the attention and care it deserves, and 
often treat it like something to be ignored. 
On occasion, we resort to medicine or 
reward ourselves with leisure or buying 
things with the false hope of alleviating it. 
Jon Kabat-Zinn, pioneer of Mindfulness 
across the world, outlines a series of guid-
ed meditations for another way to treat 
pain through self-knowledge of the body 
and the mind even among a culture that 
pushes us in the opposite direction.

Jon Kabat-Zinn is the founder and director 
of the Center for Mindfulness in Medicine, 
Health Care, and Society at the University 
of Massachusetts Medical School, as well 
as the founder of the Stress Reduction 
Clinic. He is the author of several books 
on mindfulness, including Full Catastrophe 
Living: Using the Wisdom of Your Body 
and Mind to Face Stress, Pain, and Illness. 
He lives in Boston.

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ MINDFULNESS & 
MEDITATION
96 PAGES, 5 X 8
9 COLOR PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9788499886282
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  JUNE
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MBSR
El programa de reducción de 
estrés basado en el mindfulness
A translation of Mindfulness-Based Stress 
Reduction (9781608684793)

Linda Lehrhaupt and Petra Meibert

This book gives a concise yet exhaustive 
immersion in the eight-week course of the 
Mindfulness reduction of stress (MBSR): 
sedative and mobile meditation, meditat-
ing while eating, yoga, body scanning and 
other daily, informal practices. Readers 
interested in Mindfulness will find a clear 
guide by instructors with the goal of 
valuable daily tools and lessons that will 
engage any person.

Linda Lehrhaupt is the founder and 
executive director of the Institute for 
Mindfulness-Based Approaches and one 
of the most experienced MBSR instructors 
in Europe. Petra Meibert is a psychologist 
and one of the principal experts of MBSR, 
MBCT, and other applications of mindful-
ness in Germany.

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ MINDFULNESS & 
MEDITATION
304 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $33.95)
ISBN: 9788499886237
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  JUNE

Tú no eres tu dolor
Mindfulness para aliviar el  
dolor, reducir el estrés y  
recuperar el bienestar
A translation of Mindfulness for Health 
(9780749959241)

Vidyamala Burch and Danny Penman

Pain, suffering, and stress can become 
intolerable—but it doesn’t have to be that 
way. Mindfulness offers practices to incor-
porate into daily life to alleviate some of 
the suffering brought on by chronic illness. 
Clinical research has revealed that mind-
fulness can be as effective as a painkiller 
in improving the body’s natural healing 
systems and reducing anxiety, depression, 
irritability, and other such effects of chron-
ic illnesses. This book includes a QR code 
for a digital version. 

Vidyamala Burch is the founder of Respira 
Vida Breathworks, an organization dedi-
cated to the teachings of mindfulness. She 
is the author of Vivir bien con el dolor y la 
enfermedad. Danny Penman is an investi-
gative reporter. He is co-author of Mind-
fulness: A Practical Guide to Finding Peace 
in a Frantic World.

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ MINDFULNESS & 
MEDITATION
HEALTH & FITNESS/ ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES
296 PAGES, 5 X 8
29 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $33.95)
ISBN: 9788499886152
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  JUNE

El guerrero atento
Mindfulness para la vida  
cotidiana
The Attentive Warrior

Javier García Campayo, Edo Shonin, 
and William Van Gordon

Three renowned authors combine their 
experiences as Buddhist teachers and 
experts in the psychology of meditation to 
present the path of the “attentive warrior”: 
someone who doesn’t conform to a super-
ficial life and shows the courage to stand 
on one’s own feet and embrace their most 
profound nature. Easily understandable 
and well-structured, this book guides read-
ers on how to use mindfulness as a method 
to cultivate unconditional well-being and 
develop mental potential. 

Javier García Campayo is a professor of 
psychiatry at the University of Zaragoza, 
where he directs the Master’s in Mind-
fulness and is a pioneer of this subject 
in Spanish universities. Ed Shonin is a 
psychologist. He was a Buddhist monk 
for more than 30 years. He is the author 
of numerous research articles. William 
Van Gordon is an ex-Buddhist monk, a 
professor at the University of Derby, and 
an author of many research articles. 

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ MINDFULNESS & 
MEDITATION
272 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $33.95)
ISBN: 9788499886336
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  JUNE
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Mentores de éxito
Successful Mentors

George Ilian

This is a book full of fascinating ideas that will permit you to 
have some of the most prominent current leaders as “virtual” 
mentors. With the objective to motivate and propel you to action 
through examples, in this book you will discover inspiring and 
visionary readings from leaders such as Steve Jobs, Elon Musk, 
Richard Branson, Oprah Winfrey, Bill Gates, and more. 

George Ilian is a successful entrepreneur and business owner  
in various sectors. He is the author of 18 business and self- 
improvement books.

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ INSPIRATION & PERSONAL GROWTH
352 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788494797750
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MAXIMO POTENCIAL  AUGUST

Descubriendo las leyes de la vida
Discovering the Laws of Life

Sir John Templeton

This book is written by one of the most successful people of 
all time. Sir John Templeton became a billionaire starting from 
scratch and during most of his life had an ample interest in 
studying the laws of human nature that end up generating a life 
of success. This book is the distillation of all of that knowledge.

Sir John Templeton is an investor and philanthropist. He began 
his career on Wall Street in 1937 and became one of the most 
successful investors in the world. He created the Templeton 
Growth Fund in 1954 and the John Templeton Foundation in 
1987. Money magazine named him “the greatest global stock 
picker of the century.” 

SELF-HELP/ GENERAL
312 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $23.95 (CAN $31.95)
ISBN: 9788494797781
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MAXIMO POTENCIAL  AUGUST
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Lo que ves sólo  
cuando estás en paz
Cómo estar tranquilo y alerta 
en un mundo acelerado
A translation of The Things You Can See 
Only When You Slow Down: Guidance on 
the Path to Mindfulness from a Spiritual 
Leader (9780143130772)

Haemin Sunim

“Wise advice on how to reflect and slow 
down.” —Elle, on the English-language 
edition

Sometimes it appears that the world moves 
quickly, but that doesn’t mean we must 
move fast as well. This book is an invita-
tion to take a pause, to look at ourselves 
from another perspective, and to open 
the heart so that love and happiness flow 
through our lives and in those around us.   

Haemin Sunim is a Buddhist monk and 
master of Zen meditation, whose precepts 
transcend borders and religions, and re-
sound through people of all ages. Millions 
of people follow him and his lessons on 
Twitter and Facebook. 

SELF-HELP/ MEDITATIONS
SELF-HELP/ GENERAL
248 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9786075274638
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MAY

Ángeles entre  
mis dedos
A translation of Angels at My Fingertips 
(9781473635876)

Lorna Byrne

In a poignant account, the author narrates 
the role that our guardian angel plays in 
our life and how we can connect with it. 
She also reveals to us that the souls of our 
loved ones help and guide us forward to 
confront any difficulty.  

Lorna Byrne is a writer and peace ambas-
sador who has had the gift of seeing and 
speaking with angels since her youth. After 
raising her children, she dedicated her life 
to share the lessons she has received from 
the angels. Her bestselling memoir, Ángeles 
en mi cabello, has been translated into 
26 languages and been published in more 
than 50 countries. 

SELF-HELP/ SPIRITUAL
SELF-HELP/ PERSONAL GROWTH/GENERAL
392 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9786075274645
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MAY

Amor verdadero
El arte de la atención  
y la compasión
A translation of Real Love: The Art of 
Mindful Connection (9781250076502)

Sharon Salzberg

“Writing with compassion and keen 
insight Real Love opens the heart, helping 
everyone understand love as revolutionary 
spiritual practice.”—bell hooks, on the 
English-language edition

Since childhood, we have heard thousands 
of love stories, but they are often unat-
tainable ideals that produce dissatisfaction 
because we believe we do not receive 
what we were promised. Sharon Salzberg 
presents a series of meditative techniques 
to eliminate habits and to help us create 
more profound, loving relationships with 
ourselves and others.  

Sharon Salzberg is a central figure in the 
meditation field, a world-renowned teach-
er, and the author of La felicidad auténtica, 
a New York Times bestseller. She is a regu-
lar contributor to the Huffington Post and 
has published Amor incondicional and El 
poder de la meditación, among other titles. 

SELF-HELP/ PERSONAL GROWTH/GENERAL
SELF-HELP/ MOTIVATIONAL & INSPIRATIONAL
368 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9786075275208
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MAY
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100 consejos para que  
dejes de preocuparte
A translation of 100 Small Ways To Quit Worrying 
(9780857621818)

Oliver Luke Delorie

All of us worry. It’s normal. However, are there times when you 
overthink on one subject and find it hard to calm down? Short 
and inspirational, 100 consejos para gestionar el tiempo contains 
brief and simple recommendations to take control of your life 
and keep worries at bay.

Oliver Luke Delorie helps people of all ages become more cre-
ative, daring, and clever. He is an award-winning haiku writer 
and publishes an arts magazine. He lives in Vancouver.

SELF-HELP/ SELF-MANAGEMENT/STRESS MANAGEMENT
128 PAGES, 6.5 X 8
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9788416407477
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CINCO TINTAS  MAY

100 consejos para gestionar  
el tiempo
A translation of 100 Small Ways To Manage Time 
(9780857621801)

Oliver Luke Delorie

Have you ever asked yourself what you would do if you had one 
more hour each day? And with an extra week each year? Short 
and inspirational, this book contains brief and simple recommen-
dations that will help you decide what to do and how to do it 
without missing your most valuable hobbies. You will learn how 
to manage priorities, to determine what can wait, to say “no” to 
overwhelming things, and enjoy relaxing with others. 

Oliver Luke Delorie helps people of all ages become more cre-
ative, daring, and clever. He is an award-winning haiku writer 
and publishes an arts magazine. He lives in Vancouver.

SELF-HELP/ SELF-MANAGEMENT/TIME MANAGEMENT
128 PAGES, 6.5 X 8
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9788416407484
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CINCO TINTAS  MAY
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El hombre más inteligente  
de la historia
The Most Intelligent Man in History (9786075274881) a  
translation of the Portuguese

Augusto Cury

After suffering a personal loss, the doctor Marco Polo goes to 
Jerusalem to confront a surprising question: did Jesus know how 
handle his own mind? Moving past a mythical persona, he ana-
lyzes a man who could handle losses and frustrations with resil-
ience and a talent to form brilliant goals. Millions on the internet 
follow the debates about his research, but no one is prepared to 
see Jesus under such a revolutionary microscope.

Augusto Cury is a psychiatrist, investigator, and writer. He 
developed the Theory of Multifocal Intelligence that studies 
the process of constructing memories and the self as a mental 
administrator. Currently, he directs the Academy of Intelligence 
of São Paulo. He has sold more than 28 million books and been 
published in over 70 countries. 

SELF-HELP/ PERSONAL GROWTH/SELF-ESTEEM
RELIGION/ CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY/GENERAL
348 PAGES, 6 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9786075274881
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MAY

Alma sin edad
La búsqueda interminable del sentido  
de la vida y la alegría
A translation of Ageless Soul: The Lifelong Journey Toward 
Meaning and Joy (9781250135810)

Thomas Moore

“Beautifully and eloquently written...Thomas Moore convinc-
es us that we age best when we embrace our age, live agelessly, 
and remember every day to find the endless joy nestled inside 
our soul.” —Dr. Rudolph E. Tanzi, New York Times bestselling 
author of Super Brain and Super Genes, on the English-language 
edition

In Alma sin edad, Thomas Moore proposes a distinct vision of 
the final stage of life: our body can age, but our soul is eternal. 
Using Greek myths, psychology, and historical studies, the author 
presents a guide to live old age as a transformative experience: a 
surprising combination that embodies energy, strength, creativity, 
maturity, and wisdom. 

Thomas Moore has been a musician, university professor, and 
a psychotherapist. Currently, he teaches classes about holistic 
medicine, spirituality, psychotherapy, and ecology. He has a Ph.D. 
in religion from the University of Syracuse and an honorary doc-
torate from the University of Lesley.  

SELF-HELP/ AGING
SELF-HELP/ GENERAL
356 PAGES, 6 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9786075275093
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  APRIL
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Diario de ejercicios creativos para 
hace Series

¿Y si cinco minutos pudieran 
cambiar su día?
If 5 Minutes Could Change Your Day?

Various

The alarm sounds. Snooze. Check your phone. Shower. No 
breakfast and out the door running. What if five minutes could 
change your day? If you paused to think how you feel for those 
minutes? It has been demonstrated that journaling briefly helps 
us achieve our dreams and objectives. It helps us concentrate on 
what is important, to prioritize what to do during the day and 
note progress. This book offers a beautiful space and creative 
exercises that encourage reflection and create morning intentions. 
You only need five minutes.

Collective group of authors

SELF-HELP/ PERSONAL GROWTH/GENERAL
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ INSPIRATION & PERSONAL GROWTH
160 PAGES, 6 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9788417254902
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JUNE

Curarse con punto de  
acupresión chinos
A translation of Heal Yourself With Chinese Pressure Points 
(9781454931027)

Philippe Sionneau and Laurent Turlin

This is a perfect introduction for beginners that presents the 12 
acupressure points to treat common sicknesses and pain accord-
ing to traditional Chinese medicine. Behind a simple general 
vision of energy channels in the body and easy instructions on 
massage techniques, this book shows how to use the 12 points to 
treat a range of inflictions. From headaches, sciatica to insomnia 
and fatigue, this well-illustrated book will help the reader reach 
healthy cures and lifestyles.

Philippe Sionneau is a recognized expert in traditional Chinese 
medicine. Laurent Turlin is a practitioner of traditional Chinese 
medicine and is a certified acupuncturist. She gives classes and 
practices acupuncture.

HEALTH & FITNESS/ ACUPRESSURE & ACUPUNCTURE
HEALTH & FITNESS/ ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES
160 PAGES, 7 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $25.00 (CAN $34.00)
ISBN: 9788417254339
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JULY
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Smoothies para niños
Una alternativa muy saludable a los  
desayunos y meriendas tradicionales
Smoothies for Children

Mireille Louet

Smoothies are a good alternative for children that have difficul-
ties eating fruits, vegetables, and even drinking milk. Their pow-
erful nutrients can be a magnificent alternative to breakfast or 
snacks. But sometimes questions pop up: When should children 
drink them? At what age? Are there ingredients that should have 
priority? This book answers those and similar questions, and 
offers an ample selection of recipes that children will enjoy. 

Mireille Louet has a bachelor’s degree in nutrition and dietetics, 
and a master’s in public health. For many years, she worked in 
the preventive medicine department of a Parisian hospital and 
currently, she runs her own private practice. She is the author of 
the books Zumos verdes and Smoothies.

HEALTH & FITNESS/ CHILDREN’S HEALTH
HEALTH & FITNESS/ DIET & NUTRITION/DIETS
160 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $18.00 (CAN $24.00)
ISBN: 9788499175195
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/ROBINBOOK  JUNE

Básicos de la salud Series

Cuida tu piel
Trucos de belleza naturales para  
lucir una piel radiante
Care For Your Skin

Monica Blanchet

Your skin protects your body from external aggressions and the 
environment, so it’s a good idea to give it a bit of attention and 
protect it as much as possible. To have a radiant skin, you don’t 
need expensive creams or long and painful treatments. All you 
need is a bit of common sense and to follow basic rules. This 
book will guide you to an exhaustive knowledge of skin care so 
you can apply the best natural remedies for care and treatment. 

Monica Blanchet is a dermatologist and has dedicated her life to 
the skin care and dermatology research.

HEALTH & FITNESS/ BODY CLEANSING & DETOXIFICATION
144 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
40 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9788499175300
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/ROBINBOOK  JUNE
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Terapia de polaridad
Despierte la conciencia y la 
fuerza creativa de su cuerpo  
y de su mente
Polarity Therapy

Marion Pegouret

What is polarity therapy? Why does it 
continue to grow supporters? Is it possi-
ble to achieve balance in the vital energy 
of the body? How can one block vital 
energy? This book opens doors to a new 
awareness of one’s health and will help 
readers open energy channels in the body 
to excite the creative force, activate the 
immune system, and create balance in the 
emotions of any reader.

Marion Pegouret has trained in multiple 
holistic therapies: Chinese Traditional 
Medicine, Polarity Therapy, Electromag-
netic Polar Balance, and Healing and Re-
connection. She works as a yoga instructor.  

HEALTH & FITNESS/ ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES
HEALTH & FITNESS/ GENERAL
144 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
40 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9788499175294
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/ROBINBOOK  JUNE

Esenciales Series

Shiatsu
Conozca las técnicas y  
tratamientos de una de  
las terapias más antiguas
Shiatsu

Lorraine Bisset

Native to Japan, Shiatsu is a manual 
therapy that consists of creating pressure 
with hands parts of the body in hopes of 
balancing energy in the body to encour-
age physical and mental recovery. Shiatsu 
generates a profound state of relaxation 
that benefits the general functioning of the 
body, but it also stimulates circulation and 
purification throughout.

Lorraine Bisset is a specialist in Shiatsu 
Zen. She has also studied Thai massage 
and Auriculotherapy.  She works in an 
alternative therapy center.

HEALTH & FITNESS/ ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES
144 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
30 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $17.00 (CAN $23.00)
ISBN: 9788499175249
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/ROBINBOOK  JUNE

Técnicas de Reiki
Cómo usar la energía curativa 
para sanar
Reiki Techniques

Elizabeth Sinclair

Reiki is a method of natural healing 
created by the Japanese master Mikao 
Usui in 1922 and is based in meditation, 
breathing, moderate exercise, and healthy 
life habits. Through the position of hands, 
one can channel the energy from the self 
to others and, in this manner, cure physical 
pains and heal emotions. There is no need 
for a special “gift,” only the desire to learn 
the technique and apply it. 

Elizabeth Sinclair is a teacher of Reiki. 
She has dedicated her life to therapy to 
combat many different sicknesses. She has 
a private practice in Montreal.

HEALTH & FITNESS/ ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES
152 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $17.00 (CAN $23.00)
ISBN: 9788499175225
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/ROBINBOOK  JUNE
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El libro práctico de los aceites 
esenciales y la aromaterapia
Descubra el fabuloso potencial de los  
extractos de las plantas que favorecerán  
su salud y su bienestar
A Practical Guide to Essential Oils and Aromatherapy

Jaume Rosselló

Essential oils and aromatherapy help people physically and 
emotionally. Their principal and natural assets will provide an ef-
fective solution for many illnesses that the brain and body suffer. 
This book acts as a guide so that if one dedicates their time and 
attention to this pleasant treatment, they can improve their mind 
and body easily.

Jaume Rosselló is an editor, writer, and creator of the magazines 
Integral and Cuerpomente. He is the author of hundreds of 
articles about health, eating, and natural medicine. He has also 
published multiple books on the subjects: Áloe vera, Salud y 
bienestar con el té verde, and Más energía con germinados.  

HEALTH & FITNESS/ AROMATHERAPY
HEALTH & FITNESS/ ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES
320 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
40 COLOR PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $33.95 (CAN $45.95)
ISBN: 9788499175201
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/ROBINBOOK  JULY

Shinrin-Yoku
Baños curativos de bosque
A translation of Shinrin-Yoku: The Art of Japanese Forest  
Bathing for Health and Relaxation (9781912023516)

Yoshifumi Miyazaki

Shinrin-Yoku is the practice of walking slowly through a forest, 
without urgency, during the morning, afternoon, or all day. The 
phrase initially grew as a promotional campaign so that people 
visited Japan’s beautiful forests. However, soon various scientists 
began to study the physiological and psychological benefits of 
nature and forests. The greater understanding that we feel better 
when we surround ourselves with nature has inspired this book.

Yoshifumi Miyazaki is a university professor, researcher, and 
the sub-director of the Center of Environmental Sciences at the 
University of Chiba. He has published various books about the 
effects and benefits of forest therapy.

HEALTH & FITNESS/ ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES
HEALTH & FITNESS/ GENERAL
192 PAGES, 6 X 8.25
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9788417254834
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JULY
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Una curación completa
Cuando el alma duele . . . el cuerpo enferma
A Complete Recovery

Rubén Poplawsky

What role does sickness play in life? With ample experience as a 
homeopath, Dr. Poplawsky explains the different ways to accept 
and reject the language of the soul: fear, rage, sadness, happiness. 
He demonstrates cases of panic attacks and argues that people 
tend to try to hide their emotions. This book will help you better 
understand why some people become sick and how to free the 
emotions that provoke a physical and mental sickness.

Rubén Poplawsky studied Electrical Engineering at the Autono-
mous University of Mexico and worked at IBM. After reading an 
article about homeopathy, he decided to study medicine. He be-
came a surgeon and homeopath through the National Polytech-
nic Institute, and he continues to work as a homeopathic doctor.  

HEALTH & FITNESS/ HOMEOPATHY
HEALTH & FITNESS/ HEALING
286 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $23.99 (CAN $31.99)
ISBN: 9786079472382
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO  AUGUST

Macrobiótica fácil
Recetas para el equilibrio físico,  
emocional y espiritual
Easy Macrobiotics

Blanca Herp

Macrobiotic is much more than a diet for better health. It is a 
life philosophy whose Asian accents offer us an excellent route 
to achieve physical, emotional, and spiritual balance. It proposes 
that we can enjoy a long and full life with a diet that establishes a 
balance between our internal and external environment.

Blanca Herp is the author of various books and contributes to 
health magazines. She gives courses and workshops about the 
virtues of superfoods. 

HEALTH & FITNESS/ DIET & NUTRITION/MACROBIOTICS
160 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $20.00 (CAN $27.00)
ISBN: 9788499175218
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/ROBINBOOK  JULY
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Yoga energético
Una guía fácil para aumentar su energía vital
Energetic Yoga

Blanca Herp

Yoga is both a science and a way of life, with many benefits  
such as relieving anxiety, promoting balance, and creating 
self-confidence. But these advantages are not limited to the  
physical or mental. Yoga gives us a better understanding of  
ourselves and assists with internal changes.

Blanca Herp is the author of various books and contributes  
to health magazines. She gives courses, conferences, and  
workshops about the virtues of superfoods and the best way  
to prepare them. 

HEALTH & FITNESS/ YOGA
160 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
160 COLOR PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $20.00 (CAN $27.00)
ISBN: 9788499175287
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/ROBINBOOK  JUNE

Nutrición & Fitnes Series

Superzumos verdes
Más de 100 ideas y recetas para  
preparar zumos deliciosos
Green Super Juices

Blanca Herp

Energetic, purifying, and full of vitamins, juices are a tireless 
source of vitality. They are easy to prepare at home with the right 
tools. This book contains the essential ingredients to ensure good 
health by modifying habits and following original recipes.

Blanca Herp is the author of various books and contributes to 
health magazines. She gives courses and workshops about the 
virtues of superfoods. 

HEALTH & FITNESS/ DIET & NUTRITION/NUTRITION
COOKING/ BEVERAGES/JUICES & SMOOTHIES
160 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
160 COLOR PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $20.00 (CAN $27.00)
ISBN: 9788499175317
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK  JUNE
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Yoga con gatos
31 estiramientos de yoga  
inspirados por gatos
Yoga with Cats

Masako Miyakawa

Has it ever occurred to you that cats may 
be the true masters of yoga? It’s fascinating 
to observe their manners of movement and 
stretching, and you realize cats easily pass 
from excited energy to complete relax-
ation. This book includes 31 yoga poses 
and stretches inspired by the movements of 
our feline friends.

Masak Miyakawa has been practicing yoga 
since 2001 and started teaching it in 2004. 
She teaches vinyasa, vin, restorative, and 
aerial yoga in groups and individual class-
es. She also directs professional training in 
the United States and Japan.

HEALTH & FITNESS/ YOGA
128 PAGES, 6 X 7.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $20.00 (CAN $27.00)
ISBN: 9788499175232
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/ROBINBOOK  JULY

El arte de Vinyasa
Despertar el cuerpo y la mente  
a través de la práctica del  
Ashtanga Yoga
A translation of The Art of Vinyasa 
(9781611802795)

Richard Freeman and Mary Taylor

Richard Freeman and Mary Taylor present 
an essential guide to practicing yoga as a 
meditation in movement. With an original 
approach to Ashtanga Yoga based in the 
subtlest forms of practice, the yoga and 
the art of Vinyasa will wake a deep focus 
in its practitioners. With warmth, humor, 
and knowledge, the authors provide the 
fundamentals to establish a yoga practice 
that extends beyond the mat to touch the 
crux of one’s life.

Richard Freeman was a disciple of B. K. 
S. Iyengar and Pattabhi Jois. An expert 
of the tradition, he has taught Ashtanga 
Vinyasa Yoga for many decades. He is 
the co-founder of the Yoga Workshop of 
Boulder and author of El espejo del yoga. 
Mary Taylor was a disciple of Pattabhi Jois 
and has taught Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga for 
decades. She is the co-founder of the Yoga 
Workshop of Boulder and author of What 
Are You Hungry For?

HEALTH & FITNESS/ YOGA
368 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.5
244 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $41.95 (CAN $56.95)
ISBN: 9788499886169
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  JUNE

Atlas Ilustrado Series

Fitness
Anatomia Ejercicios
Fitness

Susaeta Publishing

This book includes at-home exercises 
and the anatomy of organs and muscles 
that participate in each exercise. With it, 
readers can create their own training plans 
perfect for their preferences and fitness 
dreams.

Susaeta Publishing, Inc. is a publisher of 
Spanish-language books based in Madrid, 
Spain.

REFERENCE/ GENERAL
SPORTS & RECREATION/ REFERENCE
256 PAGES, 9.25 X 10.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $29.95 (CAN $39.95)
ISBN: 9788467737851
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

SUSAETA EDICIONES, S.A.  MAY
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Dream Team
La intrahistoria del mejor equipo  
que ha existido jamás
A translation of Dream Team: How Michael, Magic, Larry, 
Charles, and the Greatest Team of All Time Conquered the 
World and Changed the Game of Basketball (9780345520494)

Jack McCallum

“An indispensable read for basketball nostalgics, above all for its 
meticulous portrait of the big-personality players, whose sincerity 
before McCallum is an absolute surprise” —Booklist

“One of the best books about basketball that has ever been  
written” —New York Post

For the first time, Jack McCallum uncovers all the secrets of the 
most famous sports team in history: the US Olympic selection 
for basketball in 1992. Filled with interviews with current and 
past players, McCallum outlines the Dream Team phenomenon 
through stories of the intricate and controversial selection process 
and narrates the legendary games that led to their gold medal.

Jack McCallum is the author of two other basketball books, 
Unfinished Business and Seven Seconds or Less. In 2005, he won 
the Curt Gowdy Media Award. A writer for Sports Illustrated for 
over thirty years, McCallum lives in Pennsylvania with his wife.

SPORTS & RECREATION/ BASKETBALL
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ SPORTS
400 PAGES, 6 X 8.75
27 COLOR PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $29.95 (CAN $39.95)
ISBN: 9788494745911
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CONTRA  AUGUST

Pistol
La increíble historia de Pete Maravich
A translation of Pistol: The Life of Pete Maravich 
(9780743284981)

Mark Kriegel

“The best sports book in years.” —Los Angeles Times, on the 
English-language edition

This is more than a basketball player’s biography. It is construct-
ed with the same substance of the great classic novels. Pistol tells 
the story of the boy transformed by the dream of his father and 
the price that his family ends up paying for this dream. In this 
poignant history, Mark Kriegel captures the passionate saga of an 
American family: ascension, ruins, and redemption.  

Mark Kriegel studied journalism at the Columbia University. He 
has worked for the New York Post, the Miami Herald, Esquire, 
and the New York Daily News. He is also the author of two 
bestsellers: Namath: A Biography and Pistol: la increíblehistoria 
de Pete Maravich. He lives in Santa Monica, California.

SPORTS & RECREATION/ BASKETBALL
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ SPORTS
384 PAGES, 6 X 8.75
44 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $29.95 (CAN $39.95)
ISBN: 9788494561245
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Fitness gourmet
Recetas sanas y sabrosas  
para mejorar el rendimiento 
deportivo
A translation of Fitness Gourmet 
(9781909342828)

Christian Coates

Fitness gourmet proposes a singular meth-
od to create personalized menus based on 
physical goals that will satisfy your needs. 
It contains appetizing, easy to prepare, 
tasty, and nutritional recipes designed in 
three variations—Burn, Maintain, and De-
velop—to adapt to your lifestyle and help 
you reach your goals. Whether it be losing 
weight, developing muscle, or simply 
staying healthy, this book will have recipes 
specifically for you.

Christian Coates founded Soulmatefood in 
2008 with the objective to bring healthy 
cooking to anyone’s home and improve 
their well-being. It is a service that sends 
gourmet, adaptable meals to subscribing 
houses. From this successful enterprise, he 
designed the Fitness Food program, which 
focuses on healthy meals for those who 
want to get fit.

COOKING/ HEALTH & HEALING/GENERAL
240 PAGES, 7.75 X 10
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $25.95 (CAN $34.95)
ISBN: 9788416407385
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CINCO TINTAS  MARCH

Detox
Recetas para depurar  
el organismo
Detox (9782011713704) a translation of 
the French

Coralie Ferreira

The excesses that we commit daily have 
a large impact on our bodies and allow 
toxins to accumulate. Cure your body and 
become physically fit without realizing it 
through a tasty detox. Beginning with a list 
of products you should avoid or limit, you 
will also find a section of delicious recipes. 
From juices and infusions to breakfast and 
dinner dishes, Detox will help you get to 
know the beneficial properties of easy to 
find foods. Soon you will enjoy new dishes 
with better control and knowledge of what 
you eat.

Coralie Ferreira is a stylist and culinary 
writer. After graduating, she worked for 
three years writing for various French 
culinary magazines.

COOKING/ HEALTH & HEALING/GENERAL
COOKING/ GENERAL
192 PAGES, 7.75 X 9.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $25.95 (CAN $34.95)
ISBN: 9788416407118
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CINCO TINTAS  MARCH

Paleodieta
Los alimentos para los que  
su cuerpo está diseñado
A translation of The Paleo Diet 
(9780857832276)

Daniel Green

There are two objectives to this book. 
First, to offer 100 recipes created by a 
great chef that are easy to cook, low in 
fat, and very tasty; second, to show that 
through nutritious and appetizing food, a 
paleo diet will help control how and what 
you eat. By eliminating detrimental prod-
ucts like refined and processed foods, trans 
fats and sugars, your new lifestyle will 
help you not only to lose weight but give 
you long-term health benefits. This book 
includes recipes for breakfasts, entrees, 
soups, salads, and, if you’re afraid of miss-
ing out on them, sweets like cookies and 
pastries—all free of unnatural ingredients!

Daniel Green is a world-renowned expert 
in healthy food. Currently he works as a 
chef for the television network NBC and 
appears regularly on the BBC program 
Saturday Kitchen. He has prepared menus 
for hotels and airlines and has written 10 
books. In 2010, he won the prestigious 
Gourmand World Cookbook Award.

COOKING/ HEALTH & HEALING/GENERAL
176 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $25.95 (CAN $34.95)
ISBN: 9788416407033
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CINCO TINTAS  APRIL
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Menús saludables
Healthy Menus

Gabriela Vega

Leading a balanced diet should not be 
synonymous with less eating or punishing 
yourself with monotonous dishes. In this 
book, you will find more than 20 recipes 
to make healthy, balanced, and delicious 
plates.  

Gabriela Vega is the founder of Sanúd, 
a business that offers counsel, nutrition-
al consultations, products, and services 
focused on healthy living through in-
formed diets. She has a bachelor’s degree 
in nutrition.

COOKING/ HEALTH & HEALING/GENERAL
47 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.5
CLOTH, $9.99 (CAN $12.99)
ISBN: 9786072106710
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  APRIL

101 Recetas. Recicla 
tus alimentos
101 Recipes: Food Recycling

Véronique Monstserrat Estremo

One of the most important concepts when 
cooking these days is conservation. Am I 
using too much food? Could I have used 
leftovers? This book contains 101 recipes 
for different occasions, each one focused 
on saving food and not wasting any ingre-
dient.

Véronique Monstserrat Estremo stud-
ied gastronomy at the University of the 
Claustro de Sor Juana. In 2011, she edited 
the Encyclopedic Dictionary of Mexican 
Gastronomy, one of the most extensive 
reference books about Mexican cooking. 
She has worked on the editorial process of 
more than 80 cookbooks for which he has 
won various awards, including a Gour-
mand World Cookbook Award.

COOKING/ HEALTH & HEALING/GENERAL
64 PAGES, 5.5 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $5.99 (CAN $7.99)
ISBN: 9786072111837
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  MAY

Jugos y smoothies 
saludables
Healthy Juices and Smoothies

Larousse Larousse

A book of juice and smoothie recipes 
created from natural and nutritional 
ingredients, the 100 recipes found in here 
are ideal to complement and balance daily 
diets. Using a variety of fruits, vegetables, 
seeds, superfoods, and grains, these recipes 
have simple step by step explanations and 
include nutritional suggestions to help the 
reader create their own combinations.

Ediciones Larousse is a publisher based in 
Mexico City.

COOKING/ HEALTH & HEALING/GENERAL
COOKING/ BEVERAGES/JUICES & SMOOTHIES
144 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $13.99 (CAN $18.99)
ISBN: 9786072111127
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  MAY
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Postres sin azúcar
Desserts Without Sugar

Iván Millán

With over 50 pastry dessert recipes, this book aims for sweets 
without sugar. It includes a variety of classic pastries, as well as 
original and contemporary creations divided into six sections: 
mousses and creamy desserts,fresh desserts, breads and pancakes, 
pies and cakes, pastries, and finally cookies. Complete with 
technical explanations to produce the best results without sugar, 
these recipes will surprise you with how sweet they can be.

Iván Millán is a pastry chef who specializes in various European 
styles. He also has an MBA from the Le Cordon Bleu Institute. He 
has appeared on the TV program Cocinemos juntos, and in 2014 
participated on the show El desafío de Buddy Latinoamérica. 

COOKING/ HEALTH & HEALING/DIABETIC & SUGAR-FREE
COOKING/ HEALTH & HEALING/GENERAL
112 PAGES, 7 X 9.5
CLOTH, $15.99 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786072110267
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  APRIL

Recetas anticolesterol
Anticholesterol Recipes

Larousse Larousse

This book holds fresh and simple recipes that are ideal for fol-
lowing a diet that diminishes cholesterol levels. These nutritional 
dishes are balanced and full of flavor. The book includes a variety 
of recipes from breakfast, soup, salads, fish and meat, and even 
desserts. It also contains valuable information about macronutri-
ents and ingredients that will stabilize cholesterol.

Ediciones Larousse is a publisher based in Mexico City.

COOKING/ HEALTH & HEALING/LOW CHOLESTEROL
COOKING/ HEALTH & HEALING/GENERAL
47 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.5
CLOTH, $9.99 (CAN $12.99)
ISBN: 9786072106727
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
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La cocina y las  
locuras de Aquiles
The Kitchen and the Madness of Aquiles

Aquilés Chávez

A practical and enjoyable book, it explores 
the casual style of the Aquiles Chávez, the 
famous Mexican chef. It contains over 100 
recipes described step-by-step and illus-
trated with magnificent photographs. They 
are divided into the following categories: 
home-made cuisine, popular cuisine, dishes 
for children and restaurant-level cuisine. 
This book is also filled with anecdotes 
and short comments that treat readers to 
Chávez story so they may get to know his 
life, career, and adventures in gastronomy.

Aquiles Chávez is a chef. In recent years he 
has been considered one of the most char-
ismatic personalities in Mexican cuisine. 
Well-known for his television appearances, 
Chávez loves to share his love of cooking 
with others.  

COOKING/ GENERAL
291 PAGES, 7.75 X 9.25
CLOTH, $29.95 (CAN $39.95)
ISBN: 9786072107144
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  APRIL

Higiene en la cocina
Hygiene in the Kitchen

Debby Braun

Kitchen hygiene is essential for avoiding 
sickness, whether it be the most common 
illnesses or grave problems like food 
poisoning. This book address subjects such 
as fundamental rules for personal and 
kitchen hygiene, food storage, necessary 
parameters for cooking food safely, and 
preventing the growth of microorganisms 
that could affect health.

Debby Braun is a food engineer who grad-
uated from the Metropolitan Autonomous 
University of Iztapalapa. She has been re-
sponsible for food services for the Mexican 
Olympic Committee for 15 years. She has 
also been a consultant at various compa-
nies for nutrition, athletics, and well-being 
such as Cocina&Comparte, Almond Board 
of California, Weight-Watchers New York, 
and others.

COOKING/ GENERAL
COOKING/ REFERENCE
96 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $10.99 (CAN $14.99)
ISBN: 9786072111639
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  APRIL

Trucos de cocina
Kitchen Tricks

Antonio Abarral

This book contains 255 kitchen tricks 
that summarize the basic know-how that 
will help readers prepare dishes efficiently, 
economically, and quickly. These tips are 
organized in four parts: Fruits, greens, 
dairy, and eggs; Fish and shellfish; Meats 
and Poultry; and Sweets. This book also 
includes 40 recipes that complement the 
training and encourage the best develop-
ment of kitchen skills.

Antonio Abarralis a chef who has worked 
for many hotels and restaurants. He has 
also won numerous awards and received 
much acclaim for his work, such as a silver 
medal with the Spanish team at the Nestlé 
Culinary Cup in 2012 and he was a finalist 
for the Spanish Championship of chefs of 
Madrid in 2013.

COOKING/ GENERAL
COOKING/ METHODS/GENERAL
256 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $18.99 (CAN $24.99)
ISBN: 9786072112070
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  APRIL
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Recetas para bebés
Recipes for Babies

Véronique Monstserrat Estremo

This book contains more than 100 recipes with vivid photo-
graphs that will lead to the creation of nutritional, balanced, 
and delicious meals for children under three. The recipes found 
here are organized by age groups and combine a large variety of 
nutritional ingredients that avoid additives. 

Véronique Monstserrat Estremo studied gastronomy at the 
University of the Claustro de Sor Juana. In 2011, she edited the 
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Mexican Gastronomy, one of the 
most extensive reference books about Mexican cooking. She has 
worked on the editorial process of more than 80 cookbooks for 
which he has won various awards, including a Gourmand World 
Cookbook Award.

COOKING/ BABY FOOD
112 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.25
CLOTH, $15.99 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786072107151
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  MAY

Recetas para embarazadas
Recipes for Pregnancies

Larousse Larousse

Recipes and practical information for the adequate diet of 
pregnant mothers and for the good development of the baby. 
This book contains more than 85 recipes with photographs 
with which readers will plan delicious and balanced menus, 
grouped by trimesters, based on the nutritional requirements 
of any pregnancy. The recipes are complemented by nutritional 
information that will help secure the health of the future mother 
and her child.

Ediciones Larousse is a publisher based in Mexico City.

COOKING/ GENERAL
112 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.5
CLOTH, $15.99 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786072109346
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
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101 Recetas.  
Ensaladas
101 Recipes: Salads

Véronique Monstserrat Estremo

With 101 salad recipes for different occa-
sions, this book is organized by principal 
ingredients: pastas and carbohydrates, 
leafy greens, animal products, vegetables, 
and classic salads.

Véronique Monstserrat Estremo stud-
ied gastronomy at the University of the 
Claustro de Sor Juana. In 2011, she edited 
the Encyclopedic Dictionary of Mexican 
Gastronomy, one of the most extensive 
reference books about Mexican cooking. 
She has worked on the editorial process of 
more than 80 cookbooks for which he has 
won various awards, including a Gour-
mand World Cookbook Award.

COOKING/ COURSES & DISHES/SALADS
COOKING/ COURSES & DISHES/GENERAL
64 PAGES, 5.5 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $5.99 (CAN $7.99)
ISBN: 9786072111851
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  MAY

101 Recetas. Salsas
101 Recipes: Sauces

Véronique Monstserrat Estremo

This book offers ideas for reusing left-
overs, just by adding a few extra ingre-
dients and changing its presentation, or 
rather, turning it into a liquid.It includes 
recipes for salads, soups, entrees, and even 
desserts. It is an excellent tool to save time, 
money, and effort without losing complex 
tastes in recipes.

Véronique Monstserrat Estremo stud-
ied gastronomy at the University of the 
Claustro de Sor Juana. In 2011, she edited 
the Encyclopedic Dictionary of Mexican 
Gastronomy, one of the most extensive 
reference books about Mexican cooking. 
She has worked on the editorial process of 
more than 80 cookbooks for which he has 
won various awards, including a Gour-
mand World Cookbook Award.

COOKING/ COURSES & DISHES/SAUCES & 
DRESSINGS
COOKING/ COURSES & DISHES/GENERAL
64 PAGES, 5.5 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $5.99 (CAN $7.99)
ISBN: 9786072111820
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  MAY

Las mejores sopas
The Best Soups

Larousse Larousse

This book offers a selection of the best 
soups in the world with full-color photo-
graphs. One can eat these as main dishes 
or appetizers, and given their easy prepara-
tion, these soups are ideal.

Ediciones Larousse is a publisher based in 
Mexico City.

COOKING/ COURSES & DISHES/SOUPS & 
STEWS
47 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.5
CLOTH, $9.99 (CAN $12.99)
ISBN: 9786072106994
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
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Sensaciones Series

Brutal
Las recetas de Marc Ribas
Marc Ribas

Finally, the prestigious chef Marc Ribas 
gives us a cookbook! With plates more 
tasty, easy, and refreshing than one could 
imagine, this book includes 64 recipes in 
total. Using simple products without com-
plicated directions or extravagant budgets, 
and whether you’re experienced or new to 
cooking, you will find what you desperate-
ly need in this book. All with the objective 
your meals turn out excellent!

Marc Ribas has passed through the 
kitchens of restaurants like Can Ferran, 
Capritx, Matís, among others. He is a pop-
ular chef of the TV3 after-dinner program 
Cuines. He is also known for his role as 
presenter of Joc de cartes, a gastronomic 
reality show. 

COOKING/ COURSES & DISHES/GENERAL
160 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
77 COLOR PHOTOS, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9788416918355
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  AUGUST

Cataluña
Una aventura gastronómica
A translation of Catalonia 
(9781784881160)

José Pizarro

On a gastronomic adventure, José Pizarro 
travels from the awe-inspiring architecture 
of Gaudí in Barcelona to the Greek and 
Roman ruins of Gerona and the remote 
beaches of Costa Brava to show us the 
diverse livestock, Mediterranean fishing, 
and the region’s marvelous birds and vege-
tables. Pizarro collects the best flavors and 
essential recipes of Catalonia that reflect its 
contemporary and traditional spirit. From 
a quick wild mushroom tortilla to delicate 
hazelnut and plum cakes, these will inspire 
anyone in the kitchen and transport them 
to this captivating corner of the world.

José Pizzaro is the owner of three restau-
rants in London: José, Pizarro, and José 
Pizarro. He has worked in some of the 
most prestigious restaurants like Eyre 
Brothers, Brindisa, and Gaudi. In 2014, 
he was voted one of the “100 Spaniards,” 
which is awarded to the one hundred most 
notable Spaniards.

COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/EUROPEAN
256 PAGES, 7.75 X 10.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $39.95 (CAN $53.95)
ISBN: 9788416407491
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CINCO TINTAS  APRIL

Hazana
Recetas vegetarianas  
de origen judío
Hazana

Paola Gavin

Food and cooking are found in the heart 
of Jewish life and customs. This book, 
from the acclaimed gastronomy writer 
Paola Gavin, helps the reader begin a 
journey through 20 steps—from Poland 
to Morroco, passing through Iran and 
Iraq—to discover 140 vegetarian and 
Jewish dishes packed with tradition and 
history. They are quick and easy recipes 
that have been passed from generation to 
generation and celebrate olives, barley, 
rye, fresh cheese, figs, pomegranate, dates, 
and honey, among many others. Hazana 
is an international compilation of classic 
vegetarian cuisine.

Paola Gavin is a critically-acclaimed chef 
and food critic. She has written articles 
about gastronomy for various newspapers 
from Britain to the United States, and she 
is the author of three books: Mediterra-
nean Vegetarian Cooking, Italian Cooking, 
and French Vegetarian Cooking. 

COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/JEWISH & 
KOSHER
256 PAGES, 7.75 X 10.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $39.95 (CAN $53.95)
ISBN: 9788416407514
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Panes mexicanos
Mexican Breads

Irving Quiroz

A complete, practical and accessible book 
about Mexican baking, Panes mexicanos 
has more than 70 recipes. From country 
classics to regional varieties, these pages 
carry beautiful photographs of each dish. 
This book includes step-by-step expla-
nations that are an excellent guide to 
obtaining perfect loaves of bread. With 
additional information about dough types, 
techniques, ingredients, and tools, this 
book will put you on the path to becoming 
a fantastic baker.

Irving Quiroz is the executive chef of 
Theurel & Thomas, a prestigious boutique 
of French pastries. He studied baking and 
pastries in Europe. He has worked as a 
chef instructor, consultant, and has con-
tributed to the TV program La pastelería.

COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/MEXICAN
COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/GENERAL
160 PAGES, 7.75 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $19.99 (CAN $26.99)
ISBN: 9786072109360
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
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La nueva cocina 
mexicana
The New Mexican Cuisine

Enrique Olvera

Enrique Olvera is one of the most famous 
living chefs in Mexico. With more than 
40 recipes, this book contains some of his 
most unique and revolutionary creations. 
From fish and shellfish to poultries and 
pastries, these will impress even your 
guests with the most demanding palates.

Enrique Olvera is a chef who studied at 
the Culinary Institute of America in New 
York. He has his own restaurant, Pujol, 
and is currently the executive chef of the 
menu for Aeromexico’s executive class.

COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/MEXICAN
COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/GENERAL
96 PAGES, 8 X 8
CLOTH, $11.99 (CAN $15.99)
ISBN: 9786072108592
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
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Postres mexicanos
Mexican Desserts

Paulina Abascal

A contemporary and useful book of rec-
ipes, Postresmexicano will teach aspiring 
chefs a variety of Mexican pastries in 
the style of master chef Paulina Abascal. 
Whether to satisfy a tiny whim or for 
a big celebration, this book contains a 
mosaic of pastries: cakes, loaves of bread, 
sweets, and more from the most tradi-
tional to the vanguard. It is a difficult 
invitation to turn down.

Paulina Abascal is considered one of the 
greatest pastry chefs in Mexico. She works 
in catering as she creates tables of pastries, 
sweets, cheeses, gelatos, and Nespresso 
bars. She has served pastries for many 
famous figures, including at Carlos Slim’s 
wedding and for Pope Benedict XVI. She 
has worked in TV for over 13 years as 
a presenter for the channel El Gourmet. 
With Larousse, she has published five 
books, one of which won a Gourmand 
World Cookbook prize.

COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/MEXICAN
COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/GENERAL
96 PAGES, 8 X 8
CLOTH, $11.99 (CAN $15.99)
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Cocteles mexicanos
Mexican Cocktails

Arturo Rojas

A book where you will find recipes, tech-
niques and useful information about Mex-
ican and international cocktails.Learn how 
to quickly and easily make world-famous 
classic cocktails. When you have a hold on 
that, why not experiment? Arturo Rojas 
guides readers through new techniques 
in contemporary cocktails. Soon enough, 
you’ll be an expert yourself. 

Arturo Rojas is a bartender and cocktail 
extraordinaire. He began his career at 16 
before studying communications at the 
Ibero-American University, though that did 
not stop him from working as a bartend-
er. He has won various cocktail contests, 
including the 2008 Bartender Tournament 
MX with his drink “Granada.” In 2010 he 
started the concept restaurant Co.Lateral 
which offered innovative cocktails.  

COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/MEXICAN
COOKING/ BEVERAGES/GENERAL
96 PAGES, 7.5 X 7.5
CLOTH, $12.99 (CAN $17.99)
ISBN: 9786072108622
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
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Tortas mexicanas
Mexican Tortas

Martha Chapa

This book houses more than 30 recipes 
anyone can perform quickly and without 
setbacks. This book is the best to have on 
hand for traditional Torta recipes, like the 
Cubana or the Milanese, and new, fasci-
nating tortas such lobster and venison.

Martha Chapa is a well-known painter 
whose work focuses on the symbolic pow-
er of the apple. Thanks to her work, she 
has received various homages and awards. 
She also has a profound passion for cook-
ing. She is a founder of the Círculo Mexi-
cano de Arte culinario and has published 
more than 20 cookbooks.

COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/MEXICAN
COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/GENERAL
96 PAGES, 8 X 8
CLOTH, $11.99 (CAN $15.99)
ISBN: 9786072108554
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
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Cocina mexicana
Patrimonio de la humanidad
Ignacio Urquiza

This book contains more than 80 clas-
sic recipes and 600 images that form a 
delicious tour through the culinary history 
of Mexico. Mexican cuisine is so presti-
gious that UNESCO named it to its List 
of the Intangible Cultural Heritage items. 
This book is a homage to the richness of 
this cuisine through the lens of Ignacio 
Urquiza. Here he dedicates his work to 
capture what represents Mexican cooking: 
the earth with its various and colorful in-
gredients; the originality of their tools; and 
beautiful traditions that are the pillar of 
this cuisine. Through all of these, you will 
learn how to cook and appreciate Mexico’s 
heritage.

Ignacio Urquiz is an award-winning food 
photographer. He has spent decades as a 
photographer and has created more than 
80 photography books. In university, he 
studied communication, film, journalism, 
and photography. Along with writing 
and taking photos for books, he directs a 
school of photography.

COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/MEXICAN
COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/GENERAL
304 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
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Quesos mexicanos
Mexican Cheeses

Carlos Yescas

This book offers the opportunity to get 
to know the most important Mexican 
cheeses. It includes the popular panela 
cheese as well as regional creations like the 
Ocosingo ball cheese. In this book, readers 
will learn what makes each cheese unique: 
from technical information to histories 
and fascinating blends. Accompanied by 
photographs and original recipes, readers 
will discover the flavor and qualities that 
make each of these cheeses special.

Carlos Yescas is an international cheese 
judge. He acted as the Supreme Judge for 
the World Cheese Awards in 2009 and is 
part of the of the prestigious Guide Inter-
nationale des Fromagers with the ranking 
“Garde et Jury.” He is the founder of the 
Mexican Institute of Cheese and the pro-
prietor of Lactography, a business dedicat-
ed to the promotion of artisanal cheeses.   

COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/MEXICAN
COOKING/ SPECIFIC INGREDIENTS/DAIRY
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CLOTH, $19.99 (CAN $26.99)
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RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
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Desayunos  
mexicanos
Mexican Breakfasts

Verónica Rico and Gustavo Romero

In this book, readers will find traditional, 
modern, and tasty food through an attrac-
tive design and photographs that accom-
pany clearly explained recipes. A book that 
will surprise you with its extensive variety 
of plates to lavish upon guests: meats, 
enchiladas, chilaquiles, eggs, drinks… the 
perfect dishes to begin the day.

Verónica and Gustavo Rimero have 
promoted the creation of the culinary arts 
for more than seven years. They studied 
at the prestigious gastronomic institutions 
Le Cordon Blue and the University of the 
Claustro de Sor Juana, respectively. Beyond 
their experience in workshops, forums, and 
kitchens, they have also worked together 
on cookbooks.

COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/MEXICAN
COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/GENERAL
96 PAGES, 8 X 8
CLOTH, $11.99 (CAN $15.99)
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Antojitos mexicanos
Mexican Snacks

Jorge Luis Alvaréz Vega

A book that addresses all the aspects of 
one of the richest and most recognized 
cuisines in the world: Mexican. Get in 
close and learn its tradition, modern 
innovations, and its tastiest dishes through 
innumerable photos, an attractive design, 
and clearly explained recipes. With practi-
cal and simple language, this book will be 
your ever-present guide. 

Jorge Luis Alvaré is an academic and chef 
who specializes in Mexican gastronomy. 
He has been the executive chef for La Ca-
sona del Sabor since 2012 and the director 
of the Mexican School of Cooking since 
2006. He has appeared on the TV program 
Cocinemos Juntos, and on the radio pro-
grams “Chef 911” and “Zona H.”

COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/MEXICAN
COOKING/ REGIONAL & ETHNIC/GENERAL
96 PAGES, 8 X 8
CLOTH, $11.99 (CAN $15.99)
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Especias, heroínas  
de la salud
A translation of Spice Health Heroes 
(9781910254776)

Natasha MacAller

Spices provide enormous benefits in health 
and nutrition that people are only be-
ginning to recognize. Backed by a team 
of medical professionals and institutes, 
Especias, heroínas de la salud explores the 
nutritional and medical applications of 30 
common spices. In addition to their health 
benefits, spices are appreciated for their 
vast flavors that can affect dishes immense-
ly. In this book, famous chefs from around 
the world contribute 20 of the 90+ recipes 
found in this book, inspired by every cor-
ner of the globe. 

Natasha MacAller dedicated 30 years to 
professional ballet as a member of the Jof-
frey Ballet in New York and of the Boston 
Ballet. Since retiring, she teaches cooking 
classes, writes, and is a restoration consul-
tant. Her first book, Vanilla Table, received 
critical acclaim.

COOKING/ SPECIFIC INGREDIENTS/HERBS, 
SPICES, CONDIMENTS
256 PAGES, 8.5 X 10
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $39.95 (CAN $53.95)
ISBN: 9788416407316
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CINCO TINTAS  APRIL

Deliciosas legumbres
Recetas superfáciles y nutritivas 
con lentejas, alubias y guisantes
A translation of On The Pulse 
(9780857833624)

Georgina Fuggle

Legumes are a rich source of proteins, 
complex carbohydrates, dietary fibers, vita-
mins, and minerals. In addition, they don’t 
contain gluten and are cheap and versatile. 
Georgina Fuggle, author of the successful 
Deliciosas verduras, offers us a selection 
of simple yet astonishing dishes that are 
satisfying and nutritious.

Georgina Fuggle is a young chef and 
culinary stylist who studied at the Leiths 
Cookery School and has worked for Green 
& Black. She currently runs various pop-
up restaurants under the name Hart & 
Fuggle with her friend Alice Hart.

COOKING/ SPECIFIC INGREDIENTS/RICE & 
GRAINS
COOKING/ GENERAL
176 PAGES, 8.5 X 9.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $28.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9788416407354
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Semilla a semilla
El poder nutricional de la  
naturaleza en más de 70  
recetas saludables y deliciosas
A translation of Amazing Edible Seeds 
(9781847809254)

Vicki Edgson and Heather Thomas

Discover how to take advantage of the 
extraordinary nutritional properties of 
seeds. With more than 70 recipes that test 
the surprising versatility of these small, 
nutritional ingredients, Semilla a semilla 
offers a multitude of ways to enjoy seeds: 
from scattering them over salads to adding 
them to drinks, entrees, and desserts. Vicki 
Edgson and Heather Thomas combine 
their talents in a book that is not only full 
of recipes but outlines the best properties 
of most seeds. 

Vicki Edgson is a nutritional therapist and 
writer. She is the author or co-author of 10 
books on nutrition, fitness, and health. She 
has appeared on TV programs such as Fat 
Nation and Diet Doctors. Heather Thom-
as is a writer and editor of cookbooks. She 
has written multiple bestsellers, including 
The New Vegetarian Cookbook and Broth. 
She has worked with many chefs and di-
etary and women’s health organizations.

COOKING/ SPECIFIC INGREDIENTS/RICE & 
GRAINS
COOKING/ SPECIFIC INGREDIENTS/GENERAL
176 PAGES, 8.5 X 9.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $25.95 (CAN $34.95)
ISBN: 9788416407408
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Kale
La col rizada en más de 100 
saludables recetas
A translation of We Love Kale 
(9781631863622)

Kristen Beddard, Karen Burns-Booth, 
Carolyn Cope, Jassy Davis, and  
Kristina Sloggett

Green, curly, and nutritious: enjoy the 
superpowers of kale! Full of proteins, vi-
tamins, and other essentials, kale is one of 
the most popular superfoods. Discover its 
qualities and versatility in more than 100 
healthy recipes collected by a magnificent 
team of bloggers. Learn new ways to add 
it to favorite recipes—in breakfast, snacks, 
smoothies, cocktails and more—and watch 
your health improve.

Kristen Beddard is the manager of market-
ing, partnerships, and philanthropy for Lady 
Moon Farms, the third-largest organic farm 
in America. Karen S. Burns-Booth is a free-
lance food and travel writer who develops 
recipes and culinary styles. She has a website, 
Lavender and Lovage. Carolyn Cope writes 
the food and lifestyle blog Umami Girl and 
has contributed to publications like NPR 
and Buzzfeed. Jassy Davis is a recipe writer 
and blogger. She has worked in food publish-
ing for over 10 years and develops recipes 
for Abel & Cole. Kristina Sloggett runs the 
lifestyle blog Spabettie.

COOKING/ SPECIFIC INGREDIENTS/VEGETA-
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COOKING/ HEALTH & HEALING/GENERAL
176 PAGES, 8.25 X 10
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
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Supervegano
Más de 100 recetas del creador 
de Avant-Garde Vegan
A translation of Vegan 100 
(9781787131248)

Gaz Oakley

Would you like to try vegan cuisine but 
don’t know where to begin? Anything 
is possible with this 100+ collection of 
recipes from Gaz Oakley, the creator of 
Avant-Garde Vegan. From wheat gluten 
nuggets in the purest Kentucky Fried style 
and Macaroni with “cheese” and “bacon”  
to white chocolate and forest fruit Mousse, 
Gaz will show you how to convert popular 
dishes into appetizing vegan versions.

Gaz Oakley is a professional chef and writ-
er. In 2015, after leaving behind work in 
professional kitchens, he became vegan be-
cause of his love for animals and its health 
benefits. He runs the popular Instagram 
Avant-Garde Vegan and has a Youtube 
channel with over 500 thousand followers. 

COOKING/ VEGAN
224 PAGES, 7.75 X 10.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $39.95 (CAN $53.95)
ISBN: 9788416407538
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Placeres veganos
Deliciosas y sencillas recetas a 
base de productos vegetales
A translation of Vegan Goodness 
(9781784880477)

Jessica Prescott

“If you only want one vegan cookbook, 
Jessica Prescott’s Vegan Goodness is a 
good choice.” —Manhattan Book Review, 
on the English-language edition

Placeres veganos is a brilliant collection 
of more than 60 easy and healthy recipes, 
apt for everyone. Jessica Prescott demon-
strates how easy it is to incorporate plants, 
fruits, and vegetables into one’s diet. This 
book is ideal for anyone’s schedule, with 
express recipes like tasty, quick nachos and 
more involved ones like the India-inspired 
potatoes masala purée. There are recipes 
for each moment and palate: for a relaxed 
brunch try corn fritters or enjoy a nutri-
tious lunch with Thai green curry. Whether 
from a desire to become vegan or simply 
try the style, this book offers high-quality 
cuisine with good flavor. 

Jessica Prescott is the author and photog-
rapher of the vegan blog “Wholy Good-
ness” which was a finalist for the Best New 
Voice Award in the Saveur Blog Awards.

COOKING/ VEGAN
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Recetas de huevos
Egg Recipes

Larousse Larousse

This book is full of familiar and innovative recipes where the egg 
is the principal ingredient. More than 25 recipes allow you to 
take advantage of this versatile and popular ingredient. Whether 
it’s breakfast, a snack, dinner, or even as part of dessert, these 
egg-based recipes will help you incorporate eggs all day.

Ediciones Larousse is a publisher based in Mexico City.

COOKING/ SPECIFIC INGREDIENTS/GENERAL
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100% placer. Dulces tentaciones
100% Enjoyment, Sweet Temptations

Pierre Herme

This cookbook contains more than 45 dessert recipes, from 
classics to contemporary. Learn to make cakes, snacks, tarts, 
fruit pastries, ice creams, and even fall in love with the magic of 
chocolate. Give yourself the sweet pleasure of preparing delicious 
desserts that will be the temptation of all.

Pierre Hermé is a pastry chef and chocolatier. At 14 he began 
his career as an apprentice to Gaston Lenôtre. He has received 
critical acclaim, including being awarded the title of World’s Best 
Pastry Chef in 2016.
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La cocina ayurveda
Que el alimento sea tu medicamento
Ayurveda Cuisine

Fabián Ciarlotti

According to Ayurveda, all food is a solution and each solution 
is food. Which means, most sickness can be treated, or at least 
improved, with the correct diet. In Ayurveda, choice and knowl-
edge are the principles tools to health, and this book seeks to 
help readers understand their metabolism and dietary tendencies 
and to behave in consequence. This book pursues the idea by 
including basic principles and hypotheses of this medicine and a 
complete recipe book.

Fabián Ciarlotti has a degree in medicine with a specialization in 
Kinesiology from the University of Buenos Aires. He specializes 
in orthopedic surgery and Ayurveda medicine. He is a professor 
at the University of Buenos Aires and the University of Mai-
monides. He is the author of many books including, Ayurveda y 
Terapia Marma and Yoga y Vedanta.  

COOKING/ SPECIFIC INGREDIENTS/NATURAL FOODS
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ HEALING/GENERAL
168 PAGES, 8.75 X 8
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9789877185508
RIGHTS: WORLD
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El equilibrio natural
Tés, tisanas e infusiones para purificar  
y regenerar el organismo
A translation of Cleanse, Nurture, Restore With Herbal Tea 
(9780711238299)

Sebastian Pole

Discover how to take advantage of the extraordinary power 
of medicinal plants with this collection of 70 recipes based in 
herbs, fresh botany, and the best ingredients nature can offer. Put 
a kettle on the fire and prepare to nourish, stimulate, relax, and 
invigorate. Protect your body and mind with the helping hand of 
Sebastian Pole, co-founder of Pukka Herbs, a company special-
ized in ecological, ayurvedic herbs.

Sebastian Pole co-founded Pukka Herbs in 2001. He is a glob-
al spokesperson for Ayurveda, and a qualified professional in 
Ayurveda medicine and traditional Chinese medicine and is a 
professor of yoga and therapy.
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Craft Brew
Las recetas de tus  
cervezas favoritas
A translation of Craft Brew 
(9780711237339)

Euan Ferguson

The best beers are those made by you. 
With a few ingredients, basic equipment, 
and some dedication, soon you will be 
able to enjoy a hoppy, homemade IPA 
or a delicious Porter. And who better to 
teach you than one of the most acclaimed 
artisanal brewers in the world, whose 
path began with the simple desire to drink 
higher quality beer? For the first time, the 
most daring and rule-breaking brewers 
share recipes for the best beer you can 
make at home. 

Euan Ferguson is a writer and editor. For 
several years he was the senior editor of 
bars and pubs for Time Out London. He 
currently writes about drinking culture for 
magazines and websites, along with editing 
books.   

COOKING/ BEVERAGES/ALCOHOLIC/BEER
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Gin: Mezclar,  
agitar, remover
Más de 40 combinados para 
amantes de la ginebra
A translation of Gin: Shake, Muddle, Stir 
(9781784880521)

Dan Jones

Gin, formerly reserved for grandpar-
ents and housewives, is now the world’s 
booming artisanal liquor. It is a fragrant 
and delicious drink that is coming back 
in fashion. With this book, Dan Jones’ 
cocktail enthusiasm will teach readers to 
choose the best Gin brands, fill the bar like 
a professional and enrich mixtures with 
infusions, syrups, and other home-made 
productions. He also offers recipes: some 
classics, others bold and new. Begin with 
the basics—a Gin and tonic, Gin Rickey or 
Dirty Martini—and later readers will have 
the skills to try adventurous drinks that 
demonstrate the versatility of gin.

Dan Jones is one of the most prolific cock-
tail creators in the world, and he is also a 
writer and editor. He has contributed to 
various publications, from I-D to Time 
Out. He loves working on cocktails at 
home and trying new recipes. His favorite 
is the Dirty Martini.

COOKING/ BEVERAGES/ALCOHOLIC/GENERAL
144 PAGES, 5.75 X 7.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9788416407453
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CINCO TINTAS  MAY

Ron: Mezclar,  
agitar, remover
Más de 40 combinados  
para amantes del ron
A translation of Rum: Shake, Muddle, Stir 
(9781784881337)

Dan Jones

Rum, formerly exclusive to sailors and pi-
rates, has become a widely consumed and 
popular liquor. In this book, Dan Jones 
pays homage with more than 40 of the 
best rum cocktails and punches. Beginning 
with the basics, Dan teaches which brands 
to select, how to make syrups and infu-
sions, and serve these combinations like 
a professional. From classic daiquiris and 
punches to reinventions of tropical styles, 
readers will learn how to create such 
drinks as the timeless Mojito, the Long 
Island iced tea and many more.

Dan Jones is one of the most prolific cock-
tail creators in the world, and he is also a 
writer and editor. He has contributed to 
various publications, from I-D to Time 
Out. He loves working on cocktails at 
home and trying new recipes. His favorite 
is the Dirty Martini.

COOKING/ BEVERAGES/ALCOHOLIC/GENERAL
144 PAGES, 5.75 X 7.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9788416407460
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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El vino
Un viaje irreverente por la subcultura  
de sommeliers, enólogos y bebedores
A translation of Cork Dork (9780698195905)

Bianca Bosker

“Reads like a wine lover’s equivalent of Dante’s ‘The Divine 
Comedy’: There is paradise, but only after glimpses of purgatory 
and hell…A funny, thought-provoking and at times frightening 
look at the sublime tastes, enormous egos and curious rules of a 
profession that is both insanely rigorous and occasionally ridicu-
lous.” —Associated Press, on the English-language edition

Bianca Bosker didn’t know much about wine… until she stum-
bled upon the alternative universe where taste is the supreme 
sense. Fascinated by the almost superhuman sensory powers of 
sommeliers, Bosker launched herself into their world to see if she 
could become one of them. With humor and skepticism, Bosker 
takes us to exclusive restaurants, massive wine regions, and 
through a neurological study to answer a compelling question: 
Why do we care so much about wine?

Bianca Bosker is an award-winning journalist that has writ-
ten about food, wine, architecture, and technology for various 
publications such as the New Yorker, the Atlantic, The New York 
Times Style Magazine, the Wall Street Journal, The Guardian, 
and the New Republic. 

COOKING/ BEVERAGES/ALCOHOLIC/WINE
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ PERSONAL MEMOIRS
388 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9786075275727
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  APRIL

La carta de vinos, por favor
Atlas de las regiones vinícolas del mundo
The Wine List, Please (9782501122887) a translation of  
the French

Jules Gaubert-Turpin and Adrien Grant Smith Bianchi

From the banks of the Black Sea to the Andes mountain range, 
wine barrels have rolled together through history. How did 
the Pyrenean grape end up in Uruguay? How did wine get to 
Japan? This book is an atlas of vine-growing that looks back 
on the conquest of the grape. With stops in each wine country, 
from the oldest to most recent, this book discusses yesterday, 
today, and what happens in the future. In addition to including 
maps, this book contains fascinating data and stories about 
each major wine territory.

Jules Gaubert-Turpin and Adrien Grant Smith Bianchi are the 
co-creators of a collection of guides and posters about wine 
regions around the world. When they became interested in wine 
study, they found a lack of modern and aesthetic support, so 
they set about creating a new method to approach wine and its 
regions with this book.

COOKING/ BEVERAGES/ALCOHOLIC/WINE
COOKING/ REFERENCE
200 PAGES, 10 X 13.25
92 MAPS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $39.95 (CAN $53.95)
ISBN: 9788416407521
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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El ABC del vino
The ABC of Wine

Jesús Diez

This book is a guide that allows anyone interested in wine to get 
to know the details that surround this drink. These pages tackle 
all the pertinent parts of wine: its history, various vines, farming 
techniques, aging, bottling, and many others.

Jesús Díez is the creator of Viniculture, a school of wine, distill-
ing, and gourmet concepts that intends to create an educated 
concept based in living, didactic knowledge, fun, and experi-
mentation. He has graduate degrees in viticulture, enology, and 
distillation from various universities in Mexico. His gastronomic 
concepts emerge in the Tierra de Vinos restaurant, a restaurant 
dedicated to the synergy and creation of dishes for wines.

COOKING/ BEVERAGES/ALCOHOLIC/WINE
COOKING/ BEVERAGES/ALCOHOLIC/GENERAL
192 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
TRADE PAPER, $15.99 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786072105171
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  APRIL

Pequeño Larousse de los Vinos
Larousse’s Book of Wine

Michel Dovaz and Rupert Hsterok

This book was made for those who want to learn how to savor 
a good wine. A compact book, in these pages readers will find 
topics from the world of wine such as: learning to select a wine 
based on quality and style and for the perfect medium of taste 
and price; preparing blends; tasting, appreciating, and serving 
each wine; and how to organize a wine cellar.

Michel Dovaz began his career as a journalist in Paris, France 
and later taught wine courses at the Academie du Vin in Paris. 
He has written several books on French Wine. Rupert Hsterok 
is an author.

COOKING/ BEVERAGES/ALCOHOLIC/WINE
COOKING/ BEVERAGES/ALCOHOLIC/GENERAL
976 PAGES, 5 X 7.5
CLOTH, $23.95 (CAN $31.95)
ISBN: 9789702217534
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
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Maravillosamente 
imperfecto, escan-
dalosamente feliz
Diez premisas liberadoras  
que transformarán tu vida  
de manera radical
Marvelously Imperfect,  
Scandalously Happy

Walter Riso

This special edition hardcover presents 
10 liberating premises that will radical-
ly transform your way of life. Fighting 
against the irrationality of perfectionism 
and cruel self-criticism, the author shows 
how to accept ourselves and to find our 
own path to enjoying life and experiencing 
true happiness. 

Walter Riso is a psychologist that special-
izes in cognitive therapy and bioethics. For 
over 30 years he has worked as a thera-
pist, practicing as a university chair while 
contributing research to clinical practices. 
Currently, he is a professor of cognitive 
therapy at multiple universities and is hon-
orary president of the Colombian Associa-
tion of Cognitive Therapy. 

PSYCHOLOGY/ COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY & 
COGNITION
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ INSPIRATION & PER-
SONAL GROWTH
236 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9786075273242
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MAY

Dar y recibir
Un enfoque revolucionario  
sobre el éxito
A translation of Give and Take: A 
Revolutionary Approach to Success 
(9780670026555)

Adam Grant

For generations, we have focused on the 
individual drivers of success: passion, hard 
work, talent, and luck. But today, success is 
increasingly dependent on how we interact 
with others. It turns out that at work, most 
people operate as takers, matchers, or 
givers. Using his own pioneering research, 
Adam Grant shows that these styles have a 
surprising impact on success.

Adam Grant received his B.A. from 
Harvard and his Ph.D. in organizational 
psychology from the University of Michi-
gan. He has been recognized as one of the 
world’s 25 most influential management 
thinkers and the world’s top 40 business 
professors under 40.

PSYCHOLOGY/ INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS/ WORKPLACE 
CULTURE
296 PAGES, 6.5 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9786075276045
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/EXPRES  MAY

La experiencia  
en gestalt
Jean-Marie Delacroix Carmen 
Vázquez Jean-Marie Robine 
Ruella Frank
The Experience of Gestalt

Elba Flores Núñez

Through interviews, personal notes, her 
attendance at courses and workshops, and 
her personal experience, the author shares 
the results of an interesting process that 
has led her to this field. She interweaves 
theory, psychotherapeutic practices, and 
the life experience of others. The author, 
by describing these theories and experi-
ences, makes evident the importance and 
positive aspects of Gestalt therapy.

Elba Flores Núñez studied theological 
sciences and received honors for her thesis 
“La relación mujer-varón, un Proyecto 
para la humanidad” at the Ibero-American 
University, Mexico City. After promoting 
and defending human rights in Mexico 
during the 1990s, she entered into Gestalt 
therapy in 2003, finishing her masters of 
the subject in 2012.

PSYCHOLOGY/ MOVEMENTS/GESTALT
PSYCHOLOGY/ PSYCHOTHERAPY/GENERAL
256 PAGES, 6.5 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $20.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9786079472498
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Fragmentos Series

El sacrificio  
prohibido
Freud y la Biblia
Prohibited Sacrifice: Freud and the Bible

Marie Balmary
Translated by Mayka Lahoz

Psychoanalysis and the Bible are both 
founded in stories of unconscious experi-
ence and of the divine. However, they are 
often pushed against each other. Marie 
Balmary, through her difficult yet thrilling 
psychoanalytical lens, denounces “excessive 
respect” in the reading of the Bible which 
restrains us from a living, complex reading.

Marie Balmary is a psychoanalyst. She has 
focused her studies on the foundational 
texts of civilization, specifically the Bible. 
Mayka Lahoz has a Ph.D. in philosophy 
and letters from the Autonomous Universi-
ty of Barcelona, where she was an associ-
ate professor for 11 years. She specializes 
in the study of philosophical, political, and 
ethical thought. 

PHILOSOPHY/ RELIGIOUS
RELIGION/ PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION
184 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $28.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9788415518822
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

FRAGMENTA EDITORIAL  AUGUST

La religión del futuro
Una visión integradora de las 
grandes tradiciones espirituales
A translation of The Religion of Tomor-
row (9781611803006)

Ken Wilber

In this book, Ken Wilber outlines and 
imagines a future religion that, without 
abandoning a faithful vision, recognizes 
human evolution in each era. He argues 
that if religions want to be attractive 
to modern men and women, they must 
incorporate scientific truths discovered in 
recent decades about the mind, emotions, 
and consciousness that ancient creators of 
religion did not understand. This book is 
an intelligent call for unity of the religions 
of tomorrow.

Ken Wilber is the founder of the Integral 
Institute and confounder of Integral Life. 
His thoughts and writing have been recog-
nized internationally regarding spirituality 
and human development. He is the author 
of more than 20 books.

RELIGION/ GENERAL
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT/ GENERAL
744 PAGES, 6 X 9
4 TABLES, 3 GRAPHS
TRADE PAPER, $44.95 (CAN $60.95)
ISBN: 9788499886343
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  JUNE

Las malas lenguas
Barbarismos, desbarres, palabros, 
redundancias, sinsentidos y 
demás barrabasadas
The Bad Tongues: Barbarisms, Nonsense, 
Bad Words, Redundancies and Others

Juan Domingo Argüelles

In this work, Juan Domingo Argüelles 
reviews the redundancies, poor pronunci-
ation, and other linguistic gaffes that both 
the educated and uneducated commit. In 
addition, he offers a critical view of the 
linguistics institutions for being antiquated 
and omitting necessary dictionary entries. 
Through reading this, hopefully, a reader 
will learn to avoid the atrocities we say 
and write in Spanish.   

Juan Domingo Argüelles is an essayist, 
literary critic, and editor. He finished his 
Bachelor of Letters at the National Auton-
omous University of Mexico. Currently, 
he directs IBERO, a journal of the Ibe-
ro-American University and a columnist 
in multiple publications. He has written 
books such as Ustedes queleen and La 
letramuerta.

LANGUAGE ARTS & DISCIPLINES/ COMMUNI-
CATION STUDIES
LANGUAGE ARTS & DISCIPLINES/ LINGUIS-
TICS/GENERAL
616 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9786075275024
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Diccionario Pocket  
Español/Inglés
Pocket Dictionary of English/Spanish

Larousse Larousse

More than 70,000 words and expression with more than 
110,000 translations fill this pocket dictionary with the vocab-
ulary of all styles ranging from general to technical, scientific 
to specialized. It also contains a guide to pronunciation in both 
languages, a conjugation chart for Spanish verbs, and a large 
variety of idiomatic expression and American slang.  

Ediciones Larousse is a publisher based in Mexico City.

REFERENCE/ DICTIONARIES
REFERENCE/ GENERAL
640 PAGES, 4.25 X 7
TRADE PAPER, $5.99 (CAN $7.99)
ISBN: 9789702210191
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO

EDICIONES LAROUSSE  MAY

Diccionario Compact  
Español/Inglés
Compact English/Spanish Dictionary

Larousse Larousse

Level: Intermediate. For precise and quick queries. More than 
90,000 words and expressions. More than 120,000 translations. 
Compounds in English have their own entries. Examples: Point of 
order, blood pressure, etc. Acronyms and proper names. Practical 
and technical vocabulary, including irregular verbs. Pronuncia-
tion guide for both languages. Conjugation tables for Spanish 
verbs. Words from Latin American Spanish.

Ediciones Larousse is a publisher based in Mexico City.

REFERENCE/ DIRECTORIES
REFERENCE/ GENERAL
1128 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $18.99 (CAN $24.99)
ISBN: 9789706074218
RIGHTS: US & CANADA X PUERTO RICO
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El arte de mirar
A translation of Looking at Pictures (9780500293218)

Susan Woodford

Whether standing before a Japanese wood engraving or Picasso’s 
Guernica, this book will help readers refine their sight and give 
them more confidence when analyzing art. This essential guide 
has a glossary of key terms—that spans artistic movements and 
technical terminology—and a valuable list of recommended read-
ings. Those that enjoy art and want to deepen their understand-
ing will find in this book a perfect companion.

Susan Woodford received her bachelor’s from Harvard University 
and her doctorate from Columbia University. She is a professor 
of art history and gives lectures at the British Museum. She has 
written academic articles and other books. In 2003, she won the 
Critics Prize. 

ART/ GENERAL
176 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9788417254353
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JUNE

Esenciales del arte Series

Arte moderno y contemporáneo
A translation of Modern Art (9780500293225)

Amy Dempsey

Those that enjoy art and want to deepen their understanding 
will find in this book a perfect accompaniment that provides all 
the contextual information necessary to enjoy and understand 
it. Each section provides a succinct explanation, characteristic 
works, and a relevant list of artists, features, disciplines, and 
collections.

Amy Dempsey is an art historian and writer. She studied art 
history at Hunter College and received her Ph.D. from the 
Courtauld Institute of Art, London. She is a Fellow of the Royal 
Society of Art, and is the author of El artecomodestino and 
Estilos, escuelas and movimientos: guía enciclopédica del  
arte modern.

ART/ HISTORY/MODERN (LATE 19TH CENTURY TO 1945)
ART/ GENERAL
176 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9788417254346
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JUNE
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Crear iconos
A translation of Thinking in Icons 
(9781631593147)

Emily Potts and Felix Sockwell

Foreword by Steven Heller

From the most sophisticated, corporate 
visual systems to the omnipresent emoti-
cons, icons have become an international 
language, entertaining images, and affirma-
tions of a unique brand identity, as much 
personal as they are commercial. With a 
preface by Steven Heller and commentary 
by experts such as Bill Gardner, John Kor-
pics, and Brian Rea, this book will educate, 
inspire, and entertain designers, illustrators 
and any fans.

Emily Potts is a writer and has been in an 
editor in the design industry for 20 years. 
She lives in Peoria, Illinois. Felix Sockwell 
is an artist, graphic designer, and art direc-
tor specializing in logos, murals, and GUI 
who has worked with various brands and 
companies. He lives in Maplewood, New 
Jersey. Steven Heller was the art director 
for the New York Times for 35 years. He 
currently writes the blog The Daily Heller 
and lives in New York City.

ART/ GENERAL
160 PAGES, 8.5 X 10
TRADE PAPER, $29.95 (CAN $39.95)
ISBN: 9788417254162
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JULY

Wildlife illustrations 
Series

Circo de Góriz.  
Ordesa
El corazón de la montaña
Circus of Goriz

Francisco Hernández

There exists an innate soul in all human 
beings, and our tendency to express our-
selves shows this as manifestations of our 
creativity. Consider writing, which is sim-
ply drawing symbols on a piece of paper. 
Any person that writes legibly is drawing 
and has the potential to improve their 
ability to draw, which connects us directly 
with profound feelings. Look at a small 
child enthusiastically drawing. This is the 
fuel of our creativity: enthusiasm and play. 
And through drawing, one can foster both.

Francisco J. Hernández is a Spanish paint-
er, illustrator, and biologist. He is a former 
board member of the Asociación Española 
de Artistas de la Naturaleza and has led 
courses and workshops on scientific and 
nature illustration, as well as on drawing 
and painting.

ART/ TECHNIQUES/DRAWING
ART/ EUROPEAN
84 PAGES, 9.75 X 7
250 LINE DRAWINGS, 120 W/C ILLUSTRATIONS, 
1 MAP, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9788494670930
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDICIONES RODENO  AUGUST

Breve historia de  
la fotografía
Guía de bolsillo con los géneros, 
las obras, los temas y las  
técnicas fundamenta
A translation of The Short Story of Pho-
tography (9781786272010)

Ian Haydn Smith

This book presents a brief history of 
photography and its most significant styles. 
It also reviews the technological advances 
from the primitive camera to its transfor-
mation into a digital device. It highlights 
50 key works, that span from pictorialism 
and photojournalism to abstraction and 
portraiture, that have left an indelible 
mark on the art form. It may not be an 
exhaustive history, but it helps the reader 
enjoy and understand photography from 
its birth.

Ian Haydn Smith is an editor of the  
magazines Curzon and BFI Filmmakers. 
He has written multiple books and  
created television programs about film 
and photography. 

PHOTOGRAPHY/ HISTORY
PHOTOGRAPHY/ GENERAL
224 PAGES, 6 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9788417254407
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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La alegría de dibujar
Meditaciones diarias de 15 
minutos para cultivar las  
habilidades de dibujo y  
relajarse coloreando 365  
propuestas para desarrollar 
sus habilidades artísticas
A translation Drawing for Joy 
(9781631592959)

Stephanie Jones

A relaxing and gratifying way to acquire 
the habit of drawing each day: this book 
is a formative and enrichening adventure 
that follows six enjoyable steps in each 
exercise created for 52 weeks of practice. 
Give yourself permission to be artistic, and 
discover how this meditation can release 
negative thoughts and place yourself in the 
present to enjoy each stroke. Draw figures, 
lines, and simple textures while you learn 
the elements and principles of creating.

Stephanie Peterson Jones is an artist and 
illustrator. She has illustrated children’s 
books, adult coloring books, and knitting 
books. She has worked for Calypso Cards, 
Taunton Press, Round World, Graphique 
de France, among others.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES/ GENERAL
SELF-HELP/ PERSONAL GROWTH/HAPPINESS
144 PAGES, 8.5 X 9.75
TRADE PAPER, $22.00 (CAN $30.00)
ISBN: 9788417254179
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JULY

Dibujar en blanco  
y negro
A translation of Drawing in Black & 
White (9781631592805)

Deborah Velásquez

When one works only with lines and 
positive and negative forms, the attention 
centers on the basics: composition, bal-
ance, and harmony. One can use ordinary 
brushes and markers on paper to draw 
in an innovative way. This book lays out 
black and white drawing in a simple and 
entertaining manner: with a few basic 
tools and creative exercises a reader will 
soon be drawing beautifully. 

Deborah Velásquez is an artist, designer, 
author, and blogger. She is a graduate of 
the Colorado Institute of Art and the Uni-
versity of Hartford Entrepreneurial Busi-
ness program. Her artwork has appeared 
in galleries, shows, and carried by Minted, 
West Elm, and CarpetVista. She lives in 
New England with her husband and two 
children.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES/ GENERAL
ART/ TECHNIQUES/DRAWING
144 PAGES, 8.5 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $22.00 (CAN $30.00)
ISBN: 9788417254001
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JULY

Ganchillo para  
principiantes
20 proyectos para aprender  
a tejer
A translation of Beginner’s Guide To  
Crochet (9781446305232)

Sarah Shrimpton

Learn to crochet and finish your first proj-
ect in a day! This book is a complete guide 
that includes all the basic points and tech-
niques necessary to join the crochet world. 
Each new point has detailed and easy to 
follow diagrams that are accompanied by 
designs that will put these new techniques 
to practice. Get comfortable and let Sarah 
Shrimpton guide you through a marvel-
ous journey as you pass from beginner to 
expert in a flash.

Sarah Shrimpton is a knitter, designer, and 
author of the award-winning blog Anna-
boo’s House. In her fourth year dedicated 
to crochet work, she designs patterns for 
crochet magazines and manuals, sells her 
patterns on Etsy, and offers patterns and 
tutorials at on her blog.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES/ NEEDLEWORK/ 
CROCHETING
128 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $33.95)
ISBN: 9788416407101
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Agentes secretos  
de bondad
Como pequenos actos de  
bondad realmente pueden  
cambiar al mundo
A translation of Secret Kindness Agents 
(9781608080915)

Ferial Pearson

Moved by the Sandy Hook Elementary 
School tragedy, Ferial Pearson wondered 
if a simple act of kindness could change a 
life. She thought of the school where she 
taught and the students she guided every 
day and wondered, what would happen 
if we started secretly carrying out small 
acts of kindness in school? The Agentes 
secretos de bondad project is in over 400 
schools across the world.

Ferial Pearson is a writer and teacher. For 
ten years she taught English and reading 
at the Omaha South High Magnet School. 
She was then a Talent Advisor at Ralston 
High School where she created the Secret 
Kindness Agents Project, which was also a 
TED talk. She now teaches at the Univer-
sity of Nebraska at Omaha in the Teach-
er Education Department. She lives in 
Ralston, Nebraska with her husband and 
two children. 

EDUCATION/ PHILOSOPHY, THEORY & SOCIAL 
ASPECTS
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS/ FRIENDSHIP
66 PAGES, 8 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9781608082117
RIGHTS: WORLD

BOUTIQUE OF QUALITY BOOKS/WRITELIFE 
PUBLISHING  MARCH

Cómo hacer que tus 
hijos te escuchen
Guía de supervivencia para  
padres con hijos de 2 a 7 años
A translation of How to Talk so Little 
Kids Will Listen (9781501131653)

Joanna Faber and Julie King

With experience in child raising workshops 
and recent theoretical investigations, the 
authors offer strategies to communicate 
with children in a practical and congenial 
way. Taking the focus away from punish-
ment and prizes, and with information 
dedicated to autistic children, this guides 
a parent on how to educate with patience, 
kindness, and support that raises coopera-
tive children. 

Joanna Faber is an expert in upbringing 
and education who speaks at conferences 
and workshops. She lives in Putnam 
Valley, New York, with her husband and 
three children. Julie King is an educator 
who studied at Princeton University. She 
gives workshops for numerous schools, 
non-profits, and parent groups. She lives in 
the San Francisco Bay area.

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS/ PARENTING/
GENERAL
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS/ EDUCATION
372 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9786075275086
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  APRIL

Cien x 100 Series

100 preguntas y  
respuestas para ser 
mejores padres
100 Questions and Answers For Being 
Better Parents

Nora Rodriguez

100 preguntas y respuestas para ser mejo-
respadres not only clears doubts for first-
time parents, but it also gives a distinct ed-
ucational outline that pays attention to the 
changing emotions of children and their 
manners as they begin to interact with the 
world from birth to two-years-old. 

Nora Rodríguez is a writer, educator, and 
international speaker on pedagogy and 
innovation. She is a pioneer of the study 
of school violence in Spain and the tireless 
defense of Children’s Rights.

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS/ PARENTING/
GENERAL
152 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788416918386
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Look Series

Guerreras y princesas
Heroínas de los videojuegos
Warriors and Princesses

David Martínez

The video game industry is the youngest 
entertainment industry with the largest 
room to grow. In addition, it has under-
stood how to integrate women into its 
universe as both players and protagonists. 
Looking at the games that appear in this 
book, one will see how the role of the 
heroine has changed. From originally 
being damsels of distress to becoming the 
fighting, powerful protagonists of later 
games, David Martínez outlines the history 
of women in video games.

David Martínez began to work for Hobby 
Consolas in 1998 and since then has 
been a video game journalist. He is the 
editor-in-chief of Hobbyconsolas.com, a 
game hardware collector, a professor of the 
history of video games.

GAMES & ACTIVITIES/ VIDEO & ELECTRONIC
252 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $31.00 (CAN $42.00)
ISBN: 9788494826801
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK  JULY

Look Series

Historia de los  
videojuegos
Todo lo que necesitas saber  
desde sus inicios hasta  
principios del siglo XXI
The History of Videogames

Yann Lebihan

This is the astonishing history of video 
games, a powerful industry that grew and 
developed between Japanese and the Unit-
ed States. Despite being some of the most 
technically progressive entertainment of 
the current day, many still remember those 
clunky first games with affection. This 
book discusses those classic games and 
their creators so that gamers old and new 
can learn about the events that marked 
this genre.

Yann Lebihan is an author. Like much of 
his generation, he grew up on video games 
which occupied a large part of his time.

GAMES & ACTIVITIES/ VIDEO & ELECTRONIC
252 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $31.00 (CAN $42.00)
ISBN: 9788494826825
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK  JULY

A través de  
Stranger Things
Recordando los 80
On Stranger Things

Martí Pallàs and Eloy Pérez Ladaga

What began as a familiar, entertaining TV 
series has become—thanks to its cre-
ators the Duffer Brothers and its cast—a 
worldwide success. Set in the 80’s, Stranger 
Things narrates the disappearance of a 
young boy named Will in the small town 
of Hawkins, Indiana. When his best friends 
go searching for him, they encounter a 
mysterious girl named Eleven who has 
telekinetic powers. This book shines a light 
on the production of the series, and all its 
80’s references and nostalgia.

Martí Pallàs is an editor and writer. He 
has contributed as editor for various 
educational texts of health, encyclopedias, 
literary. He has worked for the publishing 
houses RBA, Salamandra, and Random 
House Mondadori. Eloy Pérez Ladaga is 
a music journalist. He has contributed to 
various publications and has written the 
book Nikki Sudden, el Blues de la Revolu-
ción Francesa and Rock Progresivo.

PERFORMING ARTS/ TELEVISION/GENRES/
SCIENCE FICTION, FANTASY & HORROR
160 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
140 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9788494791710
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Una golondrina no  
hace primavera
One Swallow Does Not Make Spring

Alejandro Martínez Abraín

Across 30 chapters, Alejandro Martínez Abraín develops a  
heavily-researched argument about the role of humans in the  
biosphere, the stalling of ecological science, the dogmas of  
conservation, and the changing vision of the mechanisms of 
biological evolution.

Alejandro Martínez Abraín is a professor of ecology and conser-
vation biology at Coruña University in Spain. He is the author 
of numerous scholarly articles for publications including Animal 
Biodiversity and Conservation, Animal Conservation, and Bio-
logical Conservation. He is the coauthor of Multiplicity in Unity: 
Plant Subindividual Variation and Interactions with Animals. 

NATURE/ ECOLOGY
SCIENCE/ ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
200 PAGES, 5.75 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9788494670954
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDICIONES RODENO  AUGUST

Historias secretas de los árboles
Propiedades culinarias, medicinales, cosméticas
A translation of Hidden Histories: Trees (9781604696172)

Noel Kingsbury

Trees are a source for many products with an extraordinary value 
for humanity. Did you know that in the past we believed that eat-
ing hazelnuts increased intelligence, or that dried nuts were used 
as rosary beads? In the pages of this book, you will discover with 
which wood Native Americans sewed baskets, what leaves have 
curing properties, and what trees are used for cooking oil. With 
colorful illustrations for each tree, this book collects the knowl-
edge of over 150 trees in an exquisite and informative volume.

Noel Kingsbury is a horticultor and successful writer. He has 
written numerous books, among them Homenaje a los árboles 
and Jardines de diseño.

NATURE/ PLANTS/TREES
NATURE/ GENERAL
224 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $29.95 (CAN $39.95)
ISBN: 9788417254575
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Los secretos de las calles  
de Barcelona
Secrets of Barcelona Streets

José Luís Caballero and David Escamilla

Barcelona is a city that has reinvented itself throughout history. 
So many times, in fact, that Barcelona is known as the city with 
a thousand faces. There is the industrial Barcelona, the Olym-
pic village, and the city of festivals and expos. There is also the 
Barcelona of design, the stately and distinguished City of Counts, 
and the ancient Barcino. In this book, two writers divulge all the 
Barcelona’s and their histories for our astonished eyes, corner to 
corner, plaza to plaza, street to street.

José Luis Caballero is a writer and journalist, with a degree in 
information science from the Autonomous University of Barce-
lona. He has practiced journalism in various mediums and has 
published numerous novels and short stories. David Escamilla 
is a journalist and writer. He received a bachelor’s degree in 
political science and sociology from the Autonomous University 
of Barcelona. He has published twenty books.

TRAVEL/ EUROPE/SPAIN & PORTUGAL
200 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
100 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9788494791789
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO  JULY

Rutas del rock. De los caminos 
del blues a Woodstock
Viaje por los lugares de la música
Routes of Rock

Ezio Guaitamacchi

This book, both a guide and encyclopedia, is a crucial account 
of the musical journey that will awaken the curiosity of all those 
sacred, famous, and historic places that the author of this book 
has visited and have marked the history of rock. The exceptional 
narrative talent of the author and the evocation of the mythical 
locations of rock make this an excellent trip through the threads 
of music history.

Ezio Guaitamacchi is a journalist, music critic, author, radio and 
television presenter, musician, and professor. He has published 
many essays such as 1000 canzoni que ci hanno cambiato la vita 
and Figli dei fiori. He has also written short stories, a rock thrill-
er, and the first story of rock In Italy.

TRAVEL/ MUSEUMS, TOURS, POINTS OF INTEREST
MUSIC/ ESSAYS
252 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.75
240 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $31.00 (CAN $42.00)
ISBN: 9788494826832
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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El fantasma del rey Leopoldo
A translation of King Leopold’s Ghost: A Story of Greed, Terror, 
and Heroism in Colonial Africa (9781780996554)

Adam Hochschild

At the end of the 19th century, when the European powers 
divided Africa for themselves, King Leopold of Belgium carried 
out a brutal sacking of the territory surrounding the Congo 
river that provoked the death of over 10 million Africans. A rich 
and perturbing story, it describes a megalomaniac of monstrous 
proportions. It is also the moving portrait of African rebels who 
did not kneel and a handful of valiant missionaries and explorers 
who traveled to Africa in search of adventure and instead became 
witnesses to a genocide.

Adam Hochschild is a writer, journalist, historian, and professor. 
He received a BA in history and literature from Harvard Uni-
versity and has contributed essays to The New Yorker, Harper’s 
Magazine, The New York Review of Books, and the Nation.

HISTORY/ AFRICA/WEST
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ HISTORICAL
528 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5
CLOTH, $31.95 (CAN $42.95)
ISBN: 9788416665303
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL  JULY

Historia portatil del mundo
A Portable History of the World (9789783871342) a translation 
of the German

Alexander Von Schönburg

Can one tell the history of the world in less than 400 pages? For 
this writer, the answer is yes. The world, from biology to culture, 
from art to history is exhaustively described in this small book. 
Through a series of agile vignettes of moments in humanity, from 
its worst and best, Von Schonburg shows us cities, dynasties, 
republics, and countries. He offers us an entertaining tool to 
discover the past and illuminate the present.  

Alexander Von Schönburg worked for the Franfurter Allgemaine 
Zeitung and was the editor-in-chief of Park Avenue magazine. He 
has published many successful books and has been on the editori-
al board of the newspaper Bild since 2009.

HISTORY/ CIVILIZATION
HISTORY/ WORLD
320 PAGES, 5 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $20.00 (CAN $27.00)
ISBN: 9788415070856
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Creadores de hits
La ciencia de la popularidad  
en la era de la distracción
A translation of Hit Makers: The Science of Popularity  
in an Age of Distraction (9781101980323)

Derek Thompson

“Enthralling—full of ‘aha’ moments about why some ideas soar 
and others never get off the ground. This book picks up where 
The Tipping Point left off.” —Adam Grant, Wharton professor 
and New York Times bestselling author, on the English-language 
edition

The greatest hits don’t appear randomly based solely on quality 
or publicity. Behind every success is a secret history of power, 
influence, and huge fans. Combining investigative journalism 
with analysis, Thompson shows that originality isn’t enough, 
undisputed “good taste” doesn’t exist, and how certain products 
and art become indispensable.   

Derek Thompson is a senior editor at the Atlantic, where he 
writes about economics and media, and he appears regularly on 
radio and television. He was included in the “30 Under 30” lists 
in Forbes and Inc. He lives in New York City.

SOCIAL SCIENCE/ ANTHROPOLOGY/CULTURAL & SOCIAL
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS/ GENERAL
352 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9786075274997
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  APRIL

El Estado mestizo
A translation of The Mestizo State: Reading Race  
in Modern Mexico (9780816656363)

Joshua Lund

Beneath the mestizo myth maintained by the State and accepted 
by society, there hides a racial hierarchy and structure in which 
different social groups have been historically marginalized and 
removed from their lands. In Mexico, racist ideas have received 
little attention in cultural studies but are often present in public. 
In this book, Lund analyzes this issue through the works of four 
Mexican writers: Luis Alva, Ignacio Manuel Altamirano, Rosario 
Castellanos, and Elena Garro.

Joshua Lund is a professor of Latin American literature at the 
University of Notre Dame. He is also the author of The Impure 
Imagination: Toward a Critical Hybridity in Latin American 
Writing.

SOCIAL SCIENCE/ ANTHROPOLOGY/CULTURAL & SOCIAL
264 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5
CLOTH, $26.00 (CAN $35.00)
ISBN: 9788416665181
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Violación en Nueva York
A translation of Rape in New York (9781558616813)

Jana Leo

Jana Leo remembers each part of the moment when a man entered 
her apartment in Harlem and raped her. After calling the police, 
who showed little interest in the incident, the artist realized that 
the violence did not end with the rape. Preoccupied with the possi-
bility her aggressor would return, she contacted her landlord, who 
refused to increase security measures. Here, Leo sharply analyzes 
the vulnerability of the working class and the perverse penal jus-
tice system. In addition, she analyzes rape within the circle close to 
the victim, as her rapist was also her neighbor.

Jana Leo is a multidisciplinary artist. She has a doctorate in 
philosophy from the Autonomous University of Madrid and a 
master’s in architecture from the University of Princeton, and 
for more than fifteen years she has worked in a combination of 
artistic disciplines. Her art has appeared in Spain and the United 
States. She lives in New York.

SOCIAL SCIENCE/ VIOLENCE IN SOCIETY
162 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9788415070917
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MALPASO EDITORIAL  JULY

Por qué no soy feminista
Un manifiesto feminista
A translation of Why I Am Not a Feminist: A Feminist Manifesto 
(9781612196015)

Jessa Crispin

Do you think that women are human beings and they deserve 
to be treated as such? That women deserve the same rights and 
liberties as men? If so, then you are a feminist… or so say the 
feminists. Somewhere along the way, the movement for female 
liberation left us with a banal, polite, ineffectual position that 
barely challenges the status quo. In this bracing and fierce mani-
festo, Jessa Crispin demands more.

Jessa Crispin is a writer, literary critic, and editor of Bookslut, 
an American literary blog. She is the author of The Dead Ladies 
Project, The Creative Tarot, and has written for various pub-
lications such as the New York Times, The Guardian, and The 
Washington Post. She lives in New York.

SOCIAL SCIENCE/ WOMEN’S STUDIES
112 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
CLOTH, $16.00 (CAN $22.00)
ISBN: 9788415070979
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Moctezuma
Moctezuma

José Luis Trueba

José Luis Trueba investigates the controversial life of the Tlaotani 
(“King” in Aztec culture) Moctezuma II, especially in the less-
er-known events that preceded the Spanish conquests. From 
the dangerous circumstances of his birth to his encounter with 
Hernán Cortés, passing through his education, military career, 
and political actions, Moctezuma is a complex portrait of a man 
that passed from adored to defeated in dizzying succession. 

José Luis Trueba is a writer, journalist, editor, and professor. He 
has taught at UNAM, the Intercontinental University, and the 
Technological University of Mexico. He has also published vari-
ous books on history, politics, science, and novels.

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ HISTORICAL
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ CULTURAL, ETHNIC & REGIONAL/
HISPANIC & LATINO
276 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9786075275987
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MAY

Deep Purple
Historia de la saga
Deep Purple

José Luis Martín

Legends with a turbulent past, Deep Purple is considered one 
of the most fundamental bands of Hard Rock. They have sold 
more than 100 million albums all over the world, but the ambi-
tion of some members—who went off on their own or formed 
new groups—has caused Deep Purple to go through numerous 
changes. Despite this, the purple machine has yet to stop, and this 
book chronicles their career from the original formation to the 
numerous acts created by old members.

José Luis Martín has been a music critic for more than 30 years. 
He has directed and presented various music radio programs 
such as “El tiempo está de nuestra parte” on Ona Popular de 
Sants and “Bad Music” on Radio L’Hospitalet, ComRadio, and 
ScannerFM, which was also a TV program for over 10 years. He 
is the author of Queen & Freddie Mercury. 

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ MUSIC
256 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
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TRADE PAPER, $26.95 (CAN $35.95)
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Stop-time
A translation of Stop-Time (9780140044461)

Frank Conroy

“The best literary memoir of the twentieth century and one of 
the books that first made poor old yours truly want to try to be  
a writer.”—David Foster Wallace

First published in 1967, Stop-Time was immediately recognized 
as a masterpiece of modern American autobiography, a brilliant 
portrayal of one boy’s passage from childhood to adolescence 
and beyond. Here is Frank Conroy’s wry, sad, and beautiful 
tale of life on the road; of odd jobs and lost friendships, brutal 
schools and first loves; of a father’s early death and a son’s exhil-
arating escape into manhood.

Frank Conroy graduated from Haverford College in 1958. He 
was director of the prestigious Writers’ Workshop. Conroy is 
the author of his autobiography Stop-Time and story collection, 
Midair. His work has appeared in the New Yorker, Esquire, GQ, 
Harper’s Magazine, and Partisan Review.

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ PERSONAL MEMOIRS
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ LITERARY FIGURES
424 PAGES, 8.5 X 5.5
TRADE PAPER, $25.99 (CAN $34.99)
ISBN: 9788417007416
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LIBROS DEL ASTEROIDE  AUGUST

Diario de un incesto
A translation of The Incest Diary (9780374175559)

Anónimo

This is a true story, told in the first person, of a woman that was 
submitted to sexual and physical abuse by her father when she was 
a young girl. It is the anatomy of a broken mind, the x-ray of an 
injured soul and, above all else, the privileged vision of how some-
one survives and lives through the world after serious trauma.

The author of this books prefers not to sign it. Their story would 
not have been possible without the armor anonymity offers. It is 
a testimony, not an exhibition. 

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ SURVIVAL
128 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9788416665914
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John Maynard 
Keynes
John Maynard Keynes

The General Theory of Employment, 
Interest, and Money is the most import-
ant work of John Maynard Keynes, who 
foresaw that his work would begin a 
revolution in the form of businesses think-
ing more on public interest. Keynesian 
Thought was very influential on post-war 
period economics and capitalism, and this 
book highlights the essential works of his 
theories.

Sergio Campos is an editor and professor. 
He received degrees from the University 
of Buenos Aires, where he specialized in 
literary theory.

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS/ DEVELOPMENT/
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
192 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $9.99 (CAN $12.99)
ISBN: 9789877185577
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA  JUNE

La riqueza no  
puede esperar
Cómo evitar las trampas y  
construir tu futuro financiero
A translation of Wealth Can’t Wait: 
Empower Your Freedom, Create Your 
Future and Build a Life Worth Living 
(9781626344198)

Paul Morris and David Osborn

In Wealth Can’t Wait, David Osborn and 
Paul Morris share their knowledge, dis-
mantle myths about wealth, and demon-
strate how one can achieve financial liber-
ty. Osborn and Morris’s method consists 
of a five-part strategy of steps to boost 
wealth. By cultivating the habits, mentality, 
and business practices to secure the best 
results, you will be inspired to reach your 
financial ambitions today.

Paul Morris is a business owner, writ-
er, and business consultant. In only a 
decade he has transformed a small real 
estate brokerage into a franchise with 
10 branches. He graduated with hon-
ors in economics from the University of 
Pittsburgh and has postgraduate degrees 
from Oxford and Cornell. David Osborn 
has founded over 50 companies and 
constructed one of the most successful 
real estate brokerages in the world. He 
also teaches others how to live prosperous 
lives. He lives in Austin, Texas.

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS/ GENERAL
EDUCATION/ FINANCE
252 PAGES, 7 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9786075275536
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  MAY

Un best seller para 
toda la vida
Cómo crear y vender  
obras duraderas
A translation of Perennial Seller: The Art 
of Making and Marketing Work That Lasts 
(9780143109013)

Ryan Holiday

“How to create lasting success in a world 
of flash-in-the-pan hits and how to extend 
the proverbial 15 minutes of fame to a 
decade or even a century.” —The Financial 
Times, on the English-language edition

Ryan Holiday reveals for creators of all 
types how to conceive of long-lasting and 
successful works. Through interviews with 
experts, a deep study of imagination, and 
a study of works in various genres (from 
Iron Maiden’s music to Winston Chur-
chill), this book provides tools to build an 
audience, develop ideas, and prepare the 
best business plans.

Ryan Holiday is an American writer, 
marketer, and entrepreneur interested 
in personal and corporate development. 
He is the media editor for the New York 
Observer and has written for Forbes, The 
Huffington Post, and others. He also wrote 
Confía en mí, estoymintiendo.

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS/ SALES & SELLING/
GENERAL
REFERENCE/ WRITING SKILLS
216 PAGES, 7 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95)
ISBN: 9786075275994
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Lo esencial del lenguaje musical
Las bases fundamentales del análisis musical
The Essential of Music Theory

Daniel Berrueta and Laura Miranda

An indispensable tool for conservatory and university students 
and for anyone that practices music, this book proposes an 
approach to the structures of music theory from the first years of 
study. Over 11 subjects, the authors present and review funda-
mental elements such as rhythm, melody,  intervals, chords, and 
scales. This book is necessary for anyone interested in playing 
music intelligently and with complete expertise.  

Daniel Berrueta received a degree in music theory, violin, and 
viola from the National Music Conservatory of Uruguay. He 
has been a professor at the Beethoven Musical Conservatory in 
Montevideo and an academic director of music at Real Musical 
in Oviedo. Laura Miranda has a bachelor’s degree in piano, mu-
sic history and a doctorate in musicology from the University of 
Oviedo. Currently, she is a professor at the same university, and 
her research focuses on music in Spanish film.

MUSIC/ ESSAYS
MUSIC/ REFERENCE
192 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
40 GRAPHS
TRADE PAPER, $26.95 (CAN $35.95)
ISBN: 9788494879906
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO  JULY

Ukelelala
Aprende a tocar el ukelele en familia
Ukulala: Learn to Play the Ukulele With Family

Salva Rey

This book is a pleasant, fun, and accessible guide to learning the 
ukulele and will familiarize readers with the basic notions of 
melody, harmony, and rhythm, and outline the peculiar history of 
this instrument. With a little practice, chords will come easy and 
you will be singing and playing ukulele in no time.

Salva Rey, also known as Mister Furia, is a member of the pop 
band The Pinker Tones and a writer of the children’s book series 
Rolf & Flor. He is also a ukulele enthusiast and has taught the 
instrument for many years.

MUSIC/ MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS/STRINGS
128 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25
CLOTH, $22.95 (CAN $30.95)
ISBN: 9788494786969
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Serrat
El canto libre
Serrat

Carles Gámez

From his beginning as the jubilant and Mediterranean singer, 
more than five decades have passed. Many of Joan Manuel  
Serrat’s songs are stuck in the memory of various generations. 
They have become hymns in our ears, of dreams and desires that 
have crossed between singer and audience. The author under-
stands the true universality of an artist is always rooted in his 
origins. Starting at Serrat’s own chronicles as a child in a melting 
pot neighborhood, mixed like his own Catalan and Aragon fam-
ily, it tells the story of a singer that transformed popular music in 
the 20th century.

Carles Gámez is a journalist. He has worked as a screenwriter 
for TV and radio programs in genres such as magazines, docu-
mentary series, musical shows, and others. He has contributed to 
magazines and newspapers like El País, La Vanguardia, Esquire, 
and is the author of books on pop music, rock history, and film.

MUSIC/ GENERAL
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/ MUSIC
240 PAGES, 8.75 X 10.75
CLOTH, $45.00 (CAN $61.00)
ISBN: 9788417056162
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BLUME  JULY

Atlas Ilustrado Series

Historia del Jazz clásico
History of Classic Jazz

Susaeta Publishing

From its origins in Ragtime and Blues, the passionate life and 
main themes of the greatest singers and musicians, this book 
discusses the history of one of America’s greatest inventions with 
chapters ranging from its historical beginnings to jazz in films.

Susaeta Publishing, Inc. is a publisher of Spanish-language books 
based in Madrid, Spain.

MUSIC/ GENRES & STYLES/JAZZ
REFERENCE/ GENERAL
256 PAGES, 9.25 X 10.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $29.95 (CAN $39.95)
ISBN: 9788467756784
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Música Series

Historia de la música 
pop. El auge
De Bob Dylan y el folk  
al spotify
History of Pop Music: The Rise of Bob 
Dylan to Spotify

Peter Doggett

Their rhythms have influenced how we 
walk on the street, how we look in a 
mirror, and how we confront the world 
around us. Pop music has influenced our 
morals and customs; it has transformed 
our attitude towards race, gender, and 
politics. In a revolutionary and ambitious 
book, Peter Doggett shares the history of 
pop music from Bob Dylan and the Beatles 
to the stars of the 21st century and how 
technological advances have made pop 
music the vital blood of the modern world.

Peter Doggett is the author of numerous 
books about music and cultural history. 
His most recent title is The Man Who Sold 
the World David Bowie and the 1970s. He 
has also written You Never Give Me Your 
Money, a history of the Beatles break-up 
and its financial consequences

MUSIC/ GENRES & STYLES/POP VOCAL
MUSIC/ GENERAL
352 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
90 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $32.00 (CAN $43.00)
ISBN: 9788494791772
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO  
JUNE

Música Series

Mujeres del rock
Crónica de las grandes  
protagonistas del rock
Women of Rock

Anabel Vélez

When thinking of rock legends, a few 
names like Elvis, Jagger or Lennon pop 
up. But rock would not be how we know 
it today if not for what women contribute 
to its rebellious and combative style. This 
book is a historic and chronological tour 
from the 20’s to current day about the 
most important and influential women in 
rock history. 

Anabel Vélez Vargas is a journalist and 
the editor-in-chief of Culturaca, and she 
contributes regularly to magazines such 
as Ruta 66 and Blisstopic. She specializes 
in feminist literature and has analyzed the 
role of women in culture through music 
and comics. This is her third book, the oth-
er two being Rockeras and Superheroínas.

MUSIC/ GENRES & STYLES/ROCK
MUSIC/ REFERENCE
400 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
204 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $31.95 (CAN $42.95)
ISBN: 9788494791765
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO  
JUNE

La novela gráfica  
del rock Series

Guns N’ Roses
La novela gráfica del rock
Guns N’ Roses

Jim McCarthy and Marc Olivent

Marc Olivent’s illustrations and Jim Mc-
Carthy’s words perfectly capture the dan-
gerous spirit of Axl Rose, the most memo-
rable Guns N’ Roses lineup, and the group 
over its three-decade career. It is a story of 
excess and chaos: the feud between Rose 
and Kurt Cobain, riots during concerts, 
the most expensive album ever made, the 
bitter departure of Slash, the drugs, the 
groupies, and of course, the music. Only a 
graphic novel could do justice to the epic 
story of Guns N’ Roses.

Jim McCarthy is a graphic artist and 
writer. He is best known for his graphic 
biographies of famous musicians, such as 
the books, Ramones, and Godspeed: The 
Kurt Cobain Graphic and Voices of Latin 
Rock. Marc Olivent is an illustrator. He 
has drawn for comics such as “Sundown 
Crossroads,” “Rick Fury” and “Zezi” and 
the book Dark Satanic Mills.

MUSIC/ GENRES & STYLES/ROCK
160 PAGES, 6.5 X 9
250 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $26.95)
ISBN: 9788494791796
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO  
JUNE
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5 Ingredientes: Cocina 
baja en calorías
Cinco Tintas Cinco Tintas
COOKING/ HEALTH & HEALING/
WEIGHT CONTROL 
192 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9788416407002 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CINCO TINTAS

5 Ingredientes:  
Pasteles y Postres
Cinco Tintas Cinco Tintas
COOKING/ COURSES &  
DISHES/DESSERTS 
COOKING/ COURSES &  
DISHES/CAKES 
192 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9788416407019 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CINCO TINTAS

Citrus
Catherine Phipps
COOKING/ SPECIFIC  
INGREDIENTS/FRUIT 
256 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.75 
CLOTH, $39.95 (CAN $53.95) 
ISBN: 9788416407309 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CINCO TINTAS

Cocina con ajo
Jenny Linford
COOKING/ SPECIFIC  
INGREDIENTS/HERBS,  
SPICES, CONDIMENTS 
160 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.25 
CLOTH, $28.95 (CAN $38.95) 
ISBN: 9788416407200 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CINCO TINTAS

Deliciosas verduras
Georgina Fuggle
COOKING/ SPECIFIC INGREDI-
ENTS/VEGETABLES 
176 PAGES, 8.5 X 9.5 
FLEXIBOUND, $28.95 (CAN $38.95) 
ISBN: 9788416407088 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CINCO TINTAS

Ensaladas
Katie & Giancarlo Caldesi
COOKING/ COURSES &  
DISHES/SALADS 
208 PAGES, 8 X 10 
FLEXIBOUND, $28.95 (CAN $38.95) 
ISBN: 9788416407255 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CINCO TINTAS

Euskadi
José Pizarro
COOKING/ REGIONAL &  
ETHNIC/EUROPEAN 
256 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.75 
CLOTH, $39.95 (CAN $53.95) 
ISBN: 9788416407293 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CINCO TINTAS

Greens
Jessica Nadel
COOKING/ SPECIFIC  
INGREDIENTS/VEGETABLES 
176 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.5 
TRADE PAPER, $25.95 (CAN $34.95) 
ISBN: 9788416407057 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CINCO TINTAS

Hecho en casa
Joanna Gosling
CRAFTS & HOBBIES/  
DECORATING 
160 PAGES, 8.25 X 10 
TRADE PAPER, $25.95 (CAN $34.95) 
ISBN: 9788416407040 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CINCO TINTAS

Manual de coctelería
Dan Jones
COOKING/ BEVERAGES/ 
ALCOHOLIC/BARTENDING 
128 PAGES, 6 X 6 
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $20.95) 
ISBN: 9788416407026 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CINCO TINTAS

Off
Tanya Goodin
SELF-HELP/ SELF-MANAGEMENT/
GENERAL 
SELF-HELP/ PERSONAL GROWTH/
GENERAL 
112 PAGES, 4 X 6 
FLEXIBOUND, $11.95 (CAN $15.95) 
ISBN: 9788416407361 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CINCO TINTAS 129

Pulpo
Jean-Pierre Montanay
COOKING/ SPECIFIC I 
NGREDIENTS/SEAFOOD 
192 PAGES, 8.5 X 11.5 
CLOTH, $49.95 (CAN $66.95) 
ISBN: 9788416407194 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CINCO TINTAS
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Superalimentos
Jessica Nadel
COOKING/ SPECIFIC  
INGREDIENTS/GENERAL 
176 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.75 
TRADE PAPER, $25.95 (CAN $34.95) 
ISBN: 9788416407163 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CINCO TINTAS

Superzumos
Agathe Audouze
COOKING/ BEVERAGES/ 
JUICES & SMOOTHIES 
COOKING/ HEALTH & HEALING/
GENERAL 
80 PAGES, 6.75 X 9 
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $22.95) 
ISBN: 9788416407149 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CINCO TINTAS
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cocina ayurveda, La, 106
cochinos traviesos, Los, 28
cocina ayurveda, La, 106
Cocina mexicana, 101
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Cocteles mexicanos, 101
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Corazón indomable, 58
Craft Brew, 107
Creadores de hits, 121
Crear iconos, 114
Criaturas fantásticas, 61
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